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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Activities of vital concern to young end old are affecting th• 
public welfare. The importance of safeguarding the public welfare 
was recognized in the Constitution end it has not been overlooked 
since the time the Constitution became the "Law of the Land". Public 
welfare activities consist of programs which touch every individual 
in one way or another ·and thus become at least the indirect concern 
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of all. It is indeed a broad field. As interpreted in this study. 
programs which affect the public welfare financially are not only those 
which advance direct grants or benefits to persons in need, but also 
the whole gamut of activities which enhance the standard of living of 
the 1,801,028 people in Kansas. Included in this pa.per is the fun-
ctioning of the various agencies, but the primary concern is their 
financial set-up and how the .funds are administered. Therefore, as 
interpreted here, programs of public welfare consist of Grants for 
Assistance, Expenditures for Public Work Program, Rights Established 
by Service or Payments, Regulation Grants, Education and Health Grants, 
Federal Agencies Granting Loans, and Direct Aid Through Institutions. 
An attempt was made to make it an all-inclusive study or funds going 
to Kansas for these purposes in the fiscal years 1938-1941. 
Various studies have been made in the past on particular phases 
ot the problem, but no attempt has been made to ascertain the total 
cost of the "public welfare" in Kansas. Since public welfare has not 
been a direct obligation, financially, of the entire population until 
late years, many of the activities are of recent origin. The Social 
Security Act was not passed in Ken.au until 1937 end took effect in 
August of that year• Unemployment Compensation benefits were first 
payable in 1938, while Old Age Insurance monthly benefits became due 
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in January, 1940. Thus, it is readily seen that many of the programs 
have not had time in which to show any definite trends over more than 
the period covered in the study. Because social welfare is a. compare.• 
tively new field for the government, research is not as extensive aa 
in fields which have been in operation for a longer time. However, 
much use has been made of research facilities in the several branches 
of the field. In order to obtain an integrated picture of the relative 
importance of each program, how it is related to the others, where the 
funds are made available ud to obtain an understanding of the activi• 
ties of the various component parts, this study has been attempted. 
It is confusing to interpret figures on small sections of a program as 
large as the welfare program. Therefore. this study was undertaken 
with the view of combining information relating to welfare in Kansas 
into an integrated whole. 
The problem is divided into three main sections s (1) total amount 
of funds expended for public welfare in Kenaas and number of recipients 
in each category; (2) . source of the funds expended; (3) a general 
description of the activities of the various phases of the entire program. 
The main faets are set forth in the first two divisions and the sources 
of information for statements given there are the two large charts 
appearing at the end of each chapter. The description of the .activi-
ties is essential in understanding the data presented. This third 
section on description of activities includes the functioning of the 
various programs and a more thorough interpretation of their sources 
of funds. 
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Many limitations exist in a statistical study because of the great 
variance between different figures seemingly covering the same data. 
Sinee data were not published in a comparable form for :many of the 
progrems on a state basis, it was necessary to write numerous letters 
to state and Federal administrators requesting information, Because 
of their preoccupation with the war effort, Federal agencies were 
particularly slow in replying. Individual contact was made through 
letters or personal interview with each of the agencies except those 
involved with Education and_ Health Grants and Direct Aid Through Insti• 
tutiona. Because not all data were available., the charts are not com-
plete, but they are as inclusive as possible at the time of writing. 
Also, since the attempt was made to include total costs rather than 
only the amount of benefits or grants peid• the published data were 
often incomplete. Although figures ~sed in the charts are used as 
total expenditures unless stated otherwise, it is possible that some 
do not include all costs, as some agencies do not keep available records 
covering all costs of a whole program. 
An additional problem met frequently in studies involving a large 
group of agencies was the period used as a be.sis for computing expenses. 
Spme run on a calendar year basis., uthough most are on a fiscal year 
aet-up. Thie eeuses some inconsistency in the data used end also made 
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it necessary to transform others to a fiscal year amount. The agencies 
granting loans give, in JD8l'IY cases, a figure representing amount of 
loans outstanding rather than the amount le:nt during the year. 
With these limitations in mind, it should then be understood that 
the figures given are not final figures even though a serious attempt 
was made to make them so. Adjustments are continually being made to 
change data that formerly were up-to-date. 
Different individuals may disagree aa to the advisability of 
including certain activities in public welfare, but an attempt has bee 
made to make it an all-inclusive study of the programs directly as well 
as indirectly related. 
CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY AND CWCLUSIWS 
The following oanolusions resulted fran this survey of Publio 
Welfare in Kansas. 1938-1941, 
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1. Under the President's Reorganization plan Number 1 of 1939• 
many agencies formerly dealing individually with public welfare were 
consolidated into larger groupings whieh centralized administration 
and facilitated the work. 
2. Total expenditures in Kansas for the various programs classi-
fied in this study as public welfare. exclusive of the grant program. 
increased from $73.562,943 in 1938 to $105.630,235 in 1939 and to 
$112,937,635 in 1940; then fell to $99,449,821 in 1941. 
3. Total number of persons or cases aided under the same pro-
grem. rose from 233.293 in 1938 to 311.336 in 1939, and to 369,956 
in 1940; and then fell to 333.414 in 1941. 
4. Taking the total expenditures and total number benefitting, 
the statistical average grant for the entire pregrem each year. is 
$311 in 1938 and $339 in 1939. The average dropped to $305 in 1940 
and reached a new low of $299 in 1941. 
5. Percentages of the welfare load borne by the Federal govem-
ment have increased, beginning with_. 1939. The national government 
bore 75.1% in 1938 and the proportion dropped to 73.5% in 1939. How-
ever, in 1940, the share rose to 75.9% and in 1941 it was 76%. Thus, 
the Federal government bas bome approximately three-fourths of the 
entire burden of public welfare during the period covered, 1938-1941. 
6. The state's share of the financial load has been small. 
The proportion increased from 5.4% in 1938 to 8.4% in 1939, but 
dropped to 7.4% in 1940. However, in 1941 the state's share rose 
1.3% to a.7%. 
7. Local govermnents contributed 15. 7% in 1938 and jmnped to 
18.1% in 1939. However, with the increased proportional aid of the 
Federal government in the direct assistance cases, the local share 
fell to 16. 7% in 1940 and 15.3% in 1941. 
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a. Using the 1938 figure as 100%, the total funds expended 
were 143% of 1938 in 1939, 153% in 1940, and dropped to 135% in 1941. 
Programs included in the study have been grouped under six 
headings. These main groups and their sub-headings, together with 
the total expenditures and ~umber of persons or cases for 1941 follow. 
They are based on Table I. 
Programs 
GRANTS FOR ASSISTANCE 
Old Age Assistance 
Aid to the Blind 
Aid to Dependent Children 
General Assistance 
Canmodities 
Adminiatration and Special Activities 
of Above Programs 






















EXPENDITURES FOR FEDERAL WORK PROGRAJ4S 
Work Projects Administration 
Civilian Conservation Corps 
National Youth Administration 
Public Works Administration 
Public Roads Administration 
Public Buildings Administration 
Sub-Total 
RIGHTS ESTABLISEED BY SERVICE OR PAYMENTS 
Veterans Bonuses 




DIRECT AID THROUGH INSTITUTICNS 
Institutions Under the Boa.rd of Adm. 
Educational 
School for Blind 
Schoo 1 for Dee.f 
Kansas Vocationa.1 School 
Patriatic 


























Institutions Under State Department of 
Sooie.l Welfare 
Topeka State Hospital 
Osawatomie State Hospital 
Lamed State Hospital 
State Hospital for Epileptics 
State Training Soho.ol 
State Sa.nitorium for Tuberculosis 
State Orphans Home 
Boys Industrial School 













































EDUCATION AND HEALTH GRANTS 
Cooperative Vocational Education and 
Rehabilitation 
Public Heal th 
Office of Education 
Sub-Total 
REGULATION GRANTS 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
Sub-Total 
GRAND TOTAL 
FEDERAL AGENCIES GRANTING LOANS 
Farm Security Adrninistration 
Farm Credit Administration 
Rural Electrification Administration 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation 




























It was under the President's Reorganiza ion Plan Number 1, of 
1939, that the Federal Security Agency end the Federal Works Agency 
were created. Agencies placed in them were previously in existence, 
but their work was n_ot centralized and much duplication occurred. The 
CCC, NYA, Social Security Board, all agencies making outright grants 
to persons in need, were therefore placed in the Federal Security Agency, 
while the programs (WPA, '?NA, Public Roads Administration, and 
Public Buildings Administration) were placed in the Federal Works 
Agency. This left only the Farm Security Administration in an outside 
agency, ae e.11 other progrems in "Grants for Assistance'' end "Federal 
Work Programs" were either in the Federal Security Agency or 
Federal Works Agency. The classification "Rights Established by Ser-
vice or Payments'' includes the Veterans Administration, Old Age 
Insurance, Unemplo,ment Compensation, and Workmen's Compensation. 
The first two are Federally administered. and the last two are state 
programs. The Veterans Administration exists in a separate division. 
of the Federal government., 'While Old Age Insurance is in the Social 
Security Board• Unemployment Compensation end Workmen's Compensa-
tion are centralized in that they are both separate divisions of the 
State Commission of Labor. 
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration is in the Depart-
ment of Agrieulture along with the Farm Security Administration and, 
for purposes of administration., is included with the agencies deal-
ing with the farmer. 
The agencies providing education and health grants are in the 
Federal Security Agmcy along with those giving direct assistance and 
the youth work programs. 
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The agencies granting loans to farmers are also centralized under 
the Department of Agriculture., while those lending to private indi-
viduals end business are in a separate group., the Federal Loan Agency. 
State institutions are grouped for administrative purposes with 
the patriotic., penal, end educational groups under the Board of Ad-
ministration and the remainder under the State Department of Social 
Wel.f'are.1 
This administrative set-up is the basis on which the entire 
study was made. The purpose was to incorporate all agencies dealing 
1. See page 3 for institutions in these groups. 
with public welfare, both directly and indirectly• into one complete 
um t. A chart showing this in a graphic presentation will be folDld 
in the. envelope at the be.ck of this survey. 
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The study was divided into three main problems, (1) Determination 
of total expenditures of all the social welfare programs in Kansas 
from 1938-1941, and the number receiving such benefits. Total expen-
ditures therefore include administrative .expenditures as well as 
cost of materials. (2) Sources of all funds expended. (3) Activities 
and organization or the various agencies dealing with public welfare. 
The conclusions forthccming, therefore. arise from the first 
two problems. The la.st, number 3, was a study of existing conditions. 
primarily frGJll a standpoint of organization, activities, and additional 
infor.m.ation as to source of funds. 
One of the most important conclusions gained from this_ study 
is the continual growth in emomts granted for the Social Security 
categories of Old Age Assistance, Aid to Dependent Children, and Aid 
to the Blind, with a corresponding increase in General Assistance 
despite the tre.nsfer of oases to the categories. In 1938, $3,7381 204 
was spent for Social Security categories and by 1941 this figure had 
risen to $9,192,000. The amount has tripled, but the number aided 
was half' again as large in 1941, being 55., 776 in 1_939 end 71,470 i n 1941. 
The tendency: to shi:rt General Assistance recipients to one of 
the categories (OAA, AB, ADC) is refiected in the decline in General 
Assistance recipients. Persons approved because of the mental of 
physical incapacity of the father for Aid to Dependent Chi ldren were 
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formerly General Assistance recipients. The transfer of part of the 
load from state and local governments to the Federal go-vernment through 
the categories lessened the burden on the state and local govemments. 
"Grants for Assistance" progrems may be compared with the Fed-
eral Work Pro@;rems, since most of them require that the applicant 
formally establish the fact that he is not able to provide a minimum 
of subsistence. Al though this is not true of PNA, Public Roads Ad-
ministration, and Public Buildings Administration., the f unds used in 
the study are emergency tote.la. This justifies their inclusion in 
comparison with direct grants. It is noted that the work pro&rems 
rose sharply in 1939, but in 1940 began e. steady decline that left 
1941 expenditures at almost the same total as the 1938 figure. Ex-
penditures were $29,000,000 in 1938, rose to $44,000,000 in 1939, 
primarily because of the expansion of ~'PA, end declined to $31,000,000 
in 1941. The reduction in 1941 occurred in the Public Works Progrem. 
Recipients of aid under the work progr-.s, on the contrary, 
have shown a steady decline even in the WPA for the peak year of 
expenditures, 1939. Other programs have remained oomparatively stable 
with the exception of the PNA, which has dropped markedly. It is 
interesting to note that in 1941, more were aided through the NYA 
programs than ever before. The NYA was the only Federal Agency 
to show en increase over the ' period. Student work recipients rose 
in 1941 over 1940 from 3,855 to 5,179 and out-of-school workers rose 
slightly from 5,425 to 5,770. Mention in connection with student 
work should be me.de of the fa.ct that the student work program expended 
only $101 000 more in 1941 ($523,867 1940 end $833,958 in 1941), 
but reached 1300 additional school youth as sho'Wll in Table I. 
The Public Roads Administration has been compare.ti vely stable in 
its emergency relief expenditures. Funds provided by the Public 
Roads Administration 8lld Public Buildings Administration have been 
relatively important although not major progrems. 
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In considering the group "Rights Established by Service or Pay-
ments", the most important result obtained in the st1.1dy is the finan-
cial importance of bonuses to vetere.;ns e.s compared with the relle.ti vely 
new Unemployment Compensation end Old Age Insurance. 
Veterans Bonuses have ranged between eight end nine million dol-
lars annually as compared with Unemplo~ent Compensation benefits 
pe.~ent of two million dollars annually e.nd, are responsible for the 
larger share of expenditures in this classification. The fact that 
many who fonn.erly applied for Old Age Assistance and General Assistance 
are now receiving instead Veterans Bonuses has reduced the load of 
the local @.lld state levels of government. 
The increase in Old Age Insure.nee pa:ymants thrO'ltgh monthly, 
rather the.n lump, sums is renected in 1941 when expenditures rose 
fr~ $192,400 to $742 1 593. 
Unem.plo~ant Compensation jumped $500,000 in 1940 from the 1939 
figure, but fell again in 1941 from $2,478,000 to $2,293,000. Al-
though expenditures increased, the total number benefitting decreased 
2,476 from 6,718 to 4,242 in this one-year period as a result of 
better Employment conditions. Individual benefits are larger than 
in earlier years, as evidenced by the in.crease of expenditures end 
decrease in recipients. 
Lack of complete info1"Dl8.tion on the Worlanen 's Compense.~ion 
Program is one of the greatest drawbacks of this aspect of public 
welfare. Figures are available only for 1938 when $827,861 was 
spent for 7,602 workers. 
The decree.sing importance of em.otmts spent on institutions is 
reflected in the tote.ls. Along with this decline was a decrease in 
number incarcerated. The penitentiary was by far the most expensive 
institution, although the number of inmates was not as high as in the 
state hospitals. However, part; of this cost of those in the state 
hospitals is bome by the local government, by relatives and friends, 
while those in the penitentiary are maintained entirely by the state 
appropriations. 
Totals for "Education end · Heal th Grants" reflect the lack of 
stress by Federal or state governments upon vocational rehabilitation 
and health. Office of Education funds were negligible until 1941, 
when the defense activity called for $637.947. Total amounts for the 
three programs reached only $1,000.000 in 1941 end this is e.bout 
equal to the emergency amount of $1 ,111,264 spent by the Public Roads 
Administration in 1941. 
The Agricultural Ad~ustment Adm.inist1-e.tion program is included 
in this study of public welfare because the whole set-up is directed 
toward relief of the fe.nner. It follows the same general principle 
as outright g~a, bu.t AAA payments are me.de when fe.nners cooperate 
9 
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by reducing acreage of surplus products. Two objectives are reached 
through this procedures it helps farmers imp.rove their fanning meth-
ods e.nd at the same time they receive income through benefit payments. 
AAA payments assume an important place in the entire program when com-
pared with totals .for the work progrem end especially with "Rights 
Established By Service or Payments". In 1941. expenditures for AAA 
were $32,000,000 as canpared with $31,000,000 .for the work progrems 
e.nd $11.000,000 for "Rights Established by Service or Payments". 
Estimated number of recipients were 127,000 and this number is ex-
ceeded only by the recipients of gre.nts for assistance., which totalled 
135,000. On the other hand, funds .spent for "Grflnts for Assistance" 
were slightly wder half the amount spent fer AAA. being only 
$19,000,000. 
A large amowt of lending is necessary t o maintain the standard 
of 1i ving of Kansas oi tizens as indicated by the funds lent by the 
Federal lending agencies. Since data represent amounts either out-
standing or amount lent or em.ounts appropriated by the Federal gov-
ernment, date. are not directly canparable. Of major importance• how-
ever, is the increase of funds of other agencies besides the Farm 
Credit Administration in 1941. Amotmts ranged around $10.000,000 a.nd 
$11.000.000 and FCA loans were excluded, but in 1940 they were 
$22.000,000. Amounts of the FCA vary greatly. In 1938• $283.ooo.ooo 
was outsta.nding; $229,000,000 in 1939 and a rise to $254,000,000 
occurred in 1940. 
That lending is important to farmers is emphasized when it is 
noted that three of these agencies (FSA, FCA, and REA) are fanners 
programs. Even though farmers received large emounts of payments 
through the Agricultural Adjue-t:ment Administration, they still were 
not able to fine.nee their own needs and found it necessary to borrow 
in large amounts. 
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Taking the programs in their entirety, with the exception of the 
lending agencies which by reason of the nature of their aid are not 
directly comparable, it was found that sums expended rose along with 
the number of persons or cases receiving such aid unti l 1941, when 
both amounts and total number benefitting fell. Expenditures fell 
$15,000,000 in 1941, £rom $113,000,000 for 1940 to $99,000,000 in 
1941. Number benefitting fell 38,000 from 370 1000 to 338,000, so the 
decrease in persons assisted was not as great as the decline in ex-
penditures. Those retaining aid obviously received smaller benefits 
when canpared with the average in 1940. When averages were computed, 
it was found that the average total payment during the year per re-
cipient for all progre..ms in 1938 was $3ll. This rose to $339 in 1939, 
but with the improvement in conditions and the slack in drought needs, 
it fell to $305 in 1940 and $299 in 1941. 
Below is a table of total expenditures, number of recipients. 
and average pa~ents per recipient. This table shows the programs 
classified in this study as public welfare in Kansas. 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 1 NUMBER OF RECIPiliNTS 
AND AVERAGE PAYMENT PER RECIPIENT 
FOR PUBLIC WELFARE .IN KANSAS 
1938-19411 
Total Number Average 
Year Expenditures Recipients Payment 
1938 $ 73,562,943 233,293 $311 
1939 105,630,235 211,336 339 
1940 112,937,636 369,966 305 
1941 99.449,821 331,780 299 
Aside from these findings, the other results obtained from the 
study were in regard to the sources of funds. As -would be expected, 
the Federal government assumed a large she.re of the burden. 
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Local governments are hinde red particularly by the methods of 
property assessment. Because propei:ty is assessed at different per-
cents of true value, those receiving e. lower valuation pay less than 
their full share to the government. This deficiency must be made up 
by higher tax rates in order to obtain the revenue needed. Thus, 
those over-valued would pay part of the sh.are of those tmder-valued. 
In the matter of matching grants, it is a serious problem. 'When as-
sessed valuation is the basis for state grants, such as is the case 
of the balence ran.aining in the sales tax f'tmd. some counties receive 
1. See Tabler. Chapter III. 
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less than their share. 
In the Social Security categories, Old Age Assistance, Aid to the 
Blind, and Aid to Dependent Children, the counties assume the larger 
share. They bore 55.1% in 1938 end were still responsible for 46% in 
1941. Since the Federal government does not contribute to General 
Assista.nce and the trend has been toward an increase in the Federal 
categories, the Federal she.re would be expected to inorease. The 
Federal govemment bore 20.2% in 1938 and 30% in 1941. 
Commodities and Farin Security Administration contributions e.re 
entirely Federal, so the addition of these sources would increase the 
national share :for the grouping "Gr8Jlts for Assistance". 
Federal participation in the work programs is gree.t, but WPA, 
NYA, and PWA also receive local contributions. The WPA has shown a 
steady decline in Federal pr0portianal she.res. Local proportions in-
creased from 20.1% in 1938 to 30.7% in 1941. The cost of CCC is 
entirely Federal, so the only changes noted in this program are those -
from e. total of $3,012,936 in 1938 to a low of $2,604,000 in 1941 as 
sh01Vll in Table II. Federal contributions to NYA fell from 92.8% or 
$1,125,434 in 1938 to 88.5% or jl,624,150 in 1940 and then rose to 
$2,238,859, equal ta 92.2% in 1941. Sponsors (local) percentage shares 
did not decrease markedly in 1941, but Federal expenditures rose to 
increase the proportiooe.te share of the national government as indi-
cated in Table II. 
Sponsors C('llll.tributions in PNA were assumed to be 55%# but since 
only ·Federal grant amomts were availe.ble, no comparisons c8ll be made. 
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The emergency relief funds of the Public Roads Acbninistration 
are entirely Federal end are not matched by the state or local govem-
ments, so this source is only Federal. The seme is trtie of the 
Public Buildings Administration f'unds. 
In this group, "Rights Este.blished by Service or Payments", two 
categories (Veter&ll.e Administration end Old Age Insurance) are en-
tirely Federal in source. The money to support Old Age Insurance is 
provided by a tax ~n employers_ end employees.1 
Unemployment Compensation is financed through collections from 
employers only. Since it is administered through the state and the 
state is responsible for the plan, benefits ar~ credited to the state 
as the source of disbursanent. The part the Federal government plays 
in administration is credited to it as being a Federal source of ~s. 
With the beginning of the payment of. benefi s , the costs of adminis-
tration were increased by the additional expense of setting up the 
records and the Federal government's share fell in 1940 from 22.2% in 
1939 to 18.3% ia 
, De.ta are not a:ve.ilable on Workmen's Compensation in KeJ:i.sas except 
for 1938, but it is a state program a.nd the source 0f funds is the 
state silllce employers must pay if self-insurers and th'e ' insurence 
ccmpanies assume the risk for the remainder of the employers opera.ting 
within the state. .Amount paid in 1938 was $827.861 for 1.so2 an.ployees. 
l. See Chapter X, Section C for a f'urther explanation of the tax. 
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Source of funds for state institutions is state appropriations. 
Inmates are residents of Kansas and thus wards of the state. Counties 
share in the expenses of assistance recipients, but the amounts are 
included in "Special Activities of State and County Boards" occurring 
under the first group, "Grants for Assistance" as listed on page 2 and 
the totals are not available. 
In the category "Education and Beal th Grants" the Federal govem-
ment is also impo~t. State funds for vocational education have 
increased proportionately until 1941. The state's share was 21.6% 
in 1939, 28.9% in 1940, and 26.1% in 1941. Because a small part of 
the public heal th program is carried on by the State De~rtm.ent of 
Social Welfare, no percentage comparison can be made of it. Even so, 
the Federal proportion is large and more si~ificant because it is 
directed toward prevention. 
Another fruitful source of Federal funds is the Agricultural 
Adjustment Administration program. By making the entire contributions 
Federal in scope, county end ste.te funds are released for direct and 
other grants. 
In the loan agencies, large sums were made available to those 
desiring funds. Since the loan is made in _one single amount and later 
repaid in installments~ the lending agency must have more flUlds avail-
able. Because ste.te or local governments do not have sufficient funds 
or the means to obte.in them, all the loan agencies are classed as 
Federal in regard to source .of :f'unds. 
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In considering totals of the share bor.ne by Federal state, and 
local governments, results show that actual percentages bome by the 
Federal government were 75.1% in 1938, 73.5% in 1939, 7$% in 1940, and 
76% in 1941. Thus, since 1939 there has been a steady increase in the 
proportional share of the Federal government. 
The state's share fell slightly in 1939 and an additional 1% in 
1940., but has remained practically stable. Local gove:rmnents co:n.-
tributed 15.7% in 1938 end jumped to 18.1% in 1939. However, with 
the increased aid by the Federal government i n direct assistance cases, 
the local share fell to 16.7% in 1940 and 15.3% in 1941. Probably 
the most important trend indicated is the stability of the proportional 
share of each. The table below gives the total expenditure by source 
end proportional share for public welfare in Kansas, 1938-1941, as 
classified in this study. 
Year 
AMOUNT OF FUNDS EXPF1'1DEJ) roR PUBLIC WELFARE 
IN KAMSAS BY SOURCE OF FONDS 
1938-19411 
Federal % State % Local 
1938 $55,291,258 75.l $6,754,543 5.4 $11 ., 517,142 
. 1939 75,498,994 73.5 8.,657,128 8.4 18,525,558 
1940 84,164,763 75.9 8,283.,118 7.4 18,496.,695 
1941 73,887,385 76.0 8,417.,444 8.7 14,944.,036 
1. Based on Table II, Chapter IV. 
% Total2 
15.7 $ 73,562,943 
18.1 102,641,680 
16.7 110,944,676 
15.3 98, 137 #189 
2. It will be noted that the totals are slightlyless than the tot-
als given in Tabler. The reason for this is that WPA funds for projects 
not operated by the WPA are included in the totals of Table I# but since 
the proportional share is used in Table II# only actual expenditures by 
the WPA are applicable. 
Using the preceding table as a source, the following shows 
what per cent each year is ot the 1938 tote.la 
Year Total Per Cent of 
1938 
1938 # 73.,562.,943 100 
1939 105.,630,235 143 
1940 112.,937,635 153 
1941 99,449.,821 135 
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CHAPTER III 
TOTAL .AMOUNT OF EXPENDITURES AND NUMBER RECEIVING SUCH FUNDS 
When viewed as a who1e, the public welfare program is extremsly 
wide and complex. Many studies of a few phases within this broad 
field have been made, but this is en attempt to integrate the 
whole set-up into one complete picture. It therefore must be 
limited in the treatment of each phase and cannot delve fully into 
eny of the programs covered. 
Programs directed toward the public welfare are comparatively 
new. In the past, Kansans, with their American traditi on of indiv-
idualism, have been self-reliant and the troubles of the employee 
who lost his job because of the new technology were not the con-
cern of the average citizen. But with the inc reasing burden of 
debts and the inability of those with foresight, init iative, and 
soum judgment to succeed, came recognition of' a need for more 
social planning. Although this- was slow to develop into any 
integrated program, there has been a steady movement toward some 
kind of centralization. 
Taking the entire picture from the viewpoint of an arbitrary 
classification based on type of need the exp"nd.i·t xe was intended 
to fill, a grouping under seven main headings results as found in 
Table I, Chapter III. 
1e 
A. Grants for Assiste.nee 
1. Old Age Assistance 
2. Aid to the Blind 
3. Aid to Dependent Children 
4. General Assistance 
s. Commodities 
6. Administration end Specie.l Activities of Above 
7. Farm Security Administration Grents 
B. Expenditures for Federal Work Programs 
1. Work Projects Administration 
2. Civilian Conservation Corps 
s. National Youth .Administration 
4. Public Works Administration 
s. Public Roads .Administration 
6. Public Buildings .Administration 
c. Rights Established by Service or Peymentu 
1. Veterans Bonuses 
2. Old Age Insurance 
3. Unemployment Compensation 
4. Workmen• s Compensation 
D. Direct Aid Through Institutions 
1. Institutions Under the Board o Administration 
a. Educational 
(1) School for Blind 
(2) School for Deaf 
(3) Kenses Vocational School 
b. Patriotic 
(1} llother Biekerdyke Home 






Industrial Farm for Women 
Industrial Reformatory 
2. Institutions under the State Department of 
Social Welfare 
a. Topeka State Hospital 
b. Osawatomie State Hospital 
c. Larned State Hospital 
d. Sta~e Hospital tor Epileptics 
e. State Training School 
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f. State Sanitorium for Tuberculosis 
g. St ate Orphans Home 
h. Boys Industrial School 
i. Girls Industrial School 
E. Education end Heal th Grants 
1. Cooperative Vocational Education and Rehabilitation 
2. Public Health 
3. Office of Education 
F. Regulation Grants 
1. Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
G. Federal Agencies Granting Loans 
1. Farm Security Administration 
2. Fann Credit Administration 
3. _ Rural Electrification Administration 
4. Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
5. Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
A. Grants for Assistance 
One of the most important groups is Grants for Assistance. 
even thoug~ it exhibits the least possibility of giving permanent 
benefit. These are outright expenditures made on the basis of 
need and no obligation is incurred on the part of the recipients 
other then that they spend the money so received. A description of 
activities and sources of funds is given in Chapter VI. Programs 
under this classification of Grants for Assistance were listed on 
page 19. They include Old Age Assistance. Aid to the Blind. Aid to 
Dependent Children, Commodity Distribution. General Assistance. as 
well as Farm Security Administration grants. Federal funds are 
made on a matching basis (up to a certain emount) for the first 
three of these. 
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With the stipulation in the law that no cases eligible for 
Old Age Assistance be ce.rried on the General Assistance rolls, 
there was en immediate increase in Old Age Assistance cases and 
a resulting increase in amount granted. The fact that the names 
of recipients can no longer be published was also probably an 
impetus to this category. When the grant program is taken by 
itself, it is seen that more persons each year are dependent on 
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it. The Social Security categories (Old Age Assistance, Aid to 
Blind, and Aid to Dependent Children) are aiding more persons 
then ever before and their currently high levels stand in she.rp 
contrast to the recent trends of most , _of the other work end 
assistance programs. In 1938, $8,330,130 was spent for Social 
Security eategaries end administration end in 1941 this figure had 
risen to $16,802,988. The number aided rose from 55,778 in 1939 to 
71,470 in 1941. Kansas has an excellent record of the number and 
proportion of cases closed in Aid to Blind cases because the vision 
of the recipient was sholly or partially, restored in the years 
1939-1941. In the fiscal ye ar 1938-1939, no state reported as 
large a proportion of cases closed through restoration of sight 
then did Kansas and in 1939-1940, only Colorado exceed the record.1 
Therefore, although there we.sen increase in the number 
aided 1 many of these cases were new ones rather t han those which 
had been on the record for some time. 
1. State Department of Social Welfare, Report of Social 
Welfare~ Kansas, 19401 p. 36. 
Aid to Dependent Children is the least publicized and least 
understood of the Federal categorical assistance progrems. Chil-
dren who have been deprived of the support of care of one or 
both of their parents are eligible for assistance. A larger 
proportion of persons were approved during the fiscal year 1939-1940 
because of the physical or mental incapacity of the father than in 
the previous two years. Conversely, a smaller proportion was 
approved because of the death of the .father.1 
Social workers . believe this shift is caused because an 
attempt is made to transfer frortl. General Assistance to Aid to 
Dependent Children those where the father is physically or 
mentally incapacitated. Thus. some of the reduction of General 
Assistt noe recipients is undoubtedly absorbed by the Aid to 
Dependent Children category, as well as the other Federal cate-
gories. Not all their increase is due to an actual number of new 
category recipients, but rather a transfer from General Assistance. 
Federal aid we.s increased from 1/3 to 1/2 in the 1939 amendments 
and this, of course, accounted for an increase in the amount 
expended. 
When the actual number aided is shown, it is noted that the 
General Assistenoe program did not fall off tmtil the fisce.l year 
1941, although Farm Security Administration grants fell markedly 
1. State Department of Social Welte.re. Report .2f_ Soeial 
Welfare _!E Kansas, 1940, p. 27. 
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in ··1939 and were relatively small in 1941. General Assistance 
aided 79,632 persons in 194.0 and fell sharply to 63,204 in 1941. 
Farm Security Administration recipients fell from 2,469 in 1940 
to 497 in 1941. This would indioate that farmer-s had improved 
their condition, while eity resident• still needed help even 
though they ceuld not qualify fer Old Age Aaaistanoe, Aid to 
Blind, or Aid to Dependent Children. FSA grants were largely a 
result of the drought, and with an improvement in farming condi-
tions, the grants were curtailed. As part of its rehabilitation 
activities, the Farm Security Administration makes these grants 
to destitute and low income farmers to provide them with food, 
clothing, and other family needs. 
A sizeable deduction was reported in 1941 in the number af 
public assistance unduplicated "oues," but according to the 
actual number involved, the entire reduction was in General 
Assistance. Old Age Assistance and Aid to Dependent Children 
showed sizeable increases. Old Age Assistance rose from 35,002 
in 1939 to 43,536 in 1941. Aid to Dependent Children rose from 
18,962 in 1939 to 25,451 in 1941 as seen in Table I. Since 
Federal aid is provided in all these categories, the cost to the 
State and local governments is proportionately decreased. P9¥-
ments ma~e to Old Age Aaaistanee cases increased over $650,000 
in 1941 to a new high of $6,555,000. Aid to the Blind rose only 
$57,000, but the increue in those receiving such aid was merely 
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:500. The figure for Aid to the Blind we.a $340,000 and 2,483 were 
aided. Aid to Dependent Children rose $200,000 from $2,095,000 
in 1940 to $·2,287 ,000 in 1941 for the additional 1,900 oared for. 
Total recipients in 1940 numbered 23,564 and in 1941 the total was 
25,451., as stated above. On the other hand., General Aseiste.noe 
payments rose from $4.,267.,057 in 1940 to $5,631,359 in 1941 while 
the drop in the number aided fell 16.,000. Therefore., thos e remain-
ing on the General Assistance rolls are receiving more despite the 
loss in total number. 
The figure for oommodities is misleading since the amount 
placed through the Food-Stamp plan is not shown for 1940 and 1941. 
It amounted to only $564.,000 in the calendar yee.r 1940, the first 
year of operation., so it is not so serious an omission as it may 
seem.1 
Administration costs have remained r elatively stable., even 
though more activities of the State Board have been added in recent 
years. Most important is the vocational rehabilitation program 
which we.s begun in July, 1940. 
The most sign.ifice.nt trend in "Grants for Assistance" is the 
steady increase in expenditures for all except FSA grants aceom-
pariied by a decline in persons aided for 1941. Total expenditures 
1. State Department of Social Welfare., Report of Social 
Welfere in Kansas, 1940, p. 42. -
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increased from $18,686,769 in 1940 to $20,596,115 in 1941, while 
persons aided fell frem 148,544 in 1940 to 135,171 in 1941. 
In some instances, a recipient will receive more than one 
type of aid. General Assistance has been given to a number of WPA 
and FSA families to supplement wages end subsistence grants. In 
October of 1938, county welfare offices reported the extent of 
this duplication. 1 For the state as a whele, approximately 4% of 
the total persons were counted twice. However, it is believed that 
the percentage of duplication has increased. 
General Assistance is often used to supplement categorical 
assistence grants of Old Age Assistance., Aid to the Blind, Aid tG 
Dependent Children. It is also used to pay for the oounty• s share 
of the cost of care of county patient's in the state institutions 
for the feeble-minded, epileptic, end tuberculosis. Starting 
with April, 1940, the State Department revised the statistical 
report form in order that cases receiving General Assistance as a 
supplement to Federal categorical assistence grants could be 
separated from those receiving General Assistance only. As fe.r 
as the actual number is concerned, they would also be counted twice 
e.nd inflate the real number of recipients. If this duplication can 
be eliminated, some of the difficulty will be taken ce.re of but 
it will not tell the number receiving assistance grants and also 
FSA grants or WPA earnings. 
1. State Department or Social Welfare, Report of Social 
Welfare in Kense.s, 1940., p. 5. 
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B. Expenditures for Federal Work Programs 
The work of each agency is further described in Chapter x. 
Contrary to national trends., the total expenditures for the 
Federal Work Progrems in Kansas show that there was no reduction 
except in the PWA. There has been a decided drop, however, in 
the WPA recipients and in the CCC enrollment in the past year. 
Numbers aided through NYA have either increased or remained the 
same. The WPA expenditures amounted to $22,530,000 in 1941, while 
they were $22,950,000 in 1940., so there was little actual reduc-
tion. The WPA has opera.ted a program of useful publie projects on 
which jobs have been provided for unemployed workers who have 
been certified by local public welfare offices as being in need. 
The reduction in Kensa.s came in 1940 when t e expenditures 
decreaeed from $27,500,000 in 1939 to just under $23.,000.,000. 
(See Table I.) There was a drop of 1.,760 in number receiving 
employment from 30.,176 in 1939 to 20,374 in 1940. This was 
undoubtedly due to placement in private industry. During 1941, 
e.s well as in other years, expenditures for the WPA were great.er 
than the other work programs combined. 
Although substantial increases occurred in total payments 
made under the NYA and special assistance programs in which the 
Social Security Boe.rd participates, they were not great enough to 




During the fiscal year 1941 more were aided through the NYA 
program than ever before. Since activities have been greatly 
reduced beginning July 1, 1942, 1941 is one of the last yea.rs for 
which oompe.re.ble data will be available. Part-time employment 
tor young men and young women is provided in the student work and 
out-of-school work programs of the NYA. The student work program 
offers work opportunities for high-school and college students who 
would be unable to continue in school without this assistance. On 
the out-of-school work program, young persona no longer in full-
time attendance at school were given part-time employment on public 
projects. 
Although the student work program expended only $10,000 more 
in 1941 than in 1940 (en increase from $523,867 to $533.,958)., 
1300 additional school youth were aided. The number aided in 1940 
was 3,855 and in 1941 it was 5.,179. On the other hand, the out-of-
sohool work pregrem cost $600.,000 more and reached only 350 more 
than in 1940. Expenditures rose from $1,100,883 in 1940 to 
$1,704,901 in 1941; the number aided increased from 5,425 to 5,770. 
P81Jllents by sponsors e.re made only for the out-of-sohool program 
and they include p~ents in kind rather than cash payments. Since 
the administration of the student work is carried on within the 
schools by regular sehool officials., little expense is incurred 
within the state for administration. 
No appropriatien has been made for the PW.A since 1938 and the 
program is being li-quidated. · Only two projects remain in Kansas. 
The PWA has undertaken public construction projects that have been 
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financed from emergency appropriations. Because the grants were 
interpreted to be only 45% of the total, some of the total expendi-
ture&, given in Table I, are probably higher than is actually the 
case. After 1940, the program has been relatively unimportant 
although $2,000,000 was spent in 1941. This we.s to complete projects 
already approved. The number of workers was never large, being 
only 2,900 in the peak year of this period, 1939. In 1941, an 
average of only 38 were employed on this once impertant work 
program. 
Since its initiation, the CCC has provi.ded employment for un-
employed young men QE. projects for the conservation end deTelopment 
of natural resources. The enrollees are maintained in camps and 
are given epportW1ities for education and vocational training. 
Expenditures for the CCC have been the most stabilized of any of 
the work programs. It is interesting to note that they were prac-
tieally the same until 1941 'When enrollment dropped almost 1500 
due toe. decrease in volume of applications and an increase in the 
number leaving camp prior to expiration of their enrollment terms. 
The program was liquidated at the end e£ the fiscal year 1942 as 
I t .. . no new appropriation ll!as ~ads. Enrollees numbered 3~165 in 1938; 
3,344 in 1939; 3~399 in 1940, and fell to 1,978 in 1941. 
Even though Federal construction projects included under the 
Federal Work Programs (Public Roads Administration end Public 
Buildings Administration) are not a direct relief measure. they 
definitely contribute much in the matter of keeping employees off 
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the direct aid rolls, although many skilled workers are employed. 
Since data for Public Buildings did not begin until 1940, it is not 
possible to compare expenditures for a long period. Public Roads 
iB by far the more important of the two. The Public Roads Adminis-
tration administers the regular Federal Aid funds and the emergency 
appropriations for road construction. The main concern here is with 
the emergency relief money rather than the regular federal aid, for 
road construction. A large increase was made in expenditures in 
1938 and 1939. A drop of almost $200,000 occurred in 1941 when 
expenditures fell from $1,297,532 to $1,111,264, 1'hile the increase 
in employees was only three, 6,080 in 1940 and 6,083 in 1941. 
Either employees are receiving leas wages er less is being spent 
on construction materials. 
The Public Buildings Administration is responsible for con-
struction and maintenance of Federal buildings and since figures are 
available only for 1940 and 1941, no noticeable trends can be noted. 
There has been an increase in the numbers employed and the increase 
in expenditures is not much more than enough to take care of the 
increased employees. With the undertaking of moving Federal agencies 
to loe~tions outside Washington and the building of defense homes , 
this type of project is becoming more important. It is included 
here mainly because it is a source of income for the state. But 
it ia not a true relief measure and workers are Federal employees 
engaged in regular construction and repair work. 
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c. Rights Established by Sen-ice or P8¥lD-ents 
Additienal activities and sources of funds of these programs 
appear in Chapter XI. Thia gr0up he.a been designe..tecl ~Rights 
Established by Service or Paymenta" to distinguish it from direct 
grants. It includes those programs for which employers. employees. 
or both. have made previous contributions. rights established through 
employment under dangerous and risky conditions e.s well as service 
to one's country in wars. One of the primary differences between 
this category end the direct grants is the aeceptanoe by the public 
of the obligation for payments of bonuses end benefits arising 
from employment conditions. The funds for Unemployment Compensation 
arise from specific taxes on employers--that for veterans comes 
out of Federal appropriations -from general funds . Unempl0yment 
Compensation taxes are against the p9¥rell of the employers of 
eight or more. Funds for the Federal categories under the Social 
Security Act come also from appropriations. Because of service to 
his country., the veteran is entitled to monetary payments e.nd 
because of economic conditions for which the individual is not 
directly responsible., the unemployed in covered industries are 
eligible for compensation. Those receiving Old Age Insurance pay 
into the Old Age Insurance fund during periods of employment and at 
the age of 65 receive monthly benefits on the basis of their 
p~ents. Likewiae. because of uncontrolled economic conditions. 
recipients of Social Security grants, Old Age Aasistanoe. Aid to the 
Blind, Aid to Dependent Children are prevented from providing for 
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the welfare of themaelves or their dependents. This, too, is e.n 
economic phenomena, not an individual matter. Recipients of aid in 
this classification need not establish a basis of need. Benefits 
are e. right or certain conditions have been met to qualify them. 
Data in Table I indicate the relative importance of bonuses 
. to veterans and shows to what proportions Old Age Insurance, 
Unemployment Compensation, and Workmen's Compensation may grow after 
they have been in, exiatenco longer. These latter three can never 
be as large as bonuses becuse they e.re a stop•gap measure and ere 
temporary propositions, except for Old Age Insurance. Veterans 
bonuses, on the other hand., are long-time mee.sures and may continue 
even after the death of the immediate recipient. Were it not for 
the bonuses, Kansas veterans would be in a more difficult position, 
especially during depression years. Because many were not receiv-
ing bonuses due them. and were instead applyi ng for direct assiatence 
under the grant progr.m. the State Department incorporated services 
for veterans into the duties of the county offices. The State 
Department does the actual work of assisting veterans receive their 
claims, but initial contact is made through the county offices. 
The reduction in expenditures is reflected through a deduction in 
the number receiving such bonusea. Along with the decrease in 
recipients through death, there has been an increase of benefi-
ciaries who did not know of their eligibility. With the present 
crisis, expenditures will increase, so this phase of the progrem 
will continue to be importe.nt. 
Old Ag• Insurance ii o:ne of the JI.ff progrems. Until 1940., 
benefits were paid i:n lump-sum emountl!I., but with the 1939 emend• 
ments to th• Social Security Aet., monthly p91J11ents are not paid 
in most oases. The entire set•up of OAI is discussed in Chapter 
XI., Section B., so it is &nly necessary to sq here that OAI pays 
benefits to eligible workers and their wives when they reach 66. 
Benefits are also paid widows., children., 9r aged dependent per• 
ents of deceased workers• Because date. include lump-sum u well 
as monthly benefit payments., they are not directly comparable 
with recipients. Benefits rose from $46.,027 in 1938 to $779.,000 
in 1941 and the number of recipients rose from 1J>l9 in 1938 to 
3.,224 in 1941. There naturally was a large increase in the number 
of lump-sum pqments in the second year of operation., but it must 
be noted that the increase in recipients was slightly less than 
300. There were l_pl9 in 1938 and 1J98 in 1939. This is not dit• 
fioult to understand. It is thought that the lag in the number 
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of claims filed is caused in pert by the fact that some potential 
claim.ants ere not aware of their rights• Federe.l official a were 
eurprised at the low number requesting aid in 1938 and 1939. Since 
cost of administration is borne by the federal government., the 
entire figure in Table I represents claims and net increase in ex-
penditure can be accounted for by u,. increase in administrative 
costs• ill ad.di tional funds go to workers in the f OJ,'"lll of higher 
benefits. 
Unemployment Compensation benefits began in. 1939. These 
benefits are paid worker• in covered empleyment who meet certain 
eligibility provisions when they ere out of' work through no fault 
of their own. The amount listed for 1938• $131.195, includes, 
therefore, only cost of administration. Costa jumped $soo.ooo in 
1940 from the 1939 figure which includes expenditures £or only 
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the six months of operation, but fell again !in 1941 from $2,478.000 
to $2.293.000. There was less spent for both benefits and admini-
stration. This was ref'leeted in the totals. Although expenditure• 
increased between 1939 and 1940 from $1.962.179 to $2 ,478.368. the 
total number benefitting decreased ;476 from 6,718 to 4,242 as a 
result of better employment conditiom. Therefore, it would be 
reasonable to deduct from these results that individual benefits are 
larger ad this contention is substantiated by the Kansas Unemploy-
ment Compensation Division monthly reports. The number of recipi• 
ents fell in 1941 but not as fast as the total expenditures. There-
fore. even though there was an increase in the number benefit~ing, 
a surplus still exists which was paid out in the form ot higher 
p91D1ents. 
Workmen' a Compensation is paid workers in certain covered 
employment who are i~ured in the course of their work. Because 
eomplete records are not available. no comparisons mq be made 0 
However• it may be aaid that these pqments are alao a recognition 
of the pert injury mq play in the lite of the employee. Industry 
recognizes that workers cannot beer this added burden. 
.Although· workmen's cOJApensation has been in force longer than the 
other two employment programs, benefits were only $828,000 in 1938. 
the only year figures ere available. After cost of admini1tration 
is deducted, that leaves an average of . less t.hen $100 for each 
worker benefitted. 
D. Direct Aid Through Insti tutiona 
The oldest part of the program of public welfare is direct 
institutionalization for physically, mentally, and morally de• 
pendent. Almshouses existed in early days in Kansas. Scientific 
aid through the placement and rehabilitation in an institution is 
something new. Great strides he.ve been ma.de in treatment, but 
much remained undene end the management of certain institutions 
not under the Social Welfare Department is incompetent . Figlll'es 
for 1938-40 are actual disbursements from appropriations, while 
those for 1941 are only appropriations. Examination shows that 
the one institution ·receiving the greatest amount of funds is the 
penitentiary. 
There has been a gradual decline in the amount spent by 
these institutions aad reports point to the fact that there he.a 
been en improvement in the type of work done• Institutions under 
the Board of Administration1 spent $1,495,676 in 1938 and had 
1. PatriGtic inatitutionaa Mother Bickerdyke, Soldier's 
Home. Educational institutions includea Kansas Vocational Sehool, 
Sohool for Blind, and School fer Deaf. Penal institutions includes 
Penitentiary. Industrial Reformatory, and Industrial Farm for 
Women. 
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reduced their expenses to $1,290,262 in 1940. Estimated expen• 
di tures in 1941 were to be eovered by an appropriation of 
$1.119,150. · 
Expend.i tures of inati tutions under the State Department of 
Social Welfar·e1 fell from a high or $2,343.314 in 1939 to 
$1,717,500 in 1941. 
E. Education and Health Grants 
Another group classif'ioation which is not as large as it 
should be is the education and health grents. The picture is 
somewhat distorted by the fa.et that public health payments by 
the state under child welfare activities are included in the 
grants for assistance figures as part of the cost of administra• 
tion. The State Department of Social Welfare carries on this 
work and therefore the fiscal year amount was not known and could 
not be included in the section "Education and Heal th Grants." 
The total amo1.mt spent for these programs is small as compared 
with even the expenditures of the Federal Construction projects 
(Public Roads Administration and Public Buildings Administration). 
It indicates an under-emphasis en the importance of preventive as 
well as curative objectives of the public welfare program. The 
total for 1940 is just under one million. The state oontributione 
1. Inetitutions under the State Board of Social Welfare 
include the Topeka State Hospital, Osawatomie State Hospital, 
Larned State Hospital, State Hospital for Epileptics, State 
Training School, State Sanitorium for Tuberculosis, State Orphans 
Home, Boys Industrial School, e.nd Girls Industrial School 
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for vocational education are included in the total. It more at-
tentio:n. were given these phases it is posdble that there would 
be less need for outright grants and work programs. The state ia 
recognizing the necessity for this type of aid as indicated in the 
establishment of vocational rehabilitation within the State Dept. 
No appropriations by the legislature have been made but recommend-
ation has been made that the 1943 legislature make some monetary 
provi'sion for this. A division of voeational rehabilitation has 
been in the State Department of Social Welfare since July, 1940. 
Another disheartening factor is found when it 1a noted that 
leas was paid for cooperative vocational - education in 1940 than in 
1939, the figures being $346.090 and $416.016. An increase of 
only $34,000 was made in 1941. More ot this increase was made 
by the Federal government than by the state; however, Kansas ap-
propriate d only $100,000 in 1941. Public health has been neglected 
in Kansas and the office of education has made substantial grants 
only in 1941 and these were for defense education. 
This group ia one whi~h needs aid as soon as possible and is 
one in which outlets will not be dead-end affairs. Funds spent in 
this type of assistance will be expenditures with a future. 
F. Regulation Grants 
Reference may be aade to Chapter X, Section E, for a further 
description of Agricultural Adjustment Adminiatratioa activities. 
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An im.pertant phase of public assistance to farmers is th• 
Agricultural Adjustment Administration. The Agricultural Adjustment 
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Administration attempts to maintain an Ever-Normal Granary and 
in order to do this. quotas are eatablished for certain crops 
whioh e.re p:reduced in too abundant quantities. So that ample 
supplies of needed crops will be maintained., farmers are paid 
for seeding within acreage allotments. This entire program ie 
directed toward relief of the farmer. They were in increasingly 
difficult oircum.sta.nces during the depressien and the AAA.was 
aimed toward helping or forcing the farmers to change their 
£arming methods to suit conditions., bu.t at the same time obtain 
their incomes through benefit payments. Therefore., the AAA 
program limits production of surplus crops by placing quotas on 
them. The AAA is financed fro:ia appropriations., so the farmers 
receiving benefits pq nothing directly for them., but merely 
abide by the regulations for reduction of crops and soil conser• 
vation. The same general principle exists in this program~ in 
the outright grants., but grants are .paid on the basis of need-
I 
while AAA payments are paid when f em.ilies cooperate by reducing 
acreage of surplus products. Very great increases were made in 
the calendar years 19i9 and 1940 in total amount of expenditures. 
During 1940 almost 40 millions were spen.t on the AAA. program in 
Kansas alone. This fell to 32 million by 1941., but figures are 
not available to compare the number of farmers receiving such 
payJaeat•• Between the calendar year 1939-1940 there was an 
increase in number of recipients of 35.,ooo. Also. aa more 
farmers bee.- acquainted with the program., more were williDg to 
come under the terms• Now 1 t is understood by most and tew fail 
to receive benefits. Because they are continued for aeeding 
within acreage allotments, total payments cannot be expected 
to fall very quickly. They will probably continue to plq en 
important part in the public welfare program for Kansas. 
G. Federal Agencies Granting Loans 
Each agenoy is further developed and described in Chapter 
XI, Sections F to J. 
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Totals of the Federal agencies granting loans indicate the 
necessity fore. large amount of lending in Kansas. These programs 
were undoubtedly of supreme importance in the depnssion ot 1937. 
Amounts outstanding have not decreased markedly. 
With the increase in defense activities in 1941, the RFC 
loaned more than in previous years a.ad was an essential aid to 
people in Kansas. Three of the prc>grams (FSA, FCA, and REA) are 
farmers' agencies. Even though the farmer received large amounts 
of payments through the AAA., they :still were · not able to finance 
their own needs and found it necessary to borrow large emouats. 
The FSA makes loans to farmers for the purchase of farm sup-
plies, equipment, or livestock. Loans are limited to farmers on or 
near relief who are unable to get adequate credit from any other 
source. If not aided through loans, these farmers would probably 
soon be on the direet grant program, so loans pl~ an important 
part in the whole picture. 
The FCJ. is another loan agency, but farmers need not be on 
or near a relief status to obtain them. Loans are made for all 
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types of agrieultural purposes and the relative importance ia 
indioateg by the large amounts outstanding in the calendar years 
1938• 1939., and 1940. Amounts outstanding were $282.,936.,979 in 
1938• $228,962.,767 in 1939., and $253,945,720 in 1940. Even 
though farmers were relieved ef some stress through the AAA pro• 
gram. loans outstanding in 1940 exeeeded the amount in 1939. 
Twenty-five million more was outstanding in 1940. Numbers re• 
oeiving loans .fell in 1939 from 99,000 to 76,000, but had risen 
almost to the 1938 total in 1940 when the number was 96.,000. 
Sinoe much of Kansas ia in the drought area., loe.ns are not being 
amortiHd as quickly as in other regions. FSA grants have fallen 
off., but conditions have not improved enough to enable farmers 
to ·repay their loaaa. The addition of new recipients increases 
the total number of recipients as well e.s the total expenditures. 
Since the figures given in Table II are onl y amount of loans out-
standing~ the entire cost is not known. for brenoh offices must 
be maintained. Short term loans _to Kansas farmers have inoree.aed 
as more uee is made of production credit a.ssociatiOlUI • The trend 
of mortgage loans in Kansas is downward., al though still the most 
important phase of the entire program. 
The REA aida Kansas £armers through leading the cost of build• 
ing rural electric distribution systems. Al though total amounta 
outstanding are not large in comparison with some of the loan 
progrema, they are significant in the limited purpose for which 
funds are made availa.bl•. REA loe.na have become of increaaizig 
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importance to Kanea.s farmers. Amounts advanced increased f'rom 
$642.994 in 1938 to $2.672.463 in 1940 and then fell to $1.941.861 
in 1941. There was a tremendour increase in users in 1939-
9 .000 were added to more than triple the number in 1938. Another 
1500 were added in 1940 f'or a total of 14.614. Figures are not 
available tor 1941. 
The Federal Home Loan Bank Board supervises Federal Home 
Loan Bank•• Savings and Lean associations, and the BOLO in their 
loans to individ.uala for home finencing. Figures represent the 
investments of the U. S. Treasury end the HOU: and are not emounte 
lent in Kens as for activities of the aganoy. The loans are for a 
more lasting purpose. An important phase 1s the HOW. This is only 
an emergency relief measure to enable home owners to procure f'unda 
te protect or rec.over then.r homes. In the emphasis on other foru 
of' relief'. the home owner has formerly been neglected. There are 
other agencies such as the EH.A and the USHA which are directed 
toward aid for home owners• but the USHA does not oper9:te in Kan-
a as and no figures could be found on EHA. Investments by the u. s. 
Treasury and HOI.C were only $200 .ooo more in 1941 than in 1938 • ao 
it is a fairly stable program in regard to investments for financing 
it. Since the HOW is in the process ot liquidation. no new loans 
are being made and reductions would result 111 the total figure. 
Summary 
In making ooapariaona 0f total expen.di turea and total number 
of recipients in all the welfare an4 related program.s. it should 
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be •oted that amounts expended rose along with those receiving 
such aid until 1941. when both total amounts and number benefit--
ting fell. Expenditures fell $14.ooo.ooo in 1941. from $113.ooo.ooo 
to $99.ooo.ooo. When allOWBD.oe 1a made for Agricultural Adjust• 
ment Administratien recipients for 1941 in the same ratio as they 
bore to pqments in 1940• en estimated 127 .ooo is added to the 
total number benefitting. 
The expenditures and recipients under the lending agenciea 
are not included in these totals as they are not directly com-
parable. Amounts listed in meat cases are amounts outstanding 
end inclusien of these totals woulcd be misleading. 
Although a comparison of average amotm.t per recipient for 
all public welfare purpc,ses is misleading• taken only as an 
average it gives a clearer picture of the proportion of expendi• 
turea. It should alse be noted that some duplication exists among 
the nWBber of recipients. as discussed on page 26• Therefore. the 
number of human beings receiving aid is less than the totals •how. 
In view of these limitation•• it can be observed that the average 
payments per recipient (taking the public welfare program as a 
! I 
whole ~th the exception of the lending ageneiea) was $311 in 1938. 
Thia rose to $3S9 in 1939• but with the improvement in conditiou 
and the alaok in drought aeed•• it fell to $305 in 1940 end $299 in 
1941 when defense industries were taking many- unemployed off the 
assistance rolls and creating a reduction in many of the programs. 
With the liquidation ot the CCC ad reduction in the NYA end WPA 
for the fiscal year 1943. these 8.Dlou:ats will fall even more markedly. 
The possibility exists, however, that the reduction in these 
Federal programs will be borne in part by the General Asaist~ce 
rolla and an increase can be expected there. 
The following general conclusions on the different programs 
may be dedueted from data appearing in this sections 
1. Gradual increase in amount of all assistance program ex-
penditures except Farm Security Administration payments. 
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2. Increase in actual number of persons receiving the grants. 
Number of persons receiving General Assistance benefits fell 'in 
1941, although total expenditures increased. 
3. Drop in the Federal Wor~ Programs, with the exception of 
NYA, accompanied by a decided drop in the number of recipients. 
4. Relative unimportance ef .funds provided th1'ough the Federal 
Construction projects (Public Roads Adrn1n1~tration ad Public 
Buildings Amninistratien). 
5. The much greater financial importance of bonuses to 
veterana in Kansas than the relatively new Unemployment Compensation 
and Old Age Insurance. 
s. Lower number of recipients of Unemployment Compensation. 
a.tter 1939 because of better employment conditions, accompanied by 
an increase in amount of expenditures. This reaulted in an inoreaae 
of the average benefit. 
7 • Relative importance of AAA program when cempared, with tote.la 
for the Work Program end especially with the benefits received aa a 
result of previous service or payments (Veterans Bonuses, Old Age 
Insurance, Unemployment Compensation)• 
a. La.ck of stress by the Federal or state governments upon 
vocational rehabilitation and health. Although contributions to 
public health through its child welfare program is not included 
in thia grouping, the figure ia still insignificant. Office or 
education spent praetically nothing until it began to contribute 
toward the defense program. Co».tributiona to voeatienal educa-
tion are made by both Federal and state government. The state• a 
share amounts to around 25% during the period and in 1942 reeom-
mendation was made by the Budget Department for voeational re-
habilitation appropriationa. 
9. Necessity f0r a great deal of lending as indicated by 
the importance of the Federal Unding agencies. Those with th• 
largest loans outstanding or actually disbursed during the year 
are contributing to the relief or di st ress of the tanier. 
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10. Large amount of funds which persons retained in i nsti-
tutions require for their existence, when compared with the amount 
spent on education and health. However, the cost of maintainill.g 
these institution.a and those incarcerated is a small per cent of 
the total funds expended for social welfare purposes. 
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CHAPTER IV 
SOURCES OF FUNDS FOR PUBLIC WELFARE 
As can be seen readily from Table II at the end of the chapter, 
the Federal goTernment assumes a large she.re of the burden of t~e public 
-welfare program. However., excluding the loan agencies., which cannot 
be considered in the same classification as those giving direct 
grants or benefits, the actual amounts of all these branches 
remained fairly stable, wi th the greatest fluctuation in the local 
level. The following table gives the total expenditure of each level 
of government by source and proportional she.re. 
AMOUNT OF FUNDS EXPENDED FOR PUBLIC WELFARE 
IN KANSAS BY SOURCE OF FUNDS 
1938-19411 
(Add 000) 
Year Federal % State % Local % Total2 
1938 $55,291 75.1 $6,755 5.4 $11,517 15.7 $ .73,562 
1939 75,499 73.5 8,657 8.4 18,526 18.l 105.,630 
1940 84,166 75.9 8,283 7. 4 18.,497 16.7 1i0;945 
1941 73,887 76 . 0 8,417 8.,7 14,944 15.3 98,131 
The Federal government e.ss·umed 75.1% of the cost in 1938., 
73.5% in 1939, 75.9% in 1940., end 76% in 1941. Thus., it rose 
. I'· 
1. Based on Table II at end of chapter. 
2. It will be noted that the totals are slightly less 
than the totals given in Table 1. The reason for this is that 
WPA funds for projects not operated by the WPA are included in 
totals of Table I., but since t he proportional she.re is used in 
Table II, only actual expenditures by the YWA are applicable. 
2 . 4% between 1939 and 1940 when the amendments pr ovided for 
a greater Federal partic1pat ion in matching the direct grants , 
Ol d Age Assistance , Aid t o Bl i nd , and Aid to De t;endent Children, 
wher e mos t of t he increase t ook place. For each of these 
pr ograms t he Federal government s hares in one - ha l f the grant 
up to ")40 for Ol d Ag.e As sistanc e and Aid to Bl .i. nd and one-
half t he grant of 18 for Dependent Children . Although the 
increase in Federal pad;i dpa.t i on was not l arge, i t does indi-
cate that even t hough t he Federal g overnment is contributing 
less toward such pr ogr ams as Work Projects Admi nistration and 
Cooperative Vocational Educati on , taken as a w~ol e , it is 
paying a l a r ger percentage of the cos t of public welf are in 
Kansas. The stat 'e 1 ·s share f ell sl ightly i n 1940 from 8 . 4% 
to 7. 4~ but ros e i i 1940 to 8 . 7%. 
Local governments contributed 15. 7fo in 1938 and j umped 
to 18 .1% in 1939 . Vith the increas ed a i d by t h~ Federal 
government in dir ect assistance cases wi t h Federal par ticipa-
tion, the l oca l share fe ll to 16 . 7;1o in 1940 and t o 15 . 3% in 
1941 . 
Perhaps t he mos t i mportant trend indi cated by t hes e figur es 
is t hs stability of t he pr opor t ional share of each . 
Funds for the publi c wel f are progr am come , in one f orm 
or a.not rer, f rom taxes. For a gr eat ari10unt of t .i" e funds ob-
tained by counti es, t axes a.r e pl aced on pr oper ty in or der to 
receive the a.mount needed . Levi es against both r eal and per-
sonal property a r e t he chief source of r evenue in Kansas. 
Assessment i s an i mporta nt step in t he pr operty t ax 
proc edur e . Al t h ough t he l aw r equir es 100% as s e s sment , sur veys 
seem t o indi ~ate t hat at l east one - half of t he taxpayers 
may not be paying their f ull share of r eal estat e te.xes . Pr o-
perty is seldom assessed at full val ue . The total asses sed 
valuation i s natur a lly l e ss t han wha t it wo1.,: l d be under 100% 
a ss essment , and t o raise t he r evenue the tax rate would 
he.veto be r ai sed. Thus , t 11ose over-valued pr oper t i es woul d 
pay par t of t he share of t hos e undervalued . 
The Howe and Mill e r study shows 1 that during t he depr es -
sion years, the avera ge assessment rat i o approached mor e 
closely true ,ralue . This aver""ge s hifted f r om 87. 8% in 
1931 t o 94% i n 1933 . This was due almost ent i r el y to changes 
in t he sale values . Fr om 1930 to 1933 , Kansas land values 
de crea sed 38:fo whi l e a ss essed valuations ·le cr easeo 27%. 
This pr ob lem is even mor e serious i n the case of Feder a l 
matchi ng of grants. ln t he Socia l Security cat eg cr ies , Ol d 
Age Assistanc e , Ai d t o Blind , and Aid t o Dep dnd ~nt Children , 
t he amount the state rec e ives is de te r mined by the an_ount it 
can put up to match the Federal 6r ants . ·:,{hen bad as ses sment 
creates ine qual i t i es, even greate r d i fference s a r e created 
when states cannot raise enoug~ to meet we l f are needs. Yfuen 
1. Harold Howe and L. F . Miller , ttAssessment a nd Collec-
tion of Farm Real Es t a te Taxes in Kansas , " Ka sas Agr i cul-
t ur a l Exp er iment St at ion, Bulletin :N o. 283 , 1939 . 
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assessed valuation is the basis for state grants to the local 
governments such as t he s pe cial Ol d Age As s i stance fund where 
50% is pai d on t he basi s of equalized t ang i ble assessment 
valuation for t he pr eceding year, t he pr obl em of equali zation 
again pr e sents i t self . 'r hose who pay t hat whi ch would be 
borne by t hose under-as ses sed still do n ot make up for the 
difference between what would be pa.i d i f each were a s ses sed 
at t he s ame per cent and. what is paid on the bas is of une qual 
assessment. The c ounties r eceive less t La.n t heir s har e would 
be i f assessed at t rue value . Therefore , a double bur den 
r esults. 
Another source of f unds used by count i es was public 
as s i stance and work relief bonds . In 1941 , public assis -
tance bonds c ould not exceed one - ha l f of one per cent of t he 
aounty valuation f or 1940 . Work r e lief bonds coul d not ex-
ceed one per cent of the assessed val uati on of t he t axing 
di s t rict . In the ca l en~ar year , 1941, $1 , 998 , 973 r a i s ed 
b y public assistance and wor k relief bonds . 1 Thi s was a drop 
from the high of $3 , 391 , 881 i n 1938 . Less wa s necessar y be-
, cause of t he state equalizat ion fund . 2 
Since actual sour ces of f unds for t he r ema i nder of t he 
Social Security .categor y pr ogram is expl a ined in a later sect ion, 
1. Kansas Go ., ermnent Jour nal, Februar y , 1 94 2 , p . 8 . 
2 . See Ch8;pter VI , p . 
Chapter VI, all that will be necessar y here is t o indicate 
trends as s hown by Table I I . In the Social Security Categories, 
Old Age Assistance, Aid to Blind , and Aid t o Dependent Children, 
Federal par ticipation has steadily incr eased i n the pa.st four 
yea.rs. Part of t his i ncrea se was ca.us ed by t he added share of 
administration created by the 1939 amendments. As more is 
made available by t he states and counties, more is s pent f or 
administrat i on and t hi s incr eas es t he pr op or tion of' t he Federal 
participation. Only in 1939 was t he s t ate partic i pation 
greater t han t he Federal and with t he pr ovisi ons of t he 1939 
amendments t aking ef fe ct i n 1940 , the state s hare decrea sed 
t o 24. 8%, while the Federal i ncreas ed slightly to 26 . 8%. 
Neverthel ess, t he counties still assume t he lar~er s ha r e . They 
bore 55 .1?~ of t he cost in 1938 and we r e still re spons ible f or 
46% in 1941 . The Federal government does not c ontribute for 
General -Assistance, s o t he count y must provide fo r t hat addi -
tional expen se without other r ev enue . Wi t h the diversion of 
general ssista.nce t o Ol d Age Assistance r oll s whenever poss ibl e , 
more Federal par ticipation has been obtai ned and t his is in 
the ma.in r esponsibl e f or t he de crease i n t he pr oportion borne 
by the counties in 1939 . 
Vfhen t he c crnmoditi es di s tributed by t he Feder a l govern-
ment a.re added to t he total, t he Fe ..ieral c ontr :.buti on becomes 
even larger. I t can be seen t hat t he a1·ount o.: c ommodities 
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has increased substantially each year from $2.106.385 in 1938 to 
$3,445,125 in. 1941 and since the commodities themselves are fina.need 
entirely by Federal f'unds,1:hey increase national government expendi-
tures for "J)irect Assistance Grants", the programs more closely con-
nected with direct relief. The amotmt of aid through Food Stamps 
would raise the 1941 total slightly, but the entire oost for the cal-
endar year was only $564.ooo.1 
Farm Security Administration grants also come entirely from 
the Federal branch of govermnent and since they were of an emergency 
nature. amounts have decreased with the decline in need. Therefore. 
al though the Federal share remains at 100%, the aetual monetary CQD~ 
tribution has been steadily reduced tmtil in 1941 the government paid 
only $348.000, which was one million less than the total of $1 ,482,799 
in 1938, the largest year for FSA gr&.nts . 
The Work Projects Administration has shown a steady decline in 
Federal ~ontributions. The national govem:ment contributed $18,000,000, 
or 74.9% in 1939 and Gnly $15,000,000, or $9.3% in 1941. Sponsors 
f'l.mds consist of amomits put up by state end local agencies (95-100% 
are local in Kansas). 2 They are supplied for the most part by high-
way and street comnissions, water, sewer and park departments, and 
boards of education, health, and welfare. Nearly all the sponsors 
funds are used for materials, equipment. end other non-labor items of 
1. State Department of Social Welfare, Report~ Social Welfare 
Kansas, 1940, P• 42. 
2. Work Projects Administration, State Office., Topeka, Kansas, 
Letter from Ed Huey. Acting Statistician. 
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project cost._ Federal funds are used, on the other hand, to pay the' 
wages of project workers. The amowit of Federal funds available 
therefore limits the number of workers that can be employed under the 
program. 'With Federal appropriations smaller each year, the pro• 
portion going to the state is reduced, but sponsors were required to 
meet an average of at least 25% of the total cost of all non-Federal 
projects approved after January l, 1940., Thus, in the four-year 
period, Federal contributions have decreased by 10.sf~ The total for 
eaoh year except 1939 is larger than the Federal e.nd local partici-
pation because some WPA funds have been spent by other Federal agen-
cies. These include work projects and administrative expenditures 
of WPA funds allocated tm.der Section 3 of the ERA act of 1938, Sec-
tion 11 of the ERA act of 1939, a.nd Section 10 of the ERA act, fis-
cal year, 1941.1 
The division of project costs by Federal and local a gencies in-
sures a greater amount of employment frcm the expenditure of WPA 
funds, since local funds are used for non-labor costs. Furthermore, 
it leaves the initiation of projects with high non-labor costs de-
pendent largely upon the willingness end ability of the project 
sponsors to provide the additional funds necessary for t hose non-
labor purposes. 
Sponsors expenditures for work on highways. roads and streets, 
and for public buildings are large since they require consi~era.ble 
1. Work Projects Administration, Report Progress 2.! 
Program. 1941, Table 22, footnote B, P• 57. 
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quantities of material and equipment. Although it was seen in Table I 
that the number of W<R'keai-s did not decline markedly until 1941, spon-
sors have been increasing their share of WPA expenditures and this is 
undoubtedly caused by the type of projects sponsored. As more were 
undertaken, correspondingly larger outlays for materials and equipment 
were needed. The sponsors paid 20.1% in 1938; 25.1% in 1939, 27.5% 
in 1940, and 30.7% in 1941. 
Financial assistance to the Ci vilia.n Consenat-ion Corps .. ,is en-
ti rely Federal. Since the cost is based on the estimated total cost 
per enrollee, expenditures fer CCC have remained comparatively stable 
except for the decline in 1941. Because all the contributions are 
Federal, no trends can be noted other than that the CCC was an impor-
tant work program during the period-. although it did not compare with 
the large outlays for the WPA. Expend·t ures amounted to $3,012,936 
in 1938; $3,110,000 in 1939; $3,036,000 in 1940; end fell to $2,604,000 
in 1941. 
The NYA is another program fins.need in the main by the Federal 
govemment9 but with sponsors contributions. Sponsors contributions 
in Kansas are almost entirely local and they consist of payment in 
kind rather than pa~ent in cash. · Thus, in building projects, the 
sponsors furnish materials for the building and in road programs they 
provide such articles as gravel and oil. These increased until 1941 
when the Federal share rose from $1.624,000 in 1940 to $2,238,000 in 
1941 and the sponsors contributions decreased from $211.580 to 
$176,390 as shown in Table II. This further decreased the proportionate 
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share of the local sponsors. ·Although the pa.l1lJlents of the sponsors 
have not been larger, they have been substantial and the share jumped 
from 7.2% in 1938 to 11.3% in 1939. By 1941 they had fallen back to 
1.sf~ Sponsors shares cannot be set at the ex.e.ot figure because they 
are only contributions in kind and therefore must be estimated as is 
the case in figuring the value ef commodities. 
The Public -Works Administration was an important program in the 
earlier years of this study, but because most of the projects were 
completed and no additional f\mds have been appropriated since 1938, 
it is quickly dropping out of the picture. Only $2,016,445 was spent 
in 1941 as ccmpe.red with $10,322,173 in 1940. 
Cne of the provisions of the PtlA program is that sponsors pay 
55% of the cost of the project. Often the Federal government supplied 
the entire cost throug~ lending the remainder, but the project sponsor 
was responsible for 55% of the total cest. Thus, the figures in the 
chart assume that the grants by the Federal government are 45% of the 
cost except for 1940 when actual emo1mts put up by the sponsors we.a 
known. On the basis of this arbitrary classification, no trends in 
Federal shares can be observed. It should be noted, however, that the 
Federal government contributed $5,165,678 or 50.1% in 1949. Thia 
le:f't $5,156,495 or 49.9% for the sponsors share. When it is realized 
that the government finances much of what is left at: the time through 
loans, the place of the Federal government is important. 
The Public Roads Administration is a eon•truction program which 
is carried on by workers most of whom are not certified for relief. 
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Nearly all the·work is handled on a oontraot basis with private con-
tractors. Both the Public Roads Adm.inistration and the Public Build-
ing_s Amrt¥stration are financed by regular a.nd emergency appropriations. 
The regular Federal-a.id moneys of the Public "Roads Administration 
are matched by the state, but that going as an emergency m~asure ia 
out-and-out relief. At the beginning of the period studied, 1938-1941, 
the outlay of relief fUllds for roads was $1,701,282 and that part of 
the funds is the amount with which this survey is connected. Through 
the hiring of an unskilled class of workers, the Public Roads Adminis-
tration and Public Buildings Administration keep off the relief rolls 
many who would otherwise need a.id. However, not all are unskilled. 
The skilled workers are not directly connected with the phase of the 
problem being studied. The Public Roads Administration and Public 
Buildings Administration paid out approximately $1,700,000 in both 
1940 and 1941 and this results in a marked aid in terms of jobs. 
Through this 'type of aid, the Federal government provides the .tunds 
for a quasi-relief project without placing a financial burden on the 
state and county governments. 
Another important activity in which the Federal go-vernment bears 
the entire burden is the Veterans Bonuses. As was shown in an earlier 
Chapter (II), veterans who were applying for relief were aided by the 
welfare offices. Notification of their eligibility for bonuses thua 
kept them off the relief rolls. While they are receiving veterans 
bonuses or pensions, the counties may then certify additional indi-
... 
viduals as eligible for assistance \lllder the Social Security and 
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General Assistance categories end use the money to pay them that would 
have been spent for the veterans. Although the size of the pensions 
varies greatly, the total expenditure~ and total recipients allows for 
approximately f,soo per person for benefits. Compared with the maxi-
mun of $480 under Old Age Assistance, Aid to Blind, or Aid to Dependent 
Children during the year, this a.mounts to the same proportion of adi. 
The Federal participation in the category "Rights Established by 
Service or Payments" is 100% in two of the cases, Veterans Bonuses 
and Old Age Insure.nee. The money used to pay Old Age Insurance is 
raised by a tax on employers and employees and since it is Federally 
administered, no :t'ml.ds come directly from the state. Unemployment 
Compensation, on the other hand, is financed through collections from 
employers only. Since it is administered through the state and the 
\ 
k 
state is responsible for the plan, the bane~its paid were credited to 
the state as a source of disbursement. Only the par.t the Federal 
government plays in administration was credited to the Federal govem-
ment. This was $454,000 in 1940 and $546,000 in 1941. However, with 
the beginning of the payment of benefits in 1939 the cost of adminis-
tration, as far as the state was concerned, was increased because of 
the expense involved in keeping records and the Federal government •s 
share fell, · in 1940 from 22.2% to 18.3%. Since the o~st of adminis-
tration includes also the establishment of Employment service offices, 
the cost was reduced by 1940. There was a lessened demand for equip-
ment and also a simplification of procedures in state and local 
levels which decreased the Federal share. Since monthly benefit 
payments were begi.m. January 1, 1940, a larger increase of adminis-
trative share came in the fiscal year 1941. Also, expenditures for 
benefits themselves decreased $300,000, or from $2,024,189 in 1940 
to $1,747,631 in 1941. 
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Workmen's Compensation is a state measure design~d to relieve 
workers disabled while at work. Dependents receive compensatiQn in case 
of death. The relative importance of this section of the group re-
ceiving payments because of rights established through services can 
not be ascertained because of lack of sufficient data. Employers 
coming under the act must either carry their own risk or insure with 
an insurance company authorized to supply workmen's compensation in 
Kansas. In 1938, the only year for which data were available, the 
' '1 ' 
state and insurers paid $827,861 for administration and benefits. 
This consisted of the entire cost and was placed under the state as a 
source because employers must pay if self-insurers and the insurance 
organization must pay if the risk operated within the state. 
Another :f'rui tf'ul sou·rce of Federal funds is the Agricultural 
Adjns-bnent Adm.inistra tion pro gram. As was shown in the previous aec-
ti on conceming the total expenditures, the Federal government has con-
tributed entirely to this, releasing state and county funds for more 
direct assistance. ~lthough they are called a regulation grant in 
order to distinguish them from direct grants, the indirect purpose 
' 
of the ·entire AAA program is to relieve the farmer. Even though 
the farmer must cooperate to obtain the benefits, it is only for his 
own welfare that he does so. Thus, the program may be said to be 
two.fold--to iladuce farmers to cut down surplus producing acreage. 
and payment for relief of distress as they do so. The part of pay- · 
ments 'Which a.re for soil conservation and building, and for the 
holding of surpluses -to care for possible shortages in poor crop 
years. are in the interests of the general welfare. Funds are -pro-
vided through appropriations end the Federal govermnent is solely 
responsible financially. Average grants based on total expenditures 
and number of recipients in Table I show the pa~ent increased from 
·$157 in 1938 to $188 in 1940 end then jumped to $254 in 1941. 
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In the category of "Education and Health Grants" the Federal 
government _is also important. State funds for vocational education 
have increased proportionately until 1941. The s~ate's share was 
21.6% ($90.ooo) in 1939, 28.9% ($99,959) in 1940, and 26.1% ($100.~oo) 
in 1941. Because a small part of the publ ic health program is carried 
on by the State Department of Social Welfare. no percentage comparison 
can be made of it. Although the actual addition of total contribu-
tions to the entire program is small. amounting only to $1.tOl ,043 
in the peak year of 1941., the Federal proportion is large and is more 
significant because it is directed toward preventian., rather than oare, 
of a social problem. 
Because the f\mds needed for the loan program were very large, 
they could not have been furnished by the state or local government. 
These levels of government do not have sufficient funds or the means 
to obtain them.J therefore., the loan agencies are all Federal in source 
of funds. The FSA, FCA., REA, Federal Home Loan Bank Board~ and 
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Reconstruction Finance Corporation all loanf to individuals or groups 
in Kansas. The FSA is most closely connected with alleviating distresa, 
but figures are not available except for 1941 when $ 5,499,000 was 
advanced as is seen by Table I. Since Fann Credit Administration 
funds are those outstanding, these figures are not directly comparable 
with direct loans such as those of the Fann Security Administration. 
Excluding Fann Credit Administration and FSA loans., since figures are 
not available for all years., the sum of the am.mm.ts lent or outstand-
ing for agencies granting loans remained stable at $9,000,000 until 
1941. These agencies granting loans are Rural Electrification Ad-
ministration, Federal Hane ~an Bank Board, and the Reconstruction 
Finance Corporation. In 1941, with the increase of defense industry., 
they rose to $18,000,000, Most of this increase was in the RFC ad-
vance., as money was lent to business in or der to contribute to the 
war effort. Fa:nners, on the other hand., who had previously been re-
ceiving the primary emphasis., were able, through the AAA program and 
the previous loans, to operate and received enough to pay back pe.rt 
of what they had borrowed. Therefore., the fanner was·, not the object 
of the increased loan e.cti vi ty of the Federal government in 1941. 
The source of funds for institutions, e.s shown in Table II, is 
by state appropriation. Institutions are directly conneoted with the 
public welfare in that they incarcerate individuals who could be a 
detriment if left to shift for themse-1 ves_., for their social adjust-
ments e.re not satisfactory. others, such as the School for Blind, 
School for Deaf, Mother Bickerdyke Home, end Soldiers Home, give 
e.ssistence to those not f'in~cially able to provide for themselves 
the care they need. Individuals in these institutions are a respon-
sibility of the state in that they .are citizens of the state and 
unable to oare for their own welfare. The legislature appropriates 
funds to care for them end thus reli~ves individuals of bearing the 
res ponsi bil i ty • 
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Three different types of institutions are under the Board of 
Adm.inistra.tion--the educational, patriotic, e.nd penal. · The remainder 
are under the jurisdiction of the Social Welfa.re ·Department as was 
listed on page_ 18. 
Thus, taken e.s a. total picture. the funds spent for the public and 
related welfare programs in Kansas are seen to have increased steadily 
until 1941, when a re_duction was ~a.de. In addition to progrems 
-directly related to welfare, there has been incl~ded also fl.mds spent 
on other projects which, while not a direct grant are supplementary 
to other income and represent money coming to Kansas citizens from 
Federe.1., state, and local g;over.wn.ents . By raising the living standards 
or maintaining them in the case of loss of former sources of aid, they 
have contributed to the social welfare. 
CHAPI'ERV 
BACKGROUND OF ASSISTANCE PRIOR TO THE ADOPTION 
OF THE SOCI.AL SECURITY PROGRAM 
To be respectably "poor" was no disgrace among the first 
settlers of Kansas; conversely, it was more desirable during 
the beginning yea.rs of the state's struggle then to be rich. 
The basio philosophy "live and let live" was prevalent. But 
the fact remains that much of the relief burden of the pe.at 
was borne by merchants and doctors in the form of accounts 
whieh they never collected. Since this placed the burden on 
those who. by the nature of their work, were in contact with 
the lower income classes, it was neither equi table nor based 
on ability. They were not able to accept thia new responsibility 
and the growing numbers created the need for readjustments. 
In those early days to be "poor" by det'ini tion of law which 
enabled one to go "on the county" was en admission of failure 
and lack of ability. 
'When thousends of these self-respecting, honest. hard-
working Kansas citizens found it necessary- in 1931 end 1932 to 
either go "on the county" or face 11tarvation, it be.came evident 
that the time had c0me for the state to accept the responsibility 
f'Gr aotion. With this condition ceme also the realization that 
frequently these citizens were not responsible for their plight. 
but that the cause was to be found in the economic system. 
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At this time county poor funds were too small to meet the 
problem. In recognition of the urgent need for relief end in 
response to the President's plea. for communities to "care for 
their own", Kansas launched ma.de-work projects end organized 
welfare boards, manned primarily by volunteer workers. 
In l9Sl, these agencies expended slightly less than the 
$1,776,489 levied for poor relief by the 105 counties. The 
amount levied, alone, represented an increase of 47% over poor 
relief taxes in 1927.1 
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It was apparent in 1932 that local i);tnds were fer from ade-
quate and since the causes were national or internaticnal in scope, 
the federal government came into the picture with the passage of 
the Emergency Relief and Construction Act. This act authorized the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to l end $3001 000,000 to the 
states and localities for emergency reli ef. 
Kansas cooperated through the fonnation of the Kansas 
Emergency Relief Committee. This served as the s t ate agency for 
supervising the distribution of federal funds end commodities. 
Federal funds were first made ave.ilable to Kansas i n October, 
1932. The Kansas Emergency Relief Committee adopted the policy of 
using them exclusively for the financing of a work program end no 
client unable to work was to be paid from federal funds. Unemploy-
ables -..ere still to be cared for by the counties. Thus., the respon-
sibility of administering relief in the 105 counties was not 
1. State Department of Social Welfare., Report of Social 
Welfare in Kansas, 1937, p. 8 ---- -- --- --
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usurped by federal authoritn but the administration of the 
federel program we.a coordinated with the responsible organizations 
in each county end additional funds were made available to those 
able to work. 
These measures proved insufficient to take care of the 
unemployed during 1933-1934, so the Civil Works Administration 
was inaugurated by the federal gover:mnent. From November through 
Me.rch it gave employment to approximately 64,500 persons in Kanse.s.1 
At the beginning of 1934, federe.3: end state authorities felt that 
business and industrial recovery was sufficiently advanced to 
permit withdrawal of expenditures, ud reductions in county progrems 
began in January. On Maroh 31, 1934, the Civil Works Administration 
program officially ended in Kansas. 
'With the demobilization of the Civil Works Administration, 
county work-relief progrems were again resumed, subject to super-
vision by the Keneu Emergency Relief Committee. Federal funds 
were me.de available to the county out of allotments made to the 
state month by month. Supplementary federal agencies were extended 
and new ones added. New aids included a college student aid 
program, service for transients, rural rehabilitation program, 
CCC, e.nd en emergency education program. 
In 1935 the county relief end work-relief programs were still 
in operation, but they were seriously burdened with drought problems 
in the western 2/3 of the state. Disastrous floods end en unusually 
severe winter increased the already severe burden. 
1. State Department of Socie.l Welfare, Report of Social 
Welfare in Kansas, 1937, P• 9 -
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The tederel gOYenunent stepped in end designated 37 counties 
as drought counties which were eligible for government aid made 
available through the Homestead Rehabilitation Corporation. The 
Works Progress Administration absorbed the work of the Kansas 
Emergency Relief Committee e.nd conducted their projects for the 
unemployed in need of relief. The Federal Resettlement Adminis-
tration took over the rural rehabili te.tion program. Kansas counties 
then had to care for only the general relief problem. needy cases 
not employed on the federal works program nor provided with rural 
rehabilitation by the Resettlement Administration. 
In 1935 the government also undertook to assist the states 
in the support of the aged. blind. end dependent children. by the 
passage of the Federal Social Security Act. During 1936• the 
Kansas Emergency Relief Conmittee negotiated with the Federel 
Social Security Board to complete the p nership with Kansas. but 
constitutional provisions prevented the completion of a satisfactory 
contract. Finally, in 1937. the legislature enacted a state social 
welfare aot which was approved by the Federal Social Security Board. 
CHAPTER VI 
DIRECT GRANT PROGRAMS 
After passage of the Federal Social Security Act, which 
indirectly compelled every state to develop a problem of its 
own, Kansas did not immediately enaot a state law. A special 
session of the legislature was celled in the summer of 1930 
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to prepare two amendments to the Kansas constitution to be voted 
upon in the general election of 1930. These amendments were 
aocepted in the general election end enabled Kansas to participate 
in federal funds for the aged, blind, end dependent children who 
are in need, and to establish a state system ef unemployment 
compensation. 
This marked a complete break with he past when loce.l 
governments e.nd private individuals were forced to bear the burden 
of relief. Local governments, lacking in funds, could develop enly 
emergency stop-gap measures. With the inauguration of the adopted 
plan, federal, state, and county functions as well as financial 
participation were closely connected. It was only a beginning in 
solving the problem. end nature.Uy did not r ·each all those who needed 
help. It was felt that since these classes---e.ged, blind, and certain 
ohildren--were largely unable to help themselves, some provision should 
be made to assure them security. 
Unemployment Compensation benefits only those in eertain covered 
employment, 811.d those who have previously held a position. Since it 
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is not closely related to direct assistance, another eection ie 
devoted to this aspect of the act. 
After the passage of the Federal Social Security Act in 1936, 
certain provisions end requirements had to be met before states 
were eligible for grants. Although it is generally known that the 
federal government matches state and locrµ. funds, it is not so well 
recognized that the Federal government sets up minimum requirements 
for the states. Aside from t he grants for the administration of 
the public assistance system, the federal government aids in pro-
viding regular monthly p8¥]118nts for publi c assistance. States may 
receive these federal funds w:hen they have set up approved plans for 
public assistance. 
A. General Requirements for Federal Aid.I 
a. The law must be in effect in al political subdivis i ons 
of the state end, if administered by them, be mandatory upon them. 
b. It must provide for financial participation by the s t ate. 
c. It must provide for establishment or the designation of 
a single state agency which is to administer or supervi se administration 
of the plan. 
d. It must provide en individual whose claim is rejected an 
opportunity for fair hearing before a state ag!ney. 
1. Categorical plans are old age assista.nee, aid t o blind, 
aid to dependent ohildren and for these the government she.res in 
financial participation. 
e. The state plan muet provide methods of administration 
as are found by the Federal Social Security Board to be necessary 
for the efficient operation of the plan. Since January 1. 1940, 
they have been required to maintain personnel standards on a 
merit basis. 
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£. It must provide that the state agency make such reports 
a.s the Social Security Board m'!lY require. 
g. Effective July l, 1941, it must provide that the state 
agency take into consideration any other income and resources of 
an individual claiming Old Age Assistance. 
h. Effective July 1, 1941, the state agency must provide 
safeguards which restrict the use or disclosure of information 
concerning applicants and recipients to purposes directly connected 
with administration of Old Age Assistance. 
B. Specific Requirements for Federal Aid. 
In addition to these general requirements are some specific 
conditions that must be met by the states to qualify for reoeipt of 
Federal f'undsa 1 
a. No resident eligibility requirements may be made which will 
exclude from assistance any applicant who has U,n,d in the state for 
five out of nine years preceding application, and who has lived in 
the state throughout the year immediately preceding application. 
b. No oitizenship requirement may be made excluding a citizen 
of the United States. 
c. Minimum age requirements for Old Age Assistance a,.y not 
1. State Boe.rd of Socie.1 Welfare, ! Study in Public Assistance 
p. 13. 
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exceed 65 yea:rs. 
d. No person may receive assistance under two categories at 
once. 
e. Residence requirements for dependent children must not 
exclude a child who has resided in the state one year immediately 
preceding application. or who was born within the state within 
the year immediately preceding application. it its mother has been 
a resident of the state one year immediately preceding birth. 
f. If a state or lllzy of its subdivisions collects from the 
estate of e.ey of its old•age recipients an amount with respect to 
the amount of old-age assistance furnished him under the plan. ½ 
the net amount so collected shall be paid the United States govern-
ment. 
c. Definitions of Cat egories. 
By definition. assistance means any payments made by the 
county to those persons whoso applications for this form of assistance 
have been approved by the county board of social welfare. The purpose 
of granting Old-Age Assistance is to provide security and give 
immediate assistance to all persons 65 or over whose resources are 
inadequate and need public assistance. The amount is determined by 
the county welfare board and is dependent on the need of the applicant 
and subject to appeal to the state board.1 
The next category covered by the federal and state Social 
Security law is Aid to the Blind. As def'ined by the state law, this 
means money payments made to blind individuals who have passed their 
1. 1937 Supplement, General Statutes of Kansas 1935, Chapter 
327, Section 702. 
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sixteenth birthday and who need public assistance. The blind as 
defined by the law means not only those who a.re totally blind, but 
also those whose vision is so defective as to prevent the perfor-
mance of activities for which eyesight is essential. The assistance 
is granted on the be.sis of need and the amount varies with individual 
ca.aes, depending on the resources of the applicant and the availability 
of funds. 1 
Aid to Dependent Children is the third category aided under the 
State and Federal Social Security laws. To be eligible, a child 
must be over sixteen years of age and deprived of parental support 
or care by reason of the death, continued absence from home, or mental 
and physical capacity of the parent. He must be living with the father, 
mother, grandfather, grandmother, brother, sister, step-father, step-
mother, step-brother, step-sister, uncle or aunt in a place of 
residence maintained by one or more of s aid relatives as his or her 
home.2 
After the federal provisions have been met, the state law is 
accepted by the Social Security Board, the Kansas Social Welfare 
law requires, that in order to be eligible for any type of assistance 
in one or the three categories, Old-Age assistance, Aid to the Blind, 
and Aid to Dependent Children, the epplicent must meet the following 
general requirements:3 
a. Laok sufficient income or resourees to provide reasonable 
subsistence compatible with decency and health. 
1. 1937 Supplement, .General Statutes of Kansas 1935, Chapter 
327, Section 702. 
2. Ibid, section 2 
3. 1937 Supplement, Kansas General Statutes 1936, Chapter 327, 
Seo. 8a 
b. He must have resided in the state of Kansas continuously 
for one year immediately preceding application. 
o. He must not be an inmate of a publio institution, but me:y 
make application while in the institution. el though assistance will 
not begin until the recipient ceases to be en inmate. 
- The Kens as Law requires separate conditions for eligibility 
for each of the three categories af'ter the general requirements have 
been met. The state l mr in reference to old age assistance is as 
followss 1 
1. Assiatanoe shall be granted to the needy aged who are 65 
years of age or older. 
2. All applications for assistance shall be signed by the 
applicant and also by the spouse if living. 
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When the law was first passed, it requi red that a lien be placed 
on all real property which the recipien of Old-Age assistance owned, 
but the lien provision was dropped during the 1939 sessien of the 
legislature. 
In 0rder to qualify for Aid to the Blind the following specific 
provisions raust be met,2 
1. Aid ie made to needy blind individuala who have passed 
their sixteenth birthday• Blind me ens not only those totally blind 
end pennanently devoid of vision. but also those persons whose vision 
is so defective as to prevent the performance of ordinary activities 
for which eyesight ia essential. 




2. No blind person who has received assistance is permitted 
to solicit aims. 
3. No persons may receive both aid to the blind and Old. 
Eligibility requirements for Aid to Dependent Children are: 1 
l. Child must have lived in the state at least one year 
immediately preceding application. 
2. If less then a year of age. a child shall be eligible if 
its mother has lived in the state one year immediately preceding 
the ohild'a birth. 
3. The child must be living in a suitable family home which 
meets standards of health fixed by the laws of the state end the 
requirements of the state board. 
D. General Assistance 
General assistance is not the one o the federal categories and 
the federal gOYermnent does not help to finance such a.ssistanco. 
It is financed entirely by state and county funds. The general and 
specific eligibility requirements for recipients of assistance 
in the three federal categories do not apply to recipients of general 
assiatenoe. 
General assistance is provided for needy individuals or t'emilies 
who at ttie time are unable to provide for themselves, and who do 
not qualify for assistance under any one of the three categories. 
Old-Age Assistance. Aid to the Blind. and Aid to Dependent Children. 
It includes assistance to transients. institutional care. hospitalization. 
1. Ibid. 
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medical oare, and commodity distribution for assistance oases. They 
must have resided for five out of the last nine years in the state, 
with one year of continuous residence in the corresponding preeedin.g 
application. 
In the three categories of assistance under the Soeial Security 
Acts, the Federal government contributes financial aid. In Old-Age 
Assistance, the federal government participates on a 50'fo basis up 
to a maximWll of $40 per month per illdividual certified. This means 
the federal government will p~ ½ the total of the sum expended up 
to $40 for each certified individual who at the ti.me of expenditure 
is 65 or older and is not an inmate of a public institution. The 
federal government also contributes 5% to pay the cost of administering 
the state plan.1 
Participatien is available at exactly the same rate, 6o{o, and 
with the same limitations of $40 maximum f or aid to the blind, 
2 except that one-half the cost of administration is granted. 
In aid to dependent children, the Federal government participates 
on a 50% be.sis, up to a maximum grant of $18 per month for the first 
child in the family and $12 per month for every other child. Thia 
means that Federal participation provides e. maximum of $9 for the 
first child and $6 for t1Very other child in the same family each 
month. The Federal government will also contribute one-half of the 
1. 1941 Supplement. General Statutes of Kansas 1935, Chapter 
39, Section, 710. 
2. Loe. cit. 
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amount expended for administration of the grants under an approved 
plan for the aid to dependent children. Administration expenses of 
Aid to Dependent Children end Aid to Blind are based on the relation• 
ship of the actual time spent on the various programs. 1 
E. Commodity Distribution and the Stamp Plan 
During the latt·er part of the fiscal year 1939 the Federal 
Surplus Commodities Corporation (Surplus Marketing Association after 
June 30• 1940) started its experimental program ef distributing sur-
plus agricultural food products by the issue of food order stamps to 
relief clients. Kansas counties did not cooperate until 1940 and 
those who do operate direetly under the supervision of the Surplus 
Marketing Administration. 
For the plan. the State Depar tment has no direct responsibility. 
The stamp plan has the same purpose of removing price-distressing sur-
pluses from the market and distributing them to persons eligible for 
public assistance. 
Generally. the plan provides that counties 'Which co9perate with 
the Surplus Marketing Association purchase books containing a number 
ef orange-colored 25¢ stamps and one-half as Il18.ey" blue 25¢ stamps. 
pay for the orenge~oolored stamps and receive the blue stamps wi thouj; 
cost. The counties sell the books for the price of the orange-colored 
stamps to persons wh0 a.re eligible under certain regulations of the 
Administrf.l.tion; the orange-colored stamps are exchangeable only for 
any class of groceries. The blue stamps are exchangeable only for foods 
le Ibid. 
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which have been declared as surplus by the Secretary of Agriculture. 
The commodities available are announced each month and vary with the 
seasons. In place of direct relief. blue stamps are issued with the 
purchase of orange stamps. Blue stamps are redeemed frOlll funds placed 
with the Division of Disbursement by the Administration. 
On eune 1, 1942. there were 72 counties operating the food stamp 
plan on the statewide basis. On the same date there were twenty-four 
counties which were operating a stamp plan on the county level. 
There were nine counties which had not made the change to a stamp 
plan but were distri~uting commodities through the direct to recipi-
ent method. 1 
When operated on a statewide basis, the State Department of 
Social Welfare is responsible for all Surplus Marketing Association 
activities in any county, upon r equeat by the county to come under 
state operations of the plan. This includes food stamp plan operations, 
direot distribution to eligible recipients. school lunch programs, 
household aid, and NYA distribution. 
The statewide stamp plan calla for mail orders on stamps and 
issuance of stamps by mail. The county welfare agency is the certify-
ing agency and transmits certification to the state of' fioe. 
Although commodity distribution has peen practically disbanded, 
it was used almost entirely during the period studied. Commodities 
are allocated to the state on the basis of certified caseload. shipping 
costs, production of same or similar colllllodities, end past distribution 
1. Letter from Kenneth Ekdahl. Acting Director. Department of 
Research and Statistics. 
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performance. Carload shipments were received at state warehouses 
and from there delivered by state trucks to the different counties ac-
cording to allocations made on the basis of certified caseloads. Upon 
receipt of commodities. it is the responsibility of the ceunty welfare 
official to provide adequate storage and distribute the colJlllodities 
to eligible recipients as explained in the previous section on the 
activities of county boards. A comparison of the value of food 
commodities distributed i n Kansas during the four-year period, Table I. 
shows a constant growth in the progrem. The figures for 1940 and 1941 
are even more significant because of the fact that by June 1. 1942, 
96 counties obtained their commodities through the food stamp plan. 
Distribution costs show that in 1940 the State Department of 
Social Welfare and county departments of social welfare spent 4.6¢ 
to place one dallar's worth of comnodities in the hands of recipients. 
The Federal goverwnent, through Work Projects Administration project 
workera, spent an additional five cents for labor costs. In 1939, 
the state end eounties spent six cents per dollar valuation, and the 
Federal government s.1,. Commodities distributed in the state were 
purchased by the Surplus Marketing Association in Kansas and other 
states. Commodities bought in Kansas during 1940 cost slightly more 
then two million and were distribllted to other states aa well. 
An increasingly important outlet for surplus commodities has been 
their distribution to school lunch progrM1s. Public health officials 
and educational leaders have advoee.ted &\ilch projects, but few were 
being operated before the cooperation was. offered by the Surplus Mar-
keting Association. WPA. and NYA. 
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F. Fa.rm Security Administration Grants 
In April. 1934• the Federal government allotted relief money 
for the rural rehabilitation program~ operating through the State 
Emergency Relief Administrators. The program was highly decentralized 
and varied among the states. When the Farm s,eurity Adminiatration 
was oreated in 1937 as a. successor to the Resettlement Administration• 
which was created April 30. 1936. the Land Utilization Division we.a 
transferred to the Bureau of Agricultural Economics and ·1ater to the 
Soil Conservation Service. FSA was assigned the administration of the 
Tenant Purchase program. under which tenants. sharecroppers. and farm 
le.borers are loaned money to buy farms of their own. The phase of the 
act concerned with direct assistance is the grant program. 
Small grants, for which families do specified work on their 
farms or public lands. are made in c ases of extreme: need. Femiliea 
living in the worst drought areas have not received loans because 
their lend did not contain enough subsoil moisture to justify planting 
a crop. It would be both a waste of the government's money end an 
injustice to the borrower to attempt rehabilitation on sub-marginal 
land where failure is almost certain. 
Under such circumstances. the Administration has temporarily 
made subsistance grants. averaging about $20 a month. Every effort 
is made to reduce the grant load by helping the family find means of 
producing an income. The average family receives grants for only 
four mo4hs. There is little prospect the grant program can be entirely 
eliminated within the near future. even though it is being reduced 
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substantially. Only $348.000 was gi'anted in Kansas in 1941. 
Grants have also been used outside the emergency areas to supple-
ment standard rehe.bili tat ion loans. In working out a sound farm plan 
for a needy family. the supervisor sometimes finds the £8l1lily needs 
for food and clothing more than can be financed with any reasonaile 
expectation of repayment. 
During 1940 and 1941 a careful ·check was made in Kansas to assure 
that the grant aid did not auplicate assistance from any relief agency. 
Many families which received one or two grants later got rehabilitation 
leans to put them back on their feet . Another new development in 1940 
involved securing a pledge of work from each grant femily • Fe.mi.lies 
a.greed to perform some improvement work around the farm or home in 
return for the grant money. 
It is believed that by enabling a fami ly to stay where it is lo-
cated• it is possible to save the cost of frequent moving and build up 
land and fa.rm buildings from year to year. The Administration insists 
that tenants receiving aid have written leases rather than vague oral 
agreements. Voluntary adjustment ' of existing debts is an important 
step in rehabilitation. 
In the county FSA office applications for loans are made. farm 
and home plans ·wGrked out. end the actual work of planning supervision. 
debt adjustment. and collection ts done. Eaoh office has a county 
supervisor. and usually a home management supervisor. A distriot Super-
visor coordinates the work in several counties. end the State Director 
is in charge of all. Kense..s is now in the eeventh regional district 
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with headquarters in Lincoln, Nebraska. ill the fiscal work on making 
loans is done in the regional office. 
Much of the actual work done in the county FSA effices is concerned 




PROVISION FOR FINANCING DIRECT GRANTS 
A. Disbursement of Federal Funds 
Funds fran the Federal govermnent which are used by the 
states are sent to the states in amounts which will cover 
quarter-year periods. The a.mount which is sent to the state 
for any quarter-year period is ascertained by means of a budget 
provided by the state public welfare agency. This budget ia 
the ayntheaia of county welfare budgets which have came to 
the state agency from county welfare offices. This budget rep-
resents an est:imate of what will be needed to meet the demanda 
for assistance in the state for the coming quarter year . 1 
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If this state budget is approved by the Social Security Board, 
the Secretary of the Treasury is instructed to draw up a vouche~ for 
the amount involved which is made payable to the gover.oor. The 
governor endorses this voucher and deposits the a.mount in t he 
state treasury. The budget states the amount appropriated or made 
available by the state and its political subdivisions for welfare 
expenditure in the quarter. Part of the Federal payment is trans-
ferred to the state social welfare fund each month and from this 
fund the State Department of Social Welfare makes reimbursements 
to the county, acting as an agent for the Federal government. 
1. 1937 Su~plement, General Statutes of Kansas 1935, Chapter 
327, Section 12 {g). 
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Before Federal funds can be transferred from the State Treasury 
to the county welfare department account, the county must actually 
have earned -t;he, or disbursements may be paid in advance upon 
estimates submitted by the county board.l This means that the 
county must have made expenditures for which Federal reimbursemen~ 
is obtainable. 
B. State Welfare Fund 
The Kansas social welfare law created the social welfare fund 
whioh contains all grants, gif'ts, and bequests received by the state 
board. The social welfare fund received a maximum of $3,360,000 
per yenr, beginning April 1. 1941. from the state sales tax fund 
for social-welfare purposes. This also includes $75,000 for the 
prevention of blindness, restoration of sight and rehabilitation of 
the blind and a sum not to exceed $200,000 a year for additional social 
welfare purposes for use with the crippled children commission. 2 
From the Kansas social welfare fund. the state board reim-
burses each county up to a maximum. of 30% of social welfare 
expenses less county administration costs after Federal partic-
ipation has been deducted, provfuded that each county is paid on 
the same percentage basis. This enables counties with a larger 
welfare load to receive more in proportion to their expenditures 
1. 1941 Supplement, General Statutes of Kansas 1935, Chapter 
V~, Section 3621. 
2. 1941 Supplement, General Statutes of Kansas 1935, Chapter 
39, Section 709. 
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to their expenditures than other counties. 
C. Sales Tax Fund 
The retail sales tax aot provides that after all sums ear-
marked for special purposes a re paid from the sales tax fund, the 
balance is to be returned to the county treasurers of the counties 
on June 2 of each yea r. In additi on to the amount for social 
welfare p»rposes, $600,000 was allotted to the social welfare 
equalization fund on April 5, 1941 and $00,000 is to be credited 
to t his fund each month until and including April 1, 1945. One 
mi llion, t\'V'enty thousand dollars per year beginning April 10, 
1941, goes to the special old-age assistance fund at the rate of 
$80,000 per month. Additional amounts go for school aid and the 
employment service aceotmt.l 
D. State Agents ' Compensati on 
The State Agents' Compensation plan went into e ffect December 1 , 
1937 and continued duri ng 1938. Money f or thi s a rose f r om t he 
fact that approximat ely $soo,ooo had accumulated in the soci al 
welfare f'und by November 1, 1937. But since the ste.te Ttas limited 
in its participation in the counties to 30% legal maximum, i t was 
not possible to get this money into the hands of those needing it. 
1. 1941 Supplement., General Statutes of Kansas 1935., Chapter 
79., Section 3621. 
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Counties could not obtain full Federal e.nd state participation 
until case records had been transferred to the Federal categories. 
According to this law, the state board desi~ted county 
boards or their employees as agents of the state board in the 
performance of certain duties. This released money from county 
funds for assiste.noe and also increased the emounts of Federal 
and state participation which could be claimed by the co\lllties.1 
Since the excess state :f'\mds were consumed, this law was 
ineffective a~er December, 1938. 
E. Emergency F\Dld 
The special session of the legislature whioh convened Feb-
ruary 7, 1938, created a social welfare emergency fund by trans-
ferring $250,000 from funds previously made available to the 
social welfare fund from the sales tax revenue, and $360,000 
eannarked from the retail sales tax fund, creating a total 
emergency fund of $soo,ooo. 2 The state board was authorized to 
use this fund for the purpose of assisting needy counties in 
meeting their public assistance oosts when they met the require-
ments set forth in the act. During 1940, $80,000 was transferred 
each month £ran. the balance of the sales tax fund and made avail-
able to twenty-two distressed counties which had levied their 
1. Kansas Social Welfare Journal, Vol. I, No., 9, July, 1939, 
P• 10, Vol., 1, No. 10, PP• 3, 24. 
2. Laws of Special Session 1938, Chapter 80. 
legal maximum. of three per cent of assessed ve.1uation for welfare 
purposes, but were still miable to finance budgeted assistance 
needs. Disbursements continued to be made during January and 
February of 1941, but were then discontinued. 
F. Equalization Ftmd 
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The purpose of the Social Welfare Equalization flmd established 
by the 1941 legislature is to equalize between the counties the 
social welfare costs borne by them paid from revenue derived from 
ad valorem. taxes. This is done ·by considering the relief needs 
and fiscal ability of one county as compared with the relief needs 
and fiscal ability of another. A social welfare equalization fund 
was created in the office of the state treasurer. In any county 
that has levied three mills for social welfare purposes and has 
no funds from other sources sufficient to meet the estimated 
costs, the board of county commi ssioners may, by resolution, 
request the state board of social welfare to pay the county not 
to exceed 25% of the a pproved social welfare expenses for the 
current county budget year less cost of county administration 
after deducting the e.mount of Federal grants.l On receipt of such 
a request, the state board of sooia.l welfare is required to make 
e..n investigation and if it decides receipts are insufficient to 
1. 1941 Supplement, General Statutes of Kansas 1936, Chapter 
39, Section 734 
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meet the cost to the county. it may authorize additional payments 
out of the social welfare equalization fund. The total amount 
me.de to any county in a period of twelve months may not exceed 
$100.000. No county is entitled to participate in any benefits 
that carries a person eligible for 01d Age Assistance on its 
General Assistance rolls for a period of sixty days.l 
On the first day of each month. beginning May 16 19416 the 
state board is e.uthorized to pay the county treasurers all the 
money of hand in the Special Old Age Assistance fund on the basis of 
fifty per cent according to population and fifty per cent on the 
basis of equalized tangible assessed valuation for the preceding 
year. Money received 'lmder this act is supplemental to any other 
used by the counties for Old Age Assistance purposes. 
G. County Fund 
In section 13 of the 1937 law. a county social welfare :fund 
was created in the of fice of each county treasurer. In this 
f\md are deposited all receipts from t&xea, funds derived from 
bond issues. sales. private gifts. grants. loe.ns 6 and other 
revenues which the collllty board is authorized to receive. 
The fund must be large enough to guarantee that the county 
will be able to meet fully all obligations for assist8.Ilce to the 
needy aged 6 blind. and dependent children eligible for such aid. 
1. 1941 Supplement, General Statutes of Kansas 1936, Chapter 
39 1 Section 733. 
The county may be authorized by the state board to create special 
sooie.l welfare funds e.s these become necessary. 
All disbursements from the county welfare fund must be me.de 
by vouchers signed by the county director e.nd approved by the 
county board. Vouchers for payment of salaries e.nd expenses of 
county welfare employees must be verified and signed by the persons 
entitled to such payments. The voucher must be approved by the 
county attorney and filed with the county clerk who draws warrants 
on the county treasurer for each voucher. We.rrents must be counter-
signed e.nd registered by the county clerk and the county treasurer 
and, after delivery to the claimants, are redeemable upon proper 
presentation to the county treasurer.l Chapter 80, Laws of 
Special Session, 1938, provides f or the return of the be.lance 
of the sales ts.x fund to th~ county treasurers on June 2 of each 
year. Fifty per cent is to b-e distributed to the counties on 
the basis of population and the remaining fifty per cent on the 
basis of equalized tangible assessed valuation. Ee.ch taxing 
subdivision of the county is required to set up in its budget 
for the ensuing year the emo\lllt received from the sales te.x and 
to reduce the le-rJ by that am.ount. 2 Thee.ct also provides 
that county commissioners may use all money allotted to the 
1. 1937 Supplement. General Statutes of Kansas 1935, Chapter 
327, Section 13. 
2. Levy is the amount per 1100 of assessed valuation the 
taxpayer must pay. The levy is expressed in terms of mills whi ch 
are one-tenth of a cent. 
county for welfare purposes. 
H. Bonds 
In order to provide additi onal revenue to needy counties, the 
legislature whi ch met in 1941 gave the county commissioners power 
to issue bonds to provide funds for social welfare purposes, in 
amounts for each year as follows, amount in 1941 not exceeding 
1/3 of 1%; in 1942, an amount not exceeding 1/2 of 1%; and in 
1943 a.n emount not exceeding 1/10 of 1% of the assessed valuation 
for the preceding year. Applications must be approved by the 
State Commission of Revenue and Taxation. Since January 1, 1942, 
no county has been allowed to issue bonds unless it made a tax 
levy of three mills for social we fare the preceding year. No 
such b~~ds· m~y be issued, sold, or delivered after April 30, 
1943.1 These bonds violate a fundamental principle of taxation 
in that they are being used to meet current expenditures. 
Public work relief bonds may not exceed 1% of the assessed 
val~tion of the taxing district. I n counties having more than 
75,oOO ·population and in cities having more than 60,000, the 
bonds issued ca.n not exceed 1/10 of the assessed valuation in 
any one month. in eowities l ess than 75,000 and cities less 
1. 1941 Supplement, General Ste.tutee of Kansas 1935, Chapter 
39. Section 3a01. 
the.n 60,000, the bonds issued ce.n not exceed 1/25 of the assessed 
"8.luati cn in one month.l 
1. Ibid., Section 3al4. 
CH.APTER VIII 
WELFARE SERVICF,S OF THE STATE DEPARTMENT 
Intluenoea ot the trend of public a.ssiatance 1n Kansas 
under the Social Security aot have been the stage of develop-
ment of programs under the state la when federe.l funds became 
available• availability of federe.l grants, extent and adequacy 
of the state and local funds, and the -state policies and proce-
dures. Since an examination of assistance shows direct assist-
mce under- the social security act to be only a small portion 
of the total picture. statistics on this program alone are 
misleading. But before other agencies are considered. there are 
certain aetivities of the state deportment which contr ibute 
materially to the public welfare and should not be overlooked. 
A. Child Welfare 
Under title V of the federal social security act. funds 
are appropriated to enable the United States• through t he 
Children's Bureau. to cooperate with the state public agencies 
in establishing• extending. and strengthening public welf are 
services for the protection and care of homeless, dependent, and 
neglected children, or children in danger of becoming delinquent. 
The amount allotted is to be used for payment of part of the cost 
for district. county. or other local welfare service in areas 
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pr,dominantly rural and for developing state services for the 
encouragement and assistenoe 0£ adequate methods of conducting 
child-welfare organization in rural areas. $10.000 is given each 
state, and the remainder of the amount is allotted to eaoh state 
on the basis of plans developed by the atate end the federal 
social a~curit}I' board which distributes it to the states on the 
ratio: of the rural population of that state to the rural 
population of the United Statea.1 
'Child welfare services have no provision for the granting 
et cash assistance. They are services designed to add to the 
permanent welfare of the children benefiting from them. Threugh 
child-welfare services, the atate of Kansas and the United States 
government attack influences which threaten to produce child 
delinquency • . Work is concentrated in rural areas. Demonstration 
units have been established in the state under the supervision 
and direction of trained workers. Units are located in selected 
counties and operate in conjunction with the county welfare offices. 
The state gives the county the services of a child-welfare worker 
and pays his sal&r? and travel expenses. The welfare board furni shes 
office space end office equipment.2 
The scope :was broadened in 1941 to include social services 
to the Boys Industrial School. The Girls Industrial School came 
under the sapension of the State Department in 1940. 
1. Federal Security Agency, Compilation of Social Security Laws, 
Title V, Section 502, P• 30. 
2. Kansas Social Welfare Journal, Vol. 1, No. 6, April, 1938, 
p. 4, Vol. 1, No. 11, September, 1938, PP• 6, 19. 
B. Services For Blind And Visually Handicapped. 
The Kense.s social welfare law provides that the State 
Board initiate or cooperate with other agencies in developing 
programs for the prevention of blindness, restoration of eye-
sight. end vocational rehabilitation of blind persons.1 
A restoration of sight progrBJll has been inaugurated by the 
State Boe.rd as well as a prevention of blindness program. It has 
been found that approximately 230 persons, who are now recipients 
of aid to the blind, · are badly in need of medical treatment. The 
state board has instigated e. campaign to educate the public in the 
prevention of blindness. This campaign is carried on through the 
schools•· social agencies., newspapers, end civic groups. 
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The program has three principal e.ims i restoration of sight., 
prevention of blindness, and rehabilitation. Treatment for 
restoration is provided applieents accepted for aid to the blind. 
Although actual sight restorat ion is the aim of the progrBJll., treat-
ment is often approved to preserve existing vision. Medical care 
is extended to those e.pplicentas for AB who need treatment but who 
e.re found to possess more vision than is allewed for AB. An inter-
departmental commissien for prevention of blindness was organized 
with representatives of the department of labor, public instruction, 
health, end division of services for the blind. 
The greatest expansion in recent years has been in rehabilitation. 
1. 1941 Supplement, General Statutes 1935., Chapter 39, Section 708. 
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A field consultant was added to the state department staff who 
visits the counties end visits all blind end near blind in the 
county, whether on relief or not. The home industry progrem 
brings oepe.ble capable unemployed workers to Topeka for training 
in manufacturing of one product for which a market has been 
previously established. When he returns home, the worker he.s 
all necessary equipment obtained under~ loan agreement with him. 
'Fini~hed products are returned to the training center for inspection 
before they e.re sold. Home teaching was added to the services of 
the Division Embossed reading e.nd writing, handicrafts to be used 
as leisure time activity, cooking, end household management are 
taught by home teachers. The Division also continued to sponsor a 
state~wide WPA Bre.ille transcribing project. 
c. Vocational Rehabilitation 
The Vocational Rehabilitation Service was inaugurated July 1, 
1940 as the result ef a cooperative agreement entered i nto between 
the State Board for Vocational Education and the State Board of 
Social Welfare. Up until this time the state law of 1937 was 
inoperative because no state appropriation had been made by the 
legislature. The agreement between the two boards made possible 
the matching of Federal funds by sales tax money available in the 
budget of the State Department of Social Welfare • 
.A:rry person possessing a penne.nent physical disability which 
oonstitutes a vooe.tienel handicap is eligible for rehabilitation 
providing he is sixteen years or older end not attending public 
grade school, e.n Amerieen citizen, e. resident of Kansas fer at 
least one year, in e. condition that will give reasonable assurance 
that he will be able to engage in a normal occupation, e.ble to 
provide for gelf-me.intenance while in training, and susceptible 
to a rehabilitation program.1 
D. Servi oe For V eterens 
The Division of Services for Veterans was organized within 
the State Board on November 1, 1937. It was created for the 
purpose of assisting veterans' organizations with their claims 
work, e.s well as to assist individual veterens with their claims. 
Since it has been found that many war veterans ere eligible for 
compensation, pensions end hospitali tion as provided through 
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the United States Veterens Administration end other national end 
state boards end tribunals, the State Board was recognized as en 
authorized agency fer the handling of veterens' claims. The 
Division supervisor of Services for Veterans was designated as a 
service officer for the Disabled American Veterens Association, 
Veterens of Foreign Wars, and the American legion.2 The Division 
was incorporated into the State Department of Social Welfare 
because its services were of primary benefit to clients of county 
welfare offices or persons who were in denger of becoming applicants 
for public assistence. 
1. State Deperj;ment of Social Welfare, Report of Social Welfare 
in Kensas~ 1940~ p. 60. 
2. Kansas Social Welfare Journal. Vol. I, lfo. 3-4, January-
February, 1938, p. 8.; Vol. 1, No. 9, July, 1938, p. 5. 
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Most of the oleims handled are filed with the United States 
Veterans' Administration Adjudicator. Office~ having claims of 
Kansas veterans are located in Wichita, Kansas City, Excelsior 
Springs, Mo., end Washington, D. c. During 1941 the Division 
assisted 113 veterans with claims and thus prevented them from 
going on public assistance rolls. Cash awards ef $72,221.78 
and annuities of $229,699.84 were granted, an increase of $18,000 
over 1940.1 Thirteen veterans were transferred from state hospitals 
to the Vetere.ns Administration Facilities and this shifted expenses 
for their ear• to the Federal government. In December, requests · 
fer assistance on claims were received as the result of deaths 
of soldiers end sailors who were in the armed forces when hostilities 
began December 7, 1941. 2 It is estimated that more than 2¼ million 
dollars will be paid to Kansan.a as a esult of decisions secured 
from Veteran.a' Administration by Veterans' Service Division.3 
E. Licensing Private Agencies 
The Kansas social welfare law provides, in Section 16, 
that "The State Board shall have power to' license, revoke licenses 6 
and supervise private agencies under the rules end regulations 
provided by it'".4 
Stress we.s laid on raising standards of institutions earing 
for dependent children, princieplly by helping to clarify admission 
l. Preliminary material from 1941 Report. 
2 . we. Cit. 
3 . Loe . Cit. 
4. 1937 Supplement , Kansas General Statutes 1935, Chapter 39, 
"'--•: -"'• ,s _ 
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policies. An admission outline which was prepared for the use 
of the head of the institutions was followed up by group end 
individual discussions. In addition to adult boarding homes 
end children's boarding homes, the division issued licenses 
to private agencies end institutions which conducted programs in 
fields of femily welfare end assistance, heal th, eare of unme.rried 
girls, care of the aged, dependent children, group work, and 
specialized services. The Division served as the foeal point for 
information concerning ell private social resources available in 
the state. 
In 1941, 448 adult boarding homes were licensed. In 88 
counties 142 were licensed fer the first time. In children's 
boarding homes, 77 were licensed in 29 counties, 32 for the first 
time. Ninety-one institutional homes were licensed by the end of 
1941. Seventeen were instituti onal homes for children and 17 
institutional homes for the aged. 1 
1. Preliminary material from 1941 Report. 
CH.APTER IX 
SPECIAL WELFARE ACTIVITIES OF THE COUNTY BOARDS 
A. Commodity Di1tribution. 
Surplus commodities are products purchased by the Federal 
Surplus CoDmodities Corporation to stabilize markets 8lld help 
assure fair returns to producers. They are distributed by the 
State Board of Social Welfare through its warehouses to the 
individual. counties. The counties, in turn, e.re responsible 
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for distributing the eanmodities to the recipieIIts of assistence. 
Commodities are to be given out on en over-end-above basis encl. not 
in place of assistance. 
The State Board of Social Welfare as sumes the cost of trans• 
portation from district warehouses to county welfare offices after 
the Commodities Corporation nas made shipment to these points 
within the state. Purchase activities of the Commodities Corporation 
tend to stabilize the market value of agricultural products while 
its donations provide needy persons with a wholesome means of 
subsistence end help provide well-be.lanced diets. Purchases are 
made of surplus products. 
Ce.re is taken te avoid distribution of commodities in areas 
where similar products are raised. Col'll!lodities are distributed 
in cartons marke4 "Not to Be Sold." Illegal disposition of 
oanm.odi ties is punishable under state laws. Non-food materials 
such as those used in work-relief projects are also distributed. 
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For those counties operating under the food stamp plan. 
the welfare offices certify those who meet the requirements of 
the Surplus Marketing Association. Eligible assistance oases 
are Old Age Assistance. Aid to Dependent Children. Aid to Blind• 
General Assistance. end Ferm Security AdJllinistration. 
B. Certification to WPA. NYA. and FSA. 
Another function of the county sociel welfare boards is that 
of certification of persons to WPA. NYA. and FSA. WPA end NYA 
are federel programs which provide jobs for persons in need. and 
in most ce.ses these persons must have been certified for public 
assistence. An exception in NYA is ma.de for youth on school aid 
projects. 5% of those employed on WPA are non-certif ied. These 
are persons who are used as supervisors end leaders of projecta. 
Wages of persons empleyed on WPA and NYA are paid by these federe.l 
agencies. and the only part played by social welfare off ices is 
that persons who are to receive assistance through one of these 
agencies must be certified as eligible for receiving suoh aid. 
FSA makes loans to fermers who would otherwise have to go 
on public assistance rolls or to those who might not be able to 
get on such rolls end have no other aid. FSA offices continue to 
aseume the responsibility for tding applications and making 
investigations for subsistence grants requested by standard loan 
cases. All other applications for FSA grants are made directly to 
the county boards of social welfere. The application interview is 
handled by the intake worker of the county welfare office on the 
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aome basis as any other application for public assistance. After 
application, the ease is investigated and a budget is set up. 
The grant is made in accordance with the need.1 
C. Selection for CCC 
County boards of social welfare act as certifying end 
selecting agencies for youths who are to be sent to eemps. 
The State Boe.rd has charge of distribution of allotments to the 
counties.2 
1. Kansas Social Welfare Journal, Vol. 1, No. 11, September 
1938, P• 137. 
2. Kea.sea Sooiel Welfare Journal, Vol. I. No. 5, P• 12-14. 
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CHAPrER X 
arHER PROGRAMS DIRECTLY RELATED TO PUBLIC WELFARE 
In addition to help given thoae covered by the Sociel Se-
curity Act, certain ol~e,es of people obtain aid through programa 
whioh are directly connected with social welfare. Al though many 
additional Kansas residents are benefitted through government 
expenditures, these programs (Commodity Distribution, NYA, OCC, 
WPA, & FSA grants) are 10 cl0sely connected with direct relief 
that they may almost be considered as outright assistance. All 
these programs (with the exception of m:A school-,rork 8l'ld some 
CCC enrollees) require that an applicant formally establish the 
fe.ct that he ie unable to provide even a minimum..: level of •upport 
for himself or his family. For WPA e.nd NYA out-of school recipi-
ents, the county offices establish original eligibility for assis-
tance before referring a ease for work relief. Therefore, funds 
spent on these programs ere a direct cost and may be considered 
in the same category as en out-end-out grant as shown in Che.rt I. 
A. Work Projects Administration 
The Work Projects Administration was established in May, 
1935, under the authority of the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Act of 1936, and continued by the Emergency Relief Appropriation 
Acts of 1936. 1937, 1938, and 1939. The name was changed to the 
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Work Projects Administration on July l, 1939 when it was made a 
part of the Federal Works Agency through the president's re-
orgeization ple..n. 
The Work Projects Administration was established to operate. 
in cooperation with local, state, and Federal sponsors, a program 
of useful public works projects. and to aid employable needy per-
sons by providing work on these projects . l The Commissioner of 
Work Projects is the head of the Work Projects Administration. 
Regional directors coordinate the work ef the Commisaioner and the 
State Work Projects Administrators • . 
The Administration attempts to work with other government 
agencies which are assigned functions in carrying out the purposes 
of the Emergency Relief Appropriation Acts. The Bureau of Employ-
ment Seourity, Federal Securit Agency, has authority to register 
workers; the United States Treasury Department is responsible for 
procurement, accounting. and disbursement of funds; end the United 
States Employees' Compensation Comn.ission is responsible fer the 
administration of accident compensation. When accidents do occur, 
compensation is provided the workers by the Commiasion.2 
Projects of the WPA are proposed by- state end local public 
agencies (end in some instences by Federal agencies other than th• 
WPA) . which act as sponsors. Not less then one- fourth of the total 
1. United States Government Manual, Spring 1942, p . 354. 
2. Loe . cit . P• 356. 
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oost of all non•Federal projects approved after January 1. 1940, 
to be undertaken within a state., must be bome by the sponsors. 
through contribution of funds., materials., supplies., equipment, and 
certain types ef personal sen-ices . No projects sponsored by state 
and local agencies may be undertaken unless the sponsor has made a 
written agreement to finance the part of the entire cost not supplied 
by Federal funds. 
After projects have been approved by the president, the State 
Work Projects Administ ration selects for operation those projects 
which are best suited to the skills of the workers in need in the 
locality and which are otherwise best suited to carrying out the 
program of the WPA. 
Persons employed on projects must be persons who are referred 
as in need of relief by e. public welfare agency, approved by the 
WPA BE.dare certified as eligible by the Devision of Employment of 
the WPA, except for those persons needed for special types ef 'work. 
Only om.e member of a femily group may be employed on projects. This• 
however, does not interfere with part-time employment of a youth 
member of the seme family by the NYA or CCC. Project employees are 
required to show evidence of registration and occupational ole.ssi• 
fication by a designated employment office within the state before 
assignment to work on projects . A certified person who leaves pro-
ject employment to accept private or public employment is eligible 
for immediate re-employment on a project if ~e is still in need and 
has lost the private or public employment through no fault of his 
own and has drawn all the benefits of Unemployment Compensation 
accrued. 
All certified workers who have been continuously employed 
on projects for mere then e i ghteen months must be removed when 
other workers with the same qualifications have been certified 
end have awaited assignment for three months or more. They ere 
not eligible for re-employment until twenty days after t he date 
of separation and until a re-certification of eligibility has 
been me.de. 
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A review of the need status of each certified project employee 
is to be made at least once every twelve months, and persons 
found not in need will have t heir certification of eligibility 
canceled. 
The hours of work for proj ect employees ere one hundred 
thirty hours a month and may not exceed eight hours a day and 
forty hours a week., except that certified workers with no 
dependents may be required t o work a smaller number of hours 
end receive correspondingly reduced earnings. 
In the ~rpA employment., workers are assigned., when possible, 
to jobs wh i ch aid t hem in developing old skills or i n acquiring 
new ones. 
Specified proj ects have been undertaken to provide vocational 
training opportunities. This emphasis has been especially important 
in defense activites. 
Sources of Funds 
The Work Projects Administration derives its basic authority 
from acts of Congress appropriating funds for emergency relief. 
The 1942 Emergency Relief Act made a direct appropriation to the 
WPA of $875,000,000 together with unobligated balances of funds 
available under the previous yee.r' s appropriation. This was the 
smallest appropriation that had ever been made to the WPA. 
Direct appropriations of specific amounts h ave been made s i nce 
the fiscal yeer 1939. In 1938, funds for relief and work relief 
were appropriated in a lump sum to the President, who allocated 
them to the WPA and other Federal agencies. 
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The amount specified for administration by the Emergency Relief 
Appropriation-Act of 1939 has averaged around four per cent. 
Although a large part of the cost i s met through Federal funds, 
state end local sponsors are an important factor. In Kansas, Federal 
participation has steadily declined from 79.9% in 1938 to 69.3% in 
1941, while that borne by st ate and local sponsors has increased 
from 20.1% in 1938 to 30.7% in 1940. Nearly all the sponsors f unds 
e.re used for materials, equipment, end other non-labor items of 
project cost. Federal funds e.re used to pay the we.gas of project 
worke,rs end therefore limit the nwnber of workers that can be employed. 
In the fiscal year 1941, $975,650,000 was appropriated by the 
Emergency Relief Administration Act end $375,000,000 was added by 
a supplementary appropriation. In addition to the new appropriations 
of $1,350,650,000, the $30,540,000 in unobligated balances remaining 
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from previous ERA acts was reapproprie.ted, making a gross total 
of $1,381,190,900 available for the fiscal year 1941. After 
deductions had been made for various administrative expenditures, 
$1,380,950,000 was left for actual WPA operations. 
About ninety-six per cent or $1,239,178,000 of the expenditures 
made by the WPA in the United States in the fiscal year 1941 was 
used for work projects and $45,575,000 for administration. 
The she.re of t he cost of projects born~ by sponsors is 
subject to two general statutory controls. First, the provision 
requires sponsors to meet an average of at least twenty-five 
per cent of the total cost of all non-Federal projects approved 
after January 1, 1940, i n each state. The second control is the 
limitation of Work Projects Administrati on expenditures for 
non-labor purposes to an average of six doll ars per month 
per worker in any state . Projects certified as important to 
the national defense program may be exempted from these 
provisions. 
B. Civilian Cons ervation Corps 
This Federal ~ency was first called the Emergency Conservation 
Work and was orea.ted:!by act of Congress and put into operation 
April 5, 1933. It was formed originally as a stop-gap emergency 
measure. The name Civilian Conservation Corps was me.de official in 
July, 1937. Effective on July 1, 1939, the CCC was me.de a part of 
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the Federal Security Agency. in accordance with the Reorganization 
Act of 1939. 
The purpose of the CCC is to provide employment, es well as 
vocational training, for youthful citizens of the United States who 
are unemployed and in need of employment and, to a limited extent, 
for war veterans and Indians. This is done through the performance 
of useful public work in connection with the conservation e.nd develop• 
ment of the natural resources. In compliance with this emphasis• 
the people no longer benefit exclusively those who are completely 
destitute.1 
War veterans are selected for enrollment in the Corps by the 
Vete1rans Administration. Enrollments ere made during eight different 
o-\ months throughout the yearAsuch numbers as are necessary to fill 
vacancies in assigned quot • Selection for enrollment (except for 
veteran and Indian) are me.de by the welfare agencies of the various 
counties. Junior enrollees include unmarried men between the ages 
of 17 and 23, inclusive. Those who have dependents are required to 
make monthly allotments to these dependents of not less than $16 a 
month. All enrollees deposit $7 a month to be repaid them on dis-
charge from the corps. The balance is given the enrollees for 
spending money. Enrollees withrut dependents deposit a minimum of 
$22 a. month. Assistant leaders draw $36 e. month end leaders $45. 
To deal ioore effectively with CCC problema 11 the Departments 
of Interior, Agriculture, War II end the Veterans' Administration 
1. 1937 General Statutes, United States, 60 Statut~ Section 319_. 
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have set up centralized units in Washington, n.c., devoted to the 
work of the Corps. Also, the Chief of Finance of the War Depart-
ment is designated to act as the fisoal agent of the CCC. 
The Department of the Interior plens end executes work projects 
on Federal areas under its j urisjiction. It plans end executes pro-
jects on state, county, end metropolitan parks end purchases of 
national perk and monument lands. 
The Department of Agriculture plans and executes work projects 
on national forests end other departmental lends end on private 
lands, for control of erosion end me.intenanee of drainage systems. 
The Department conducts surveys end studies incident to CCC work 
operations in forestry end control of tree diseases and tree-
destroying insects, end camp projects. It supervises the plenili.ng 
end execution of forestry work projects on state and private lands. 
The War Department accepts the men selected by the Office of 
the Director of the War Dep~ent and Veterans' Administration, 
examines them physically end enrolls qualified applicants who have 
been accepted. This Department has charge of the men from the t ime 
of acceptance in the functions of reconditioning, orgeni~ation, ad-
ministration, transportation, supply, sanitation, medical cere, hos-
pitalization, discipline, welfare, and education. It also constructs 
a,µd maintains work camps and furnishes work d~tails from work com-
panies to project superintendents. 
The Central Office of the Veterans' .Administration, in coopera-
tion with the Director of the We.r Department, issues controlling 
instructions governing the selection of veterans for the CCC end in 
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connection with the approval and changes in allotments of pe.y. 
Groups selected are composed of individuals who have served the 
United States in certain we.rs. They are chosen without regard to 
age end marital status, but ere required to make allotment a of pq 
to their dependents. 
Sources of Funds 
The Chief of Finance, Wer Department, is designated to act as 
the fiscal agent of the Director in carrying out the provisions of 
the act. The Director may authorize the expenditure of such amounts 
as he deems necessary for supplies. materials, and equipment for 
enrollees to be used in connection with their work, instruction• 
recreation, health, end welf are. 
There is authorized to be appropriated, out of any money in 
the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, suoh sums as may qe neces-
sary for carrying out the purposes of the act.1 
c. National Youth Administratiom 
In the fell of 1933, a program of aid to college students 
we.s inaugurated as en experiment. It was put on a nation-wide scale 
in February, 1934 (under the Federal Emergency Relief Administration) 
because of the scarcity of jobs for young people end t he unemployment 
whioh existed. The National Youth Administration we.s established 
by executive order number 7086 on June 26, 1935, as authorized by 
1. 75th Congress, Chapter 38• HR 6551. 
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the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, and was at that time 
combined with the Works Progress Administration.1 The president's 
Reorganization Plan. which became effective July 1, 1939, transferred 
the NYA from the Works Progress Administration to the Federal Se• 
curity Agency. 
The NYA provides work experience through two major programs: 
the out-of-school work program and the student work program. The 
out-of-school work program provides work experience on useful pub-
lic projects for needy youth who have left school and who have been 
unable to obtain employment. It includes the regular program of 
production, construction, professional and clerical projects, and 
the defense program for which specific defense appropriations have 
been made to provide work experience. 
Part-time employment is funiished needy out-of-school youth 
from 16 through 24 years of age. These workers receive on-the-job 
training, and, in addition, they are given training in subjects 
related to their work through existing vocational education facili-
ties. Most projects are planned end initiated in the communities in 
whioh they operate to meet definite local needs, often with the help 
of local end state advisory committees. NYA projects must be co-
sponsored; that is, local and state agencies must assume pert of the 
responsibility along with the Federal government. Most of the co-
sponsors are local governments. These co-sponsors usually provide 
materials. equipment, and supervision. All things produced are solely 
1. Federal Security Agency, u.s. Government Manual, 1941, P• 353. 
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for use by public agencies. Only projects which provide services 
or facilities which could not be made available within the regular 
budgets of the co-sponsors may be undertaken. No project which would 
dispa.a.oe regularly employed personnel is initiated. 
The majority of out-0£-school youth live at home with their 
families and report to their projects in the same manner they would 
to a job in private industry. They spend a number of hours ea.oh 
day at their work and frequ_ently spend additional time attending 
related training cle.ases. 
Those employed on resident projects live at the job site and 
are provided with subsistence which is paid for by deduction of 
$18 a month from their wages. The wages paid NYA workers are in-
tended, primarily, to help the youth improve his personal employ-
ability rather than to subsidize assistance budgets. In line with 
this policy, the NYA ruled that no more then 25% of the youth's 
wage could be used as a resource in budgeting for assistance for the 
family. If more than this amount was used , the NYA would no longer 
continue to employ the youth member. Wages for work performed renge 
from $17 to $30 monthly in Kansas, depending on the location end 
size of' the community. It he.a been found that by gathering these 
small and scattered groups into resident units better supervision and 
instruction as well as more efficient work can be obtained. 
The student work program provides work experience for needy 
youth from 16 through 24 years of age enrolled in colleges, schools• 
end universities in order that they may remain in school and continue 
their education. Educe.tors in the various schools end colleges are 
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made responsible for administration of the student work program. 
They select the students eligible for a NYA job on the basis of 
need and scholastic ability. Certification by the welfare office 
is not required for the student work program. Those accepted must 
maintain satisfactory work in three-fourths of the normal curric-
ulum load. The school officials plan"the projects end supervise 
the work done. Projects include 'WOrk about the school grounds and 
buildings, clerical assistance to the faculty, library and labora-
tory assistance, educational and reoreational work in the local 
communities, end similar activities. Checks are issued by the 
Federal government on the basis of payrolls certified by educational 
institutions and verified by the NYA. Students in secondary schools 
receive not more then $6 nor less than $3 a month. College students 
may earn between $10-$20 , whi le graduate students earn between 
$10-$30. The amount earned is deter.mined by the number of hours 
spent on the work during the month. 
D. Public Works Administration 
The Public Works Administration was organized June 16, 1933, 
as Title II under the NIRA., for the purpose of relieving unemploy-
ment by creating use.ful work at equitable wages and to make lang-
needed public improvements in the services :furnished the people by 
Federal-sta.te-looa.l governments. Subsequent legislation continued 
its operation, and the Public Wor~s Administ~tion Appropriation 
Act of 1938. appro-ved June 21, 1938 (62 Statutes 816), as amended, 
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authorized the continuance of those operations until the close 
of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1942. By Part 3 of the presi-
dent •s Reorg1lnization Ple.n No. 1, effective July 1, 1939, the 
Federal &ilergency Administration of Public Works and its f\motions 
were consoliaated into the Federal Works Agency, and it provided 
the.t the Administre.tion end its f\m'Otions be administered as the 
Public Works Administration. The last program authorized was by 
the Public Works Administration Appropriation Aot of 1938 and most 
mfinished projects are those undertaken in 1938. 
The !WA programs were inaugurated to encourage the construc-
tion of useful public works threugh making loans or grants to non-
Federal public bodies end, to a limited extent, by financing the 
construction of Federal projects. 
The program had as its bjectives the creation of something 
for public use and the salvaging of labor through employment. 
Based upon the theory that labor not used is labor and capital lost, 
it has been estimated that there has been lost to this country 
through misalvaged labor and its, attendant evils more than 200 bil-
lion dollars in the yea.rs since 1930. The loss is an invisible one 
and estimates in regard to it vary.l 
It is estimated that each hour of direct labor fumishea, in-
directly, at lee.st one more hour of labor, end some economists 
estimate it to be as much as 5 hours of labor. Thus, it would 
1. State Boe.rd of Social Welfare, Study Public Assist-
~, P• 43. 
be conservative to estimate that the FWA created more than 20 
million man-hours of labor by the end of 1936., since it was 
estimated that the ·AVA had created directly 10,300.,000 man-hours 
of le.bor.1 
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Public improvements extended into every state and all but six 
of the :3p73 counties of the United States. There were 23., 700 
projects established in the ee.rly part of the progrem. 135 were 
approved for Kansas with total alloiments of more than 4½ million 
dollars. These allotments came in 1933. In 1935 another 83 pro• 
jeets were added with en increase of nearly si-million dollars. 
The projects included 32 schools., 6 state buildings., 5 city build• 
ings, and sewers and roads. 
Six projects were completed during the fiscal yee.r 1941 at a 
cost of $7 .,081 ,652, ~aving a y two remaining to be completed at 
an estimated oost of $385.,050. Since the progrem was inaugurated 
in 1933, 790 projects have been authorized in Kansas. Disburse-
ments have amounted to $46.,758.,291. 2 
Employment was obtained through referral of workers by loce.l 
employment agencies or through referrals by trade unions. Nearly 
all the construction work is he.ndled on a contract basis. 
PWA was the first agency to bear the real responsibility of 
publio works. Mone.y was loaned or granted on a match basis to 
1. Loe. cit. 
2. Federal Works Agency., .Annual Rep0rt., P• 320, Table 12. 
state and local projects. It was intended to be a "pump primer" 
for industry through the amounts of material it 110 uld buy. 
Source of Funds 
Loans and grants for the projects were made to public bodies 
and authority was gre.nted to make allotments for Federal projects 
to the various departments and independent establishments of the 
government. Because the last authorization was the lhergency Ap-
propriation Act of 1938, no funds are a-vaile.ble for new loans or 
grants. Ftmds were also pro'Vided from regular appropriations. 
Any state, county, or political subdi'Vision was eligible to 
apply for an allotment by way of a loen and a grant or a gre.nt 
only to aid in financing the construction of a sound and useful 
project and was able to finance at least 55% of the cost. 
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Allotments are made to non-Federal public bodies in the form 
of a loan and a gre.nt or a grant only. In the case of the former, 
the loan usually represented 55% of the cost of the project, wr..ile 
the grant covered the remainder. The grant could never exceed 45% 
of the approved cost of the project. 
Loans were made through the purchase of bonds or such other ob-
ligations as general obligation bonds, revenue bonds, and special 
assessment bonds. These purchases are made from the Federal benk 
by the state or subdivision applying £or the loans. Interest of 
4% was charged. 
Applications were exemined by the regional offices and were 
then forwarded to the central office for final action. Af'ter an 
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allotment of .f\mde was made, an offer to aid in fi.nancing the con-
struction of a project by means of a loan and grant er grant only 
was made to the applicant. Acceptance by the applicant created a 
contract between it and the government. 
The construction of projects financed in whole or in part by 
the Public Works Administration was perfonned by private contractors. 
The contract was awarded the l0rtest bidder following public adver-
tisement for bids. In order to assure that the projects were con-
structed according to specification, engineer-inspectors of the 
government observe the work done. 
E. Public .Roads Administration 
The Public Roads Administration began as the Office of Road 
Inquiry, created by the Secretary of Agriculture in 1893 under the 
authority of the Agricultural Appropriation Act for the fiscal year 
1894. At first, it was concerned only with investigation of how to 
build roads and educe.tion in construction methods. It has since 
functioned under various names. The Federal-Aid .Road Act of July 11, 
1916, initiated Federal Aid for highways and placed administrat i on 
under the Secretary of Agriculture. After the 1921 act, the Bureau 
of Public Roads cooperated with the states in the designation of the 
Federal-Aid highway system. Under the reorganizaticmt1rectJYuly 1. 
1931, all functions of the Secretary of Agriculture relating to the 
administration of the Bureau of Public Roe.de were transferred to the 
Federal Works Administration and the bureau became the Public Roads 
Administration o:C. the Federal Works Agency. 
The Public Roads Administration administers the regular Federal-
aid f'unds end the emergency appropriations for road construction. 
It also administers Federal f'lm.ds for improvement of secondary roads 
and the elimination of highway-railroad grade crossings. It co-
operates with the Secretary of Agriculture in the construction of 
forest roads. A large part of the work is done cooperatively with 
the State Highway Departments, and contact with them is maintained 
through a regional office at San Francisco, 13 district offices, 
and state representatives. 
During the present defense emergency, the Public Road Admini-
stration is cooperating with the Warf and Navy Departments, the 
national defense a gencies, the Works Progress Administration, and 
state and local highway off icials in improving access roe.els to 
milit,ary and naval reservations d defense-industry sites. The 
Defense Highway Act of 1941 (Public Law 295, 77th Congress) limited 
Public Rood Administration principal activities to the improvement 
of these . roads. 
Souroes of Funds 
Funds for the Public Road Administration came entirely from 
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the regular Federal-aid funds and the emergoncy appropriations for 
road construction. Concern here is with the emergency appropriations, 
as they are intended to be a relief measure. The figures in Table 
D include all funds advanced by the Public Roads Administration to 
Kansas except the regular Federal-aid money which is a permanent 
/ 
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part of the program. Through employment of these men is made pos-
sible emergency funds, the Publio Roads Administration is oontri-
buting to the public welfare and should be inoluded in a ccmprehen-
si ve view of the picture. 
F. Publio Buildings Aaninistration 
The Public Buildings Administration was established as a part 
of' the Federal Works Agency as provided for in Reorganization Plan 
No. I, section 303. It was an agency created by the Reorganization 
Act of 1939, approved April 3, 1939. 
The Public Buildings A&ninistr&.tion, too.,: is not directly re-
lated to programs preteoting the public welfare. However, through 
the hi ring of the unskilled class of workers, they do provide em-
ployment for manr, low-income fsmi ies. Large sums of money are 
paid out and this flows into Kansas to increase purohasing power and 
living standards. Funds used by the Publio Buildings Administration 
are also emergency sums in large part end are intended to be used 
only e.s a relief measure. Because of the emerge?CY nature of the 
funds, the program deems recognition as a link in the network of 
agencies contributing to the public welfare. 
The Public Buiidings Administration is responsible for the 
administrative, technical, and olerieal :functions relative to the 
design, construction, maintenance, a.nd repair of Federal buildings. 
The work is directed by the Commissianer of Public Buildings. 
He bas manage rs opera.ting directly under him who supervise the 
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various phases of the work. 
The Social Operations Unit of' the Public Buildings Administra-
tion was created to build Federally constructed schools, hospitals, 
e..nd health buildings tmder the Defense Public Works Program. 
The Office of Decentralization Service has been set up in the 
Public Buildings Administration, in accoradnce with a Presi dential 
Order of December 23, 1941, .for the removal of Federal agencies to 
locations outside the District of Columbia, in connection with 
emergencies affecting the national security and defense. This of-
fice will direct the moving of the agencies and the personnel. 
Source of F\mds 
Funds for the Public Buildings Administration come from Fed-
eral appropriations. The office of the fisoa1 ·me.nager detennines 
the suf'f'ieieney end applica 111 t'<J of appropriated funds in con-
nection with contracts end changes. 
Funds .for Federal buildings initiated smce 1933 have been 
made available through emergency construction acts or through the 
transfer of ftmds .from other departments of the government. During 
the 1940 and 1941 fiscal yea.rs, most of the projects under con-
struction outside the Distri.ot of Columbia were alloted funds under 
the Construction Program Acts. 
XI. PROGRAMS INDIRECTLY RELATED TO PUBLIC WELFARE 
In addition to the programs which m~ be considered as 
directly related to the public welfare, there are separate 
agencies which are an indirect benefit . These public programs 
contribute through outright grants made on the basis of services 
performed, through contr ibutions made by others in behalf of 
those who receive the benefit , and through loans to individuals 
and businesses which assist them in maintaining their present 
standing and to keep them from going on the direct relief set- up . 
Popularly, a recipi ent of AAA payments is not considered 
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as receiving the same right as the individual ,rno obtains a FSA 
loan, although the object end purpose behind the two is the same . 
These programs indirectly contr·buting to the public welfare are 
for the purpose of enabling persons to maintain t heir standard of 
living in e.n economic system wrought with insecurity which is 
brought about through no fault of the individual. Since Old 
Age Insurance and Unemployment Compensation are under the Social 
Security Act 1 they are re cognized by the government as helping 
minimize economic insecuri t y. The workers in Kansas pay nothing 
to the unemployment trust fund and their wages are not to be cut to 
provide for it . Yet, when an unemployed worker receives his bene-
fit payment during a period of employment, it is recognized as his 
right end not as a relief grent. People must be educated to the 
purposes and intentions of the various programs before they will 
ac cept them as necessary for promoting the welfare of the group 
and not as an outright grant to a few. 
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The various programs listed in this division are discussed 
separately with r eference to the particular type of aid they give. 
A. Veterans Bonuses 
The Veterns Administration was created July 21, 1930, under 
authorization of the act of Congress approved July 3, 1930 (46 
Statutes 1016). This act authorized the President to consolidate 
and coordinate under a single control all Federal agencies dealing 
with veterans• affairs . The order consolidated in t he Veterans 
Administration the Bureau of Pension, the United States Veterans 
Bureau, end the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers . 
The Veterans Administrati on administers all laws relating to 
ok 
the relief~former members of the military and naval forces. It 
is responsible for extending relief to veterans and to dependents 
of deceased veterans who served in the Government military and 
naval establishments durin1:, time o.f peace, as provided for by 
various acts of Congress. These laws include, in addition to 
compensation and pensions, Government insurance, military and 
naval insurance, death benefits, adjusted compensation, emergency 
officers' retirement pay for veterans of the World War , and hos-
pital and domiciliary care for veterans of all wars. 
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Sinoe the division of Compensation end Pensions is the only 
one directly connected with the public welfare as undertaken in 
this paper, only the activities of this branch will be considered. 
The Director of veterans cle..ims is r esponsible for evidence deter-
mining eligibility for rates of pensions, and compensation in 
claims of veterans and of dependents of l iving veterans. 
The Director of the Dependents' Claims Service is r esponsible 
for evidence determining eligibility end r ate of pension in the 
cle..ims of widows and dependents of deceased veterans. He also 
supervises adjudicating claims made for burial end funeral re-
embursements. Accrued funds of deceased beneficiaries are adjusted 
through this Director. 
The Veterans Administration Regional Offices are under 
managers who furnish informat ion as to benefits and ebtain data 
regarding claims, and prepare disability pension, compensation, and 
death benefits. 
Any disability resulting from personal injury or disease con• 
tracted in line of duty or an aggravatiom of a preexisting injury 
or disease contracted or suffered in line of duty during service is 
pensionable. This is provided in Public Act 2, Seventy-third Congress 
(45 Stat. s), at the rates provided in Veterans Regulation 1 (a). 
part II. as emended by Pllblic Act 257• Seventh-sixth Congress 
(53 Stat. 1180), provided the veteran is honorable discharged and 
his disability is not the fault of his own misconduct. Active service, 
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including service for training purposes. performed by a Reserve 
officer or member of the Enlisted Reserves of the u. s. Army. Navy. 
or Marine Corps. is considered as active military or naval service 
for the purpose of granting benefits under pert II of Veterens. 
Regulation 1 (a) (Public Act 159. 75th Congress; 50 Stat. 305).1 
When a person who he.s served in the armed forces of the United 
States dies e.s a result of a disease or injury which was incurred o~ 
aggravated by his military service. his widow. child• and dependent 
parents are entitled to pension under Public Act 2. Seventy-third 
Congress. approved March 20. 1933. The rates renge from $15 a 
month for one child or one parent to a maxim~ of $83 a month for a 
widow with children. 
Sources of Fundss 
Funds come from direct appropriation of Congress for the 
purposes set out in the laws governing the Ve~erans Administration. 
Also included are investments for the u. s. Government Life Insurance 
fund e.nd the adjusted service certificate fund; allotments end 
allowances under the War Risk Insurance Act; and loans on adjusted 
service certificates 8lld converted insurance policies. 
1. United States Government Manual. Spring 1942, p. 549 
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B. Old Age Insurance 
Old-Age end Survivors Insurance is provided for in Title II 
of the Social Security Act, as amended. These Old-age and 
survivors insurance benefits should not be confused with "old-
age assistance", which is elso provided for in the Social 
Security Act. Futhermore, the program is the only feature of the 
act which is exclusively administered by the Federal government• 
end in which the States do not participate. 
Under the 1939 emendment, the scope was enlarged to include 
protection of the family, rather then merely of the wage earner. 
Through this act, as emended, the Social Security Board is 
authorized to pay monthly benefits for elgible workers end their 
wives when they reach age 65, and for surviving widows and children 
or aged dependent parents of deceased workers, as well as lump-
sum payments to specified classes of individuals in the event that 
there is no persons qualified to receive monthly benefits. Payments 
of monthly benefits began January 1, 1940. Lump-sum p8¥1Jlents were 
discontinued to those who had reached or were nearing 65 while 
provisions of the law made it possible for many to qualify for 
monthly pqment. Wage records of workers who had attained age 65 
in 1937 end 1938 must show two or more calendar quarters of coverage 
under the system and those of workers who aged 65 in 1940 must shQ\Y 
four quarters of coverage. When an individual who has received e. 
lump-sum payment is deducted from the monthly payments. Death 
payments based en aggregate wages as provided under the 1935 act continue 
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to be made to cover workers who died prior to 1940. Under the 
amended provisions e. lump-sum death p~nt equal to six times 
the primary benefit amount derived from the worker's taxable wages 
is payable to certain close relatives with respect to the death 
of the insured worker after 1939 if there is no survivor eligible 
for a monthly benefit for the month in which the dee.th oooured; in 
the absence of relatives or survivors a lump sum, which me.y not 
exceed six times the primary benefit, is payable to other persons 
found entitled to receive it, in the extant which they have paid 
burial expenses.1 
Monthly benefits provided for in the 1939 amendments are paid 
eligible workers when they attain age 65, to their aged wives who 
have attained the age 65, to their unmarried dependent children under 
18, their surviving widows, end to widows at e:n.y a.ge who have in 
their ca.re children of the d ceased worker who are entitled to 
children's benefits. Ir an insured worker leaves no widow or 
eligible children, monthly benefits are payable to his parents if 
they are 65 or older and wholly dependent on him at the time of his 
death. Eligibility depends upon sufficient employment in occupation.a 
covered by the emended act to secure insured status. 
The primary benefit paid to a retired worker represents an amount 
equal to (a) 40% of the first $50 of his average monthly wage. plus 
(b) 10% of the amount by which the.t average exceeds $50 and does not 
exceed $250, plus (c) 1% of the sum of (a) and (b) for each year in 
which the individual has received wages of $200 or more in covered 
1. Federal Security Agency, Annual Report of Social Security 
~, 1940, P• 35. 
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employment. Monthly payments to en aged wife or e. dependent child 
equal 50% of the primary benefit, while payments to widows are 75% 
of the primary benefit. The minimum amount payabh is $10 a monthJ 
the me.xi.mum is $85, twice the primary benefit amount, or Bo% of the 
individuals' average monthly wage, whichever is least.1 
Under the existing provision, many gainfully occupied persons 
who work intermittenly in covered and non-covered positions oennot 
acquire sufficient protection against the risks for which they are 
entitled to benefits. With the transfer of workers from covered jobs 
to the armed forces and to defense work, many lose the rights they 
have already acquired. The present law gives protection to 588,882 
in Kansas. 
Benefits are paid from the Federal Old-Age and Survivors 
Insurance Trust Fund, which is accumulated in the United States 
Treasury from the tax contrib:itions of the workers and their employers. 
The amendments limit the contribution rate to 2% of taxable payrolls, 
payable in equal parts by employers and employees, instead of the 
previously scheduled 3%, which has merely been delayed in reality. 
The former old-age reserve account was replaced by the Federal old-e.ge 
and survivors insurance trust fund. In January of 1940 the assets of 
the old-age reserve account were transferred to the trust fund. 
Administrative cost of the system are now financed from the 
trust fund. Under the 1935 act, administrative expenses were fine.need 
out of general revenue. 
Amounts in the fund not recpired for benefit payments or other 
cmrrent withdrawals must be invested in interest-bearing obligations 
1 . Ibid . 
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of the United States or in obligations guaranteed as to interest 
and principal by the United States. Investments may be me.de at original 
issue at par or me:y be acquired in the open market at the market price. 
C • Unemployment Compensation 
In respect to unemplo~ment compensation, the Social Security 
Act is designed to facilitate the enactment administration of 
unemployment compensation laws by the States. Any state desiring 
to provide compensation for involuntary unemployment is required 
to pass laws suited to looal conditions e.nd probl6Ill.s. If these 
lmvs meet be.sic standards set forth in chapter 9, subchapter C, of the 
Internal Revenue Code (formerly contained in title IX of the Socie.l 
Security Act), they a.re approved by the Social Security Boe.rd. 
Under chapter 9, subchapter C, of the Internal Revenue Code, 
the Treasury, through the Bureeu of Internal Revenue, collect a 
uniform excise te.x imposed on employers who have in their employment 
eight or more workers engaged in covered employments in the United 
States on any twenty de.ya in a taxable yeer, each day being in e. 
different week. Since Kansas, and all the other 47 states, has e.n 
approved Unemployment Compensation Law, employers are entitled to 
deduct from their Federal tax 90% of the emounts they have paid as 
contributions required under State laws to State unemployment compen-
sation funds. Through experience rating, individual employer• s 
contribution rates may be lowered from the stende.rd rate upon the 
basis of the employer's experience with the risk of unemployment. 
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To be approved by the Boe.rd, a State 'llll.employment compensation 
law must contain six basic provisions.1 These include requirements 
for payment of 'Ullemployment comp ens e.tion through public employment 
offices or such other agencies e.s are approved by the Board, 
collection of contributions for a period of two years before 
unemployment compensation may be payable, safeguarding a worker's 
right to benefits even though he refuses new work under certain 
conditions, e.nd deposit of all contributions, upon collection, 
in the unemployment trust fund in the United States Treasury. 
States having laws which have been fl' proved by the Board 
receive grants from the Federel government covering proper coats 
of administering their unemployment Compensation systems. The 
Buree..u of Employment Security certifies to the Board the eligibility 
of the respective states for administrative grants. 
In order to qualify for Unemployment Compensation coverage 
under the Kansas law, a firm must employ eight or more on twenty 
days, each within e.. different week during the calendar year. Certain 
types of employment e.re specifically excluded from coverage. Thi s 
includes agricultural lsbor, domestic service in a pri vate home, 
service on a vessel or navigable waters, service fore. child or spouse 
or by e. child under twenty-one for e. parent; government service; 
service for nonprofit religious, charite.ble1 scientif ic, literary, 
educational, or humane organization, or servic~ with respect to which 
contributions are required and paid under Unemployment Compensation 
2 law of any other state, federal government, ore.ct of Congress. 
1. Social Security Board, Compilation..£!' Social Security Laws, 
Title III, Section 303, p. 24. ---- --
2. 1939 Supplement, Kansas General Statutes 1935, Chapter 44, 
Section 703. -
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Each individual who is totally unemployed in eny week is to be 
paid, e.f'ter e. waiting period of one week., at the rate of 4% of totel 
wages earned during that quarter of his base period in which his 
wages are highest. He must have earned $200 in four quarters or $100 
in two. Benefits may not exceed $15 nor be less than $5 or 6% of 
total wages earned during that period, whichever is less. If his 
weekly benefit amount is less than $15 but he is eligible to receive 
more then $5 in e. benefit year, he shall be paid $5 for each week he 
is eligible until the total amount of credits have been eliminated. 
The maximum total amount of benefits paid to any eligi ble 
individual during e.ny benefit year is not to exceed 16% of wages he 
has earned during the base period, but total wages in excess of $375 
per calendar quarter are not to be considered. Benefits may be paid 
sixteen times during the benefit year. 
To be eligible for benef its, certain individual requirements 
must be met by the person desiring such payments. He must file a 
claim for benefits end be able and available for work. The totally 
unemployed must serve a waiting period of one week. The unemployment 
must have occurred within 13 consecutive weeks preceding the week for 
which he claims benefits end WS{;es must not be less than sixteen times 
his inmlediate benefit amount within the first three of the last four 
completed calendar quarters immediately preceding the first day of his 
benefit year. 1 
In determining disqualifications for benefits, for the week in 
which the worker left work voluntarily and for not less than one or 
1. 1941 Supplement, General Statutes of Kansas 1935, Chapter 44, 
Section 705. 
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more then nine weeks immediately following, he shell not be entitled 
to receive benefits. Each week of disqualifications is to be charged 
against the worker's benefit credits as though the benefits had been 
paid unless he does not file a claim for benefits within six months 
from his data of voluntary resignation. 1 
Additional disqualifications involving the same provisions 
include discharge for misconduct;. failure to epply for end accept 
suitable work; stoppage of work due to a labor dispute unless he is 
not participating in or directly interested in the labor dispute; 
work with respect to which he has received remuneration in the form 
of dismissal wages, compensation for partiai disability, or old-age 
benefits. The Kansas statutes state that no work is to be considered 
suitable under the following conditions: vacant due to a strike, lock-
out, or labor dispute; if remuneration, hours, or other conditions ere 
less favorable to the individual then those prevailing for simile.r 
work; or if the individual would be required to join a company union 
or resign from or refrain from joining a bona fide labor organization. 2 
Each employer's rate of contribution is 2.7% UJ1less he meets the 
requirement for merit rating. Contributions under merit re.ting in 
Kansas became effective in 1941. The maximum amount charged age.inst 
any employer may not exceed 16% of wages payable for employment which 
occurs on end after the first day of the individual base period of $60 
per calendar quarter, whichever is less. In order to qualify, en 
1. 1941 Supplement, Generel Statutes of Kanse.s 1935, Chapter 44, 
Section 706. 
2. Loe. cit. 
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employer must have been peying contributions for three years. If 
contributions exceed benefits paid in the past yeer by seven to ten 
per cen.t. his rate is reduced to 1.8%. If his reserve exceeds 10%. 
his rate is 0.9%. But if his total contributions for all past periods 
or pa.st sixty months is less than the total benefits charged age.inst 
his account, he is required to pay the 3.6% rate. No rate less than 
2.7% may be allowed unless the total assets of the fund exceed the 
total benefits within the preceding calendar yeer. It may not be less 
then 1.8% unless assets were twice the benefits paid from the fund 
within the last preceding year. 
Source of Funds -----
The Unemployment Compensation fund consists of contributions 
collected under the act, fines and penalties, interest earned on money& 
in the fund, property or securities acquired through the use of money 
belonging to the fUlld, and earnings on property and securities. 
Each employer is required to pey 2.7% of the wages he has paid 
in covered employment unless he is eligible for merit rating, under 
which his payments may be less. In Kansas, no employee contributions 
are made. Funds from contributions come solely from employers. 
Three accounts are included in the Unemployment Compensation fund: 
oles.ring account which is deposited with the United States treasury 
to the credit of Kansas; a benefit account which is all the money requis-
itioned from Kansas' account in the Unemployment Trust fund; and the 
Unemployment Trustfund.1 Money in the clearing and benefit accounts 
1. 1941 Supplement, Generel Statutes of Kansas 1935• Chapter 
44, Section 713. 
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may be deposited by the state treasurer in any depository for the 
general funds of the state. Amounts neoesse.ry for the Act are 
deposited in the benefit account and warre.nts for payment are charged 
against them. 
Under the Wagner-Peyser Act (45 Stat. 113), the Socie.l Security 
Boe.rd is responsible for the promotion end development of a national 
system of employment officer for men, women, end juniors legally 
eligible for employment. The. Wagner-Peyser Act provides for grents 
of Federal funds for State and local public anployment offices to 
match State and local funds made available for the purpose. A£ter 
the Reorganization Phn No. 1 went into effect, the functions of the 
United States Employment Service end the Unemployment Compensation 
functions of the Social Security Boe.rd were consolidated. 
Payment of Unemployment Compensation benefits must be made 
solely through public employment offices. Cost of administering the 
Unemployment Compensation program is met through grants from the 
Federal govenunent, as provided in Title II, for which no matching is 
required by the state. 
D. Workmen's Compensation 
The first Workmen's Compensation law in Kansas was passed in 
1911 (Chapter 218, Section 1); another act was established in 1917; 
end amendments have been made in 1935 (Chapter 44, Section 500), 
end in 1941 (Chapter 44, Section 101). 
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The act applies to employment in the following trades end 
industries, railway, motor trensportation line, factories, mine 
or quarry, electric, building, or engineering work, laundry, 
natural g es plant, county and municipal work and certain other 
types in which explosive or inflammable materials are used or 
there is undue risk. 1 Any employer who elects to come under the 
act may do so and all employees are included unless they elect 
not to come under. Every employer entitled to come under is 
presumed to have done so unless he files with the st&te Workmen's 
Compensation Commission a written statement that he does not accept. 
Likewise, employees eligible to come under are presumed to have 
done so unless they file a statement to the contrary. 
Employers of five or more workmen who have been employed for 
more then one month at the time of the accident are covered by 
the act. Compensation is paid for three groupss injured employees, 
where death results from en injury, end where total permanent 
disability results. 1n the case of treatment of injured employees, 
the employer is required to furnish medical service and supplies 
to a me.ximwn of $100 within sixty days of the accident. If the 
employer knows of the injury and refuses to aid, the employee 
mey provide it for himself and the employer will be liable up 
to the $100. or $500 in special cases as ruled by the Commission. 
If a workman leaves dependents wholly dependent on his 
1. 1941 Supplement. General Statutes of Kensa.s 1935, Chapter 
44, Section 500. 
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earnings, a sum equal to three times his average yearly earnings 
but not exceeding $4,000 nor falling below $2,000 is to be paid. 
If he leaves no dependents, compensation may not exceed $750. 
If he leaves dependents only partially dependent on his earnings, 
they will receive en amount in the proportion that his annual 
contributions to their support during the two years preceding 
his injury bears to his annual eernings.1 
When permanent disability results, payments of 60% of the 
average weekly earnings are paid. The minimum is $6 end the 
maximum $a. The length of compensation is eight years. Where 
temporary total disability is followed by temporary pertie.l 
disability, compensation is 6o% of t he difference between average 
weekly wages before the accident and the average weekly wages he 
is earning during temporary partial disability. 
Every employer must ins re his employees by carrying his 
own risk and being what is known es a self-insurer, or by insuring 
with a stock corporation or mutual association authorized to 
tre.nsact workmen's compensation insure.nee in Kansas . 
A workman's right to compensation may be settled by the 
Commission if no agreement is reached between the employer and 
employee as to satisfactory terms. 
1. 1941 Supplement, General Statutes of Kansas 1935, Chapter 
44, Section 510. 
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E. Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
The Agricultural Adjustment Administration was created to 
fulfill the provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, approved 
May 12, 1933 (Public Act 10, Seventy-third Congress; 48 Statutes, 
31). Programs carried on by the Administration a.re authorized by 
the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, the Soil Conservation 
and Domestic Allotment Act, the Sugar Act of 1937 end related 
legislation. 
The objective of the Administration is to maintain en ever-
normal granary of continuous and stable supplies of basic farm 
products at prices fair to both farmers e.nd consumers, the con-
servation of soil resources on individual fe.rms through farmer 
cooperation, e.nd assistance to farmers in obtaining an equitable 
share of the national inc me . 1 
All phases of the Agricultural Adjustment Administration 
program, including commodity loans and crop insurance, which 
are made available through the Commodity Credit Corporation and 
the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation, are administered through 
state committees, composed of from three to five farmers end the 
state director of extension end county and community committees 
elected by participating farmersfrom among their own number. 
Chairmen of AAA. state and county committees head defense boards 
1. United States Government Manuel, Spring, 1942, p. 247. 
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which the United States Department of Agriculture established in 
each state and county to correlate farmers' efforts with national 
defense. 
The AAA progrem has three major perts: the agricultural 
conservation program, with supplementary parity payments; 
marketing quotas; and loans on stored crop reserves. The sugar 
program is closely related to the .AAA program. Crop insure.nee 
available through the Federal Crop Insurence Corporation for 
wheat and, beginning in 1942, for cotton, provides additional 
protection against natural hazards. 
Under the agricultural conservation program, national acre~e 
goals for basic crops ere established, based on domestic, export, 
and reserve requirements. The program's provisions permit the 
increased or dec r eased production of certain crops according to 
the national need. 
Farmers are encouraged end assisted in producing ample 
supplies of farm products by payments for seeding main crops 
within acreage allotments and for carrying out specified practices 
which restore and conserve the fertility of the soil. 
In the present emergency, farmers are growing more vegetables 
and are using stored feed supplies to produce more meat, dairy 
products, and other nutritional foods for our own use and that 
of our allies. 
When prices of basic farm products are low and when funds 
are appropriated for them, parity pa,nents may supplement 
conservation payments to help producers obtain returns nearer 
parity levels. 
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As e. means of stabilizing marketing, quotas may be used by 
producers in marketing corn and wheat in Kensas, when approved by 
two-thirds of the producers voting in a referendum on the question. 
Marketing quotas seek to divide the available market among 
commercial producers of the particular crop; they are proclaimed 
only in years when excess supplies exist. For the 1941-1942 
marketing year, quotas are in effect on only one major crop of 
Kens as--wheat • 
Loans on agricultural commodities are provided through the 
Commodity Credit Corporation to enable producers, without financial 
hardshi p, to carry over supplies from years of unusually large 
production to be marketed in yea.rs of crop shortage. This is 
especially true of 1942 pr 1ucts, as many bins have been provided 
for storing the grain. Supplies of c rops are held as collateral 
for loans. For 1941, loans on basic crops were directed to be 
made at 85% of parity .1 
The Sugar Division administers the Sugar Act of 1937, which 
required the Secretary of Agriculture to estimate annually the 
sugar needs of consumers in the continental United States and 
to allocate marketing or import quotas to the various sugar-
producing ar as, domestic and foreign, to meet these requirements. 
1. Parity prices are those prevailing in the period 1910-1941. 
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Payments are also made to domestic sugarcane and sugarbeet growers 
who improve the fertility of their land and who qualify under wage, 
labor, and marketing conditions of the program. 
F. Farm Security Administration Loans 
The act establishing the grant program also set up the loan 
program of the Farm Security Administration. It was formerly 
the Resettlement Administration, but was transferred to the 
Department of Agriculture December 31, 1936, and the na~e changed 
to the Farm Security Administration. 
Under Title I of the Bankhead-Jones Farm Tenant Act, the 
Farm Security Administration is authorized to make loans to 
competent farm tenants, share-croppers, and farm laborers to 
enable t hem to become farm owners. County committees, composed 
of three farmers appointed by the Sec:·etary of Agriculture, are 
authorized to examine applications for loans, appraise the farms 
to be purchased, and recommend applicants who have possibilities 
of making successful farm owners. Preference is given those who 
are able to make an initial down payment, or who own livestock 
end farm implements necessary to carry on farm operations. 
For the first three fiscal years of the program ending 
June 30, 1940, Congress appropriated $75,000,000 for these loe.ns. 
For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1941, Congress authorized the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation to make available to the Farm 
Security Administration $50,000,000 to be used for tenant purchase 
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loans. Funds e.re distributed emong the states on the basis of 
farm population and the prevalence of tenancy. 
Under the program of rural rehabilitation, loans are made to 
destitute and low-income farm families for the purchase of farm 
suppl i es, equipment, and livestock needed to get a new start 
on a sounder basis, for the refinancing of indebtedness, and for 
family subsistence. Rehabilitation loans are limited to families 
on or near relief that are unable to get adequate credit from e.ny 
other source. Each standard loan is accompanied by a farm and 
home management plan providing for home production of food and 
feed, diversification of farm enterprises, and crop rotation and 
soi l-conserving practices. 
Loans are also made to enable low-income farmersto form small 
informal cooperatives through which they can jointly own and 
operate essential farm eq i pment, technical services~ e.nd community 
facilities. 
The Farm Security Administration took over homestead projects 
from the Resettlement Administration~ the Subsistence Homesteads 
Division of the Department of Interior, the Federal Emergency 
Relief Administration, and the Rural Rehabilitation Corps of the 
state.1 The Administration is completing these projects, but does 
not begin new ones. The projects were intended to help needy 
rural families excape from the relief rolls and make a new start 
on land capable of producing a decent living. The homesteaders, 
1. United States Department of Agriculture,~ Security 
Administration, May 1, 1941, p. 25. 
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in most cases, are families that had become stranded in worn-
out areas. 
Decent living quarters and sanitary facilities are provided 
in the Farm Security Administration's labor camps for migratory 
farm families that live on the highways because of their work as 
day laborers. 
G. Fe.rm Credit Administration 
Authority for the organization and activities of the Farm 
Credit Administration and the institutions operating under its 
supervision occurs in the Federal Farm Loan Act, approved July 17, 
1916, and amendments; the Cooperative Marketing Act, approved 
July 2, 1926; the Agricultural Marketing Act, approved June 15, 
1929, and amendments; section 201 of the Emergency Relief and 
Construction Act of 1932, approved July 21, 1932; Executive urder 
Number 6084, dated Mareh 27, 1933; the Emergency Farm Mortgage 
Act of 1933, approved May 12, 1933; the Farm Credit Act of 
1933, approved June 16, 1933; the Federal Farm Mortgage Corporation 
Act, approved Jsnue.ry 21, 1934; the Farm Credit Act of 1935, 
approved June 3, 1935; the Federal Credit Uni on Act, approved 
June 27, 1934; the Fe.rm Credit Act of 1937, approved August 19, 
1927; and sundry other resolutions end acts of Congress either 
amending the preceding or of a temporary character.1 Under the 
Reorganization Plan Number 1, dated April 25, 1939, the Fa.rm Credit 
1. Federal Security Agency, United States Government Manual, 
Spring, 1942~ p. 267. 
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Administration became a pert of the United States Department of 
Agriculture. 
For the aid and convenience of farmers., the F'e.rm Credit 
Administration me.kes available to farmers both long-term and 
short-term credit. It also provides credit facilities for 
farmers' cooperative marketing., purchasing., and business service 
organizations. 
The United States is divided into twelve farm credit 
districts. In each district there is a Federal Land bank., a 
Federal Intermediate Credit bank, a Production Credit Corporation, 
and a Bank for Cooperatives. All four district organizations are 
located in the same city in each district. For each district 
there is also a Fe.rm Credit Boe.rd, the members of which are ex 
officio directors of each of the four credit organizations in that 
district. Each separate organiz tion has its o,m officers. 
Activities of the four institutions in a district are 
coordinated through the Farm Credit Boe.rd and an executive called 
the general agent, who acts e.s joint officer for the four units. 
Federal Land Banks 
The twelve Federal Land banks, one in each district, were 
established under authority of the Federal Fe.rm Loan Act of 1916 
to make long-term loans upon first mortgages on farm lands and to 
issue farm loan bonds. Federal Lend Benk loans are longrterm, 
low-interest-rate, amortized loens made to persons who give as 
security first mortgages on their farms and who agree to repay the 
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loans in annual or semi-annual installments. The amount loaned 
may not exceed fifty per cent of the appraised normal value of 
the land of fered as security, plus twenty per cent of the appraised 
value of the permanent, insured improvements. A borrower from a 
Federal Land bank is required to purchase stock in an amount equal 
to five per cent of his loan in either the bank or the local 
national farm loan association. When the loan is repaid, the 
stock is repaid. 
Lend Bank loans ere financed principally from the sale of 
consolid ated Federal Fann Loan bonds to the investing public. 
Land Bank Commissioner Loans 
The Lend Bank Commissioner is authorized by the Emergency 
Fe.rm Mortgage Act of May 12, 1933 (Public Act 10, 73rd Congress), 
to make farm mortgage loans of a more or less emergency nature, 
separate and distinct from Federal Land Bank: loans. These 
loans cannot exceed $7,500 to any one farmer. The emount of the 
loan, plus ell prior debts secured by the farm property covered 
by the mortgage securing the Commissioner loan, cannot exceed 
seventy-five per cent of the appraised normal value of such 
fa.rm property. 
Commissioner loans may be made for the same purposes as 
land bank loans and to refine.nee indebtedness in connection with 
Chapter VIII of the Bankruptcy Act. 1 
Funds for making these loans are furnished by the Federal 
Farm Mortgage Corporation under authority of the Emergency Farm 
1. Fann Credit Administration, Annual Report, 1940, p. 51. 
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Mortgage Act of 1933 and of the Federal Fa.rm Mortgage Corporation 
Act, approved January 31, 1934 (Public Act 88, 73rd Congress). 1 
Federal Intermediate Credit Banks 
The twelve Federal Intermediate Credit banks, one in each farm 
credit district office, were BUthorized by the Agricultural Credit 
Act of 1923 (Public Act 503, 67th Congress), approved March 4, 1923. 
They make loans to, and discount paper for, production credit 
association, the banks for cooperatives, state end national banks, 
agricultural credit corporations, livestock loan companies, and 
aimilar financing institutions. 
Funds for lending purposes are obtained primarily through 
sales to the investing public of short-term consolidated collateral 
trust debentures which are not guaranteed by the government. 
Production Credit Corporations end Associations 
The Farm Credit Act of 1933 authorized the establishment of 
twelve production credit corporations, one in each Farm Credit 
district of fice, and local production credit associations. The 
system was established to provide credit for all types of farm end 
ranch operations. 
No loans are made for less than fifty dollars end they usually 
do not exceed a year in length. The unpaid balance of certain types 
1. Federal Security Agency, United States Government Manual, 
Spring, 1942, p. 269. 
of loans may be renewed if the credit faotors are satisfactory. 
Local production credit associations, which a.re cooperative 
organizations of formers and stockmen, me.ke and collect the loans. 
The associations are supervised generally and capitalized partially 
by production credit corporations. A11 voting stock in a production 
credit association is owned by its member-borrowers who elect the 
directors from their number at their annual stockholders' meeting. 
Each stockholder has one vote regardless of the number of shares 
he owns . 
Banks for Cooperatives 
The Central Bank for Cooperatives end the twelve district 
banks for cooperatives were organized e.nd chartered by the Governor 
of the Farm Credit Administration under authority of the Farm 
Credit Act of 1933. 
The Central Bank for Cooperatives generally serves national 
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and large regional cooperatives, and district banks for cooperatives, 
located in each of the twelve farm credit district offices serve 
a..ssooiations in their areas. 
The banks for cooperatives were established to provide a 
perm.anent source of credit on a sound business basis to farmers' 
cooperative associations. 
To be eligible to borrow from a bank for cooperatives, a 
cooperative must be en association in whioh f rmers act together 
in marketing fa.rm products, purchasing farm supplies, and furnishing 
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farm business services and must meet the requirements set forth 
in the Farm Credit Act of 1933, as emended. 
Emergency Crop and Feed Loans 
Emergency crop and feed loans a.re made only to applicants 
who are unable to obtain from other sources loans in amounts 
reasonably adequate to meet their needs. Farmers who ha.ve 
adequate security ordinarily are able to obtain funds from local 
production credit associations, banks, and individuals. 
Regulations were established in the act of Congress approved 
January 29, 1937 (50 Statutes, 6), and in the joint resolution 
of Congress approved February 4, 1938 (Public Resolution 78, 
75th Congress). Not more than $400 may be lent ''in any one year 
end preference is to be given applicants whose cash requirements 
are small. 
Source of Funds 
In 1917, Congress provided the initial funds for the Land 
B8nk1 to function, with the provision that as the national farm 
loan associations purchased stock in them a part was to be used 
to retire the government's holdings. 
A revolving fund originally amounting to $500,000,000 was 
ma.de available to the Federal Farm Board for making loans to 
farmers' cooperative associations on May 27, 1933. The provision 
was made that as the national farm loan associations purchased 
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stock in the Federal Land Banks, e. pe.rt we.a to be used to retire 
the government's holdings. In 1917, Congress provided the 
initial funds for the land banks to function. Under en amendment 
to the Federal Farm Loan Act , capproved January 23, 1932, the 
Secretary of the Treasury subscribed to $125,000,000 of capital 
stock in the Federal Land banks. This stock is to be retired e.s 
the national farm associations purchase stock in the lend banks. 
All repayments on account of this stock are to be held in the 
United States Treasury as a revolving fund. 
The Agricultural Marketing Act of June 15, 1929, authorized 
the establishment of a revolving fund of $500,000,000 for the 
use of the Federal Farm Boe.rd in maki ng loans to farmers' cooperative 
associations . By the executive order establishing the Farm 
Credit Administration, the administration of the remaining bale.nee 
of this fund was transferre to the Farm Credit Administration. 
H. Rural Electrification Administration 
The Rural Electrif~~ation Administration was created by 
Executive Order Number 7037 of May 11, 1935, under authority of 
the Emergency Relief Appropriation Aot of 1935, approved April 8, 
1935. Statutory provision for an agency of the same name was made 
in the Rural Electrification Act, approved May 20, 1936. Transfer 
to the Department of Agriculture was provided by Reorganization 
Plan. Number 2. effective July 1. 1939. 
The Rural Electrification Administration makes no grants. 
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It may lend the entire cost of building rural electrio distribution 
systems if conditions merit it. Loans must be amortized over a 
period of twenty-five years, must be self-liquidating within the 
period, and must be reasonably secured. 
Loans may be made to finance the wiring of the premises of 
persons in rural areas end the acquisition and installation of 
electrical and plumbing appliances and equipment. Loans for 
plumbing appliances and equipment may cover a complete water 
pressure system for homes and farm buildings. 
Those eligible for loans to finance the construction and 
operation of rural electric systems are persons, corporations, 
and public bodies, and cooperative, nonprofit, or limited dividend 
associations. No loans a.remade directly to the consumer for wiring 
and plumbing appliances. 
On applying, if a project is found acceptable, funds sufficient 
for its construction are allotted. As soon as a note of other 
obligation and its security is delivered to the government, a 
first advance of funds is made . 
The Rural Electrification Administration is contributing to 
the war effort by means of eight hundred cooperative and other 
rural power systems and it maintains mobile generating plants on 
trailers in order to set up emergency power sources on a few 
minutes notice. 
Sources of Funds 
The Rural Electrification Administration act 0£ 193€ provided 
for a ten year program totalling $400,000,000. or $40.000,000 a 
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year. The loan fund was increased to $140,000,000 in the fiscal 
year ending June 30, 1939, and to $100,000,000 for the fiscal year 
ending June 30, 1941, end for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1942. 
All but $40,000,000 of the fiscal 1939 loan funds, and all tho 
fiscal 1941 end 1942 loan funds, consisted of Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation money. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 1942, 
Congress has made available il00,000,000 of Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation funds. 
Half of the money available ea.ch year is to be allocated for 
loans in the various ste.tes in the proportion which the number of 
farms not then receiving central station electric service bears 
to the total number of f erms in the United States not then 
receiving such service. The other half of the annual sums ia 
available for loans without allocation, except that not more 
than ten per cent of the unallocated emount may be lent in eny 
one state or in all the territories . 
I. Federal Home Loan Bank Board 
The Federal Home Loan Bank Bos.rd and the activities under its 
control are provided for in the Federal liome Loan Bank Act, 
approved July 22, 1932; the Home Owners' Loan Act of 1933, 
approved June 13, 1933; and Title IV of the National Housing 
Act, approved June 27, 1934, together with emendatory acts of 
Congres&, approved April 27, 1934, May 28, 1935, February 3, 1938, 
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August 10, 1939, August 11, 1939, and March 28, 1941.1 
The Federal Home Loen Benk Board is a supervisory body which 
was created to charter and supervise Federal Home Loan banks; 
to charter and supervise Federal Savings and Loan Associations; 
to create and operate the Home Owners' Loan Corporations; and to 
operate the Federal Savings and Loan Insure.nee Corporation. 
The boerd consists of five members appointed by the ~resident 
by end with the consent of the Senate. Members also serve the 
Federal Savings end Loan Insurance Corporation as trustees and 
ere the Board of Directors of the Rome Owners Loan Corporation. 
The expens ds of the Board ere pe.id by e.ssessments against 
Federal tiome Loan Banks end age.inst institutions examined by its 
examining Directors, as well es against other instituticns under 
its supervision. 
Federal Home Loen Bank System 
The Federal Home Loan Bank Boe.rd was created by authority of 
the Federal Rome Loan Bank Act, approved July 22, 1932. It has 
since been amended. The purpose of the system is to provide e. 
credit reserve for the thrift and home-financing institutions of 
the United States. 
There are twelve regional banks and districts may be readjusted 
from time to time. 
1. Federal Security Agency, United States Government Manual, 
Spring, 1942, p. 369. 
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Member institutions are building end loen, savings e.nd loan, 
end homestead associations, savings end cooperative banks, end 
insurance companies. Every Federal savings and loan as sociation 
must become a member of its regional Federal home loan bank. 
The System provides credit to members at low interest rates. 
To become a member, en institution must subscribe to stock equal 
to one per cent of the abgregate unpaid principal of its home-
mortgage loans, but not less than $500. The Federal home loan 
banks grant short and long-term advances to members. The total 
emount may not exceed twelve times the amount paid in by the 
member on its capital-stock subscription. Members whose creditor 
liabilities, exclusive of advances from a Federal home loan 
bank. do not exceed five per cent of their net assets, m.e.y borrow 
frcm their Federal home loan be.nk for one year terms. 
Any bank may issue bonds, debentures, end other obligations 
when permitted by the Federal nome Loan Bank Boe.rd. 
1he capital stock of the Federal home loe.n banks is owned by 
institutions -which have been accepted into membership, e.nd by the 
United States . The Federal home loe.n banks may obt ain other 
loe.nable funds through deposits accepted from member institutions, 
and from other Federal home loan banks, as well as by borrowing 
money through the issuance of bonds, debentures, or other obligations. 
The Secretary of the Treasury, in behalf of the United States, 
subscribed and paid from $124.,741,000 in the stock of the twelve 
Federal Home Loan banks., which has since been acquired by the 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation. 
Federal Savings and Loan Associations 
The Federal savings e.nd loe.n associations were provided for 
by section five of the Home uwners' Loan Act of 1933, 1935, end 
1~39. 
The purpose of the Federal savings and loan associations ii 
to provide local mutual thrift end home-financing institutions 
in which people can invest their funds, and to provide for sound 
and economical home financing . 
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They ere incorporated by Federal law, end cherters ere issued 
by the Federal Home Loan Bank Board. They may be organized by 
petition of private citizens for a charter or by application of 
state-chartered member institutions of the Federal home loan banks. 
The Federal Home Loan Benk Board supervises Federal savings 
end loan associations through the Federal home loan benk. Each 
association is required to become a member of the Federal home 
loan bank of the district in which the association is located. 
It must insure its customers accounts through the Federal Savings 
and Loan Insurance Corporation. The associations are owned by 
local members who ere investors. 
Associations ce.nnot borrow in excess of fity per cent of their 
share capital, and only amounts not exceeding ten per cent of 
she.re capital can be obtained from sources other than Federal 
home loan banks . b.\mds are loaned in amounts not exceeding 
$20,000 upon the security of first mortgage loans on homes or 
combinations of homes and business properties located within 
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fifty miles of the association's home office. 1 hey ere repayable 
over a period of twenty years; fifteen per cent of the assets 
mey be loaned on a first mortgage security without regard to 
individual limitation or t he fifty mile limit. 
Sources of Funds 
Investors in en association hold share accounts. The 
aggregate of payments on ell share accounts end dividends credited 
to them, less repurchases end redemptions, comprise the share 
capital of t he association. Dividends ve.ry with earnings end 
are paid to the accounts of investors. 
Federal Savings end Loan Insurance Corporation 
The Federal Savings and Loan Insure.nee Corporation was 
created by Title IV of the e.tional Housing Act, approved June 
27 , 1934. This act was further emended by en Act to Amend the 
National Housing Act approved Fedruary 3, 1938.1 
The Corporation was created to i nsure the safety of 
savings in thrift and home-financing institutions. It operates 
t hrough a board of trustees composed of five members which s erves 
in Washington. Officers of the twelve home loan banks serve as 
r egional agents . Any insured institution~ except a Federal 
s avings end loan association may volunte.rily terminate insurance 
upon not less then ninety days' written notice to the Corporation. 
At the expiration of ninety days, all insurance end insurance 
1. Federal Security Agency. United States Government Manual, 
Spring, 1942, p . 376. 
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rights of investors ceases. Premium charges must be paid for three 
years after termination. 
Sources of Funds 
All costs of insurance are paid by the institution insured. 
Th amount of each annual premium is equal to one-eighth of one 
per cent of the aggregate of accounts of en insurable type, 
plus all creditor obligations. A reserve fund is established 
out of earnings e.nd when this fund equals five per cent of the 
total amount of unsured accounts and creditor obligaticns of 
all insured institutions, regular annual premiums will be 
suspended. 
Capi ta.l in the amount of $100,000,000 we.a obtained by the 
sale of Corporation stock to llome Owners' Loan Corporation. 
Funds f or reserves, totaling 31,421,873 on October 31, 1941 are 
obtained from premiums paid by insured institutions, earnings 
from investments, end admission fees. Operation expenses are 
paid f rom the interest on the invested reserves. Additional 
funds may be obte.ined by the issuance of notes, bonds, or 
debent ures. 
Home Owners Loan Corporation 
The Home Owners Loan Corporation is en emergency r elief 
agency of the Federal government, created by the Home Owners 
Loan Act of 1933, approved on June 13, 1933. This legislat ion 
-
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has been amended by an act of Congress approved April 27, 1934; 
by the National Housing Act, approved June 27, 1934; by an act of 
Congress approved May 28, 1935; by an Act to Amend the Social 
Security Act approved August 10, 1939; end by an act of Congress 
approved August 11, 1939. 1 
The Home Owners Loan ~orporation grants long-term mortgage 
loans, at low interest rates, to those in need of funds to protect, 
preserve, or recover their homes. The majority of the loans enabled 
home owners to refinance their hones end save them from foreclosure. 
'.I.he Corporation is administered by a board of five directors, 
consisting of the members of the Federal home k>en Bank Board . 
Regional and field offices ce.rry on the operat ions. 
The Corporation lent funds from 1933 to June 12, 1936. During 
the period it loaned to 1,017,824 borrowers in the amount of 
Loans were me.de on the security of homes, designed for not 
more than four families, valued e.t not more t hen $20,000. Loans 
were made up to eighty per cent of the appraised value. They me.y 
be retired as rapidly as the home owner desires. 
Lapse of payment by the home ov,iner of his property taxes or 
i nsurance premiums places a loan in default. If the_ Corporation 
advances taxes on the fire insurance premiums in order to protect 
its inte~est~ the advance is added to the amount of the loan. 
If the loan cannot be repaid, the Corporation may institute foreelosure 
1. Federal Security Agency, United States Government Manual, 
Spring, 1942, p . 377 . 
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proceedings or accept a deed in place of foreclosure. All real 
properties acquired are then subject to local and state taxation. 
Sources of Funds 
The Corporation has capital stock fully paid for by the 
Secretary of the Treasury to en amount of $200,000,000. Its 
lending program was financed primarily through the issuance of 
bonds. It could issue up to $4,750,000,000 in bonds end could 
increase this bond issue to retire its outstanding bonds to the 
extent of the amount of bonds to be retired. 
Through the amortization of its loans and the sale of its 
properties, the Corporation has been steadi ly realizing on its 
assets. The highest net bond liability was $3,047,046,575 in 
May 1936. In 1941, outstanding bonds amounted to two and one-
half billion. 
The Corporation may purchase Federal home loim bank obligations 
and may purchase full-paid-income shares of Federal savings and 
loan associations. it may also purchase sheres in institutions 
whi ch ere members of Federal home loan bank or whose accounts 
are insured by the Federal Sevings and Loan Insurance Corporat i on. 
For these purposes, $300,000,000 of the authorized bond issue 
was made available. On November 30, 1941, the Corporation had 
$174,986,060 outstanding in these shares. An additional 
$100,000,000 has been used for the purchase of the capital stock 
of the Federal Savings end Loe.n Insurance Corporation. 
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J. Reconstruction Fine.nee Corporation 
The Reconstruction Finance Corporation was established 
by authority of Public Act, Number 2, Seventy-second Congress, 
approved January 22, 1932. It was organized on February 2, 1932 
end began operation on that date.l 
Functions of the corporation ere to aid the government in 
its national defense program; to provide emergency financing 
facilities for financing institutions; to aid in financing 
a.grioulture, commerce, and industry, to purchase preferred stock, 
capital notes, or debentures of be.nlcs, trust companies, and insur-
ance companies, to purchase nonassessable stock, capital notes, or 
debentures of national mortgage associations, mortgage loan 
companies, saving and loan associations, and other similar 
financial institutions; end to make loens.2 
Management rests in a board of five directors appointed by 
the ?resident by and with the consent of the Senate. ~he cor-
poration functions through a principal office at Washington, 
special represent~tive and loan agencies located in cities. 
Federal Reserve benks act as depositories, custodians, and 
fiscal agents for the corporation. 
1. Federal Security Agency, United States Government Manual, 
Spring, 1942, p. 392. 
2. Ibid., p. 393. 
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Souroe of Funds 
The capital stock of the corporation was fixed by section 
two of the Reconstruction Finance Corporation Act at $500,000,000, 
all of which we.s subscribed by the Secretary of the Treasury on 
behalf of the government on February 2, 1932. The entire capital 
stock has been paid in by the Secretary of the Treasury. Pursuant 
to the provisions of Section two of the Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation Act, as emended by en act of Congress approved June 
25, 1940, the Corporation retired $175,000 ,000 of its capital 
stock at par. 
K. Additional Agencies 
In addition to these various programs, mention should be made 
of other agencies which contribute to the public welfare. The 
Civil Service Commission began, with the Retirement Act of 1920, 
to establish a fund for the payment of pensions after reaching 
the prescribed retirement age. This plan is very similar to the 
Unemployment ~ompensation set-up end although records are not 
available on how much goes to Kansas residents, it provides 
its employees with a source of revenue in their later years. 
Similar to it is the Railroad Retirement Act which has been in 
force since 1939. It makes possible the payment of annuities to 
individuals who are sixty-five end meet certain other provisions. 
The Railroad Unemployment Insurance Act compares with the 
Unemployment Compensation plan. In 1941, funds were transferred 
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from the state Unemployment Compensation Trust Fund to the Rail-
road Unemployment Insurance account in the amount of $2,724,508.29 
to be used for the p~ent of benefits to railroad workers. 
Although a relatively insignificant pert of the total, these two 
agencies are extremely beneficial to those eligible for aid 
under them. 
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T, LE I 
TOTAL i TnT OF EXPE DI'I'URES I KANSAS FOR WELFARE PURPOSES 
AND THE NUMBER OF PERSONS RECEIVING SUCH FUN00 
(For the Fiscal YeQI'fl 1938 - 1941 Inclusive ) 
1937 - 1938 
$ 2 , ?55 , 8 48 (1 ) 
99 ,100(1) 
883, 256 (1 ) 
2 , 8?8,403 (1) 
2 , 106 , 385 ( ) 
1 , 713 , 52 3 (3) 
1 , 482 , ?99 {4) 
11 , 919 , 314 
l?,903 ,452 (5 ) 
3 , 012 , 936 (6 ) 
443 , 804 (?) 
681 , 630 (?) 
86 ,61 5 (? ) 
5 ,896 ,166 (8) 
l,?01,282 (9) 
* 
29 , 725 , 885 
9 , 467, 254 (11) 
46 , 02 7 (12) 
1 31,195 (1 3) 
827, 86 1 (14 ) 
10 ,472 , 337 
71 ,144 (15) 
118 , 546 (1 ) 
71 , 640 {15) 
32 , 330 (16) 
146 ,110 (1.) 
760 ,379 (17 ) 
56 , 828 (17) 
236 , 699 (17) 
1 , 495, 676 
397 ,965 (1 8 ) 
366,135 (18) 
320 , 238 (18) 
218 ,0?9 (18 ) 
196,432 (18) 








$ 5, l? , 083 ( l ) 
235,419 (1) 
1 , ?44, 918 (l) 
3, ?31,412 (1) 
2 ,8?1,94? (2) 
2 ,052 ,254( 3 ) 
63? ,000 (4 ) 
16,290 ,033 
2?,425,4?? {5) 
3 ,110 , 000 (6) 
455 ,304 (?) 
96 0 , 19 (?) 
182, l: 94( 7) 
10 ,571, 073 (8) 
1,815, 449(9 ) • 
44,519,616 
9 , 019,729 (11) 
104,945 (1:::) 
1 ,952,179 (1 3) 
19,604 (14) 
11, 096 I 45? 
7 , 204(15 ) 
119 ,695 (15) 
53, 65 4 (le) 
29,418 (1 6 ) 
148,635 (16) 
669,865 (17 ) 
52 , 882 (17) 
244,446 (17) 
1 , 388 , 799 
441,674 (18 ) 
380,669 (18) 
278,792 (18) 
220 ,63? (18) 
262,241 ( 18 ) 
430,866 (18) 
94,644 { 18) 
Hi? ,061 (18) 
75.730 ( 8) 
2 ,342,314 
3 ,731,113 
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3,383,760 (;; ) 
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5 ,718 (38) 4 , 242 (38 ) 3,796 (38) • • • 
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60 (41 ) 
81 (4 .3) 
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1,260 
2,254 (44 ) 
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35'1( 46 ) 408 ( 46 ) 
993 ( 47) 
1,246 (48) 
956 (49) 
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8,433 (53) 8,433 (53 ) 8,284 (53) 8,284 (53) 
9,729 9,729 9,5-'4 9,544 
!l:DUCATION AND HEALTH GR.ANTS 
cooperative Voc ational Education and 
Reha bi 11 t at ion 
Public Hea lth 
orr1ce or Education 
Sub-Total 
REGULATI ON GRANTS 
Agricultural Adjustment dministration 
Sub-Total 
GRAND 'rol'AL 
FEDERAL AGENC I ES GRANT ING LOANS 
Farm Security Ad minis tration 
Fa rm Credit Adminis tra tion (Outstanding) 
Rural Electrifica t ion Admi nistration 
Federal P.ollll!l Loan Bank Board 
Reconstruction Finance Corporation 
Outstanding 
Lent 
Total ror Loan Prog rams 
(For fo ot notes see pages rolloWi ng table . ) 
TABLE I (Conti ll\led) 
TCYI'AL AMOUNT OF EXPENDITURES IN KN,SAS FOR ','/El.FARE PUR."POSES 
AND THE NUMBER OF PERSONS RECEIVI NG SUCH FUNIS 
(For the Fiscal Yesrs 1938 - 1 941 , Inclusive) 
1937-1938 
Expenditures 
1938-1939 19 39-1940 1940-1 941 
$ 316,170 (19) • 416, 016 ( 19) $ 346,090(19) $ 380,362 (1 9 ) 0(20 ) 0(20 ) 52,155( 2U) 82,734( 20) 
__ 5_9( 21) ___ 0(21) ___ 0( 21 ) 62?1947( 21) 
316, 229 416 , 016 398,245 1,101,043 
17 I 352 I 000 { 22 ) 29 ,577, 000(22) 38 ! 9411 000( 22) 32 12641986(22) 
17,352 ,000 29,577, 000 38 ,941, 000 32 ,264,986 
73,562,943 105,630,235 112,937,635 99 ,449 ,821 
* >t * 5 ,499, 000 (23) 
282,936,979( 24) 228 , 9 62 ,767 ( 2 4 ) 253 ,945 ,720 (2 4) • 
642,994 (25 ) 978 , 272(2 5) 2 , 672 ,463 {25) 1, 941,861 (25) 
2 ,855, 000 (26) 3,255 ,ooo (26) 3 , 236 , 000 (26) 3,070,000 (26) 
5 ,497, 436 ( 2 7) 5,064,629 (27) 4 , 281, 259 (L'? ) 7,964,556 (27) 
1451149 (27) 354,555( 2?) 129 ,483 (2?) 41128,343 (2?) 
292 , 07? , 258 238,615 , 223 264,2 64,925 22 ,604,160 
Number or Persons or Cases 
1937-1938 1938- 1939 1939-1 940 1940-1 941 
• • • • • • • • • • 
109,995 (54) 115,741 (54) 150,642( 54) 121.000( 54 ) 
109,995 115,741 150,642 127, 000 
234,249 312 , 291 369, 976 333 , 414 
• • 20 , 682 (5 5 ) 
99,841( 56) 76,557 (56) 95 , 066(56) * 
4,054( 5? ) 13 , 036 ( 5? ) 14, 614( ~7) 
16 (58) ?6 (58) 13(58) 12 (5 
103 ,911 89 , 669 10 9 , 69 3 20 , 694 
TABLE II 
SOURC C: A'ffi AMO!NT OF YUNDS EXPENDE:D FOR PUBLIC \VELFARl!l 
IN KANSAS , BY TYPE OF PROGRAM 
(For t he Fiscal Years 1938 - 1941, Inclusive ) 
.July 1 1 193? t o .Tune 301 1938 Jull 1 1 1938 to June 30 1 1939 
'roTAl % FEDERAL % STATE % LOCAL % TOTAL % :P'EDERAl. % srATE \( l.O CAL % 
GRnrn'.., rOR ASSIST \NC:: 
Soc i al Seouri ty Cate~'lf es end 
General . ss istance 8 , 330 , 130 100 1 , 681 , 584 20 .2 $2 , 059 ,504 24.7 $ 4,589, 042 55.1 t 12,781, 086 100 $ 3 ,160 , 039 24.6 $3 ,29?, 189 25 . ? $ 6 ,323, 858 49 .7 
Cor.1:nod 1 t i es 2 ,1C6 , 385 100 2 ,1 06 , 385 100 2,.871, 947 100 2,871,94? 100 
Far m Security Adm ini s t r ati on 11482 1799 100 1 1482 , 799 100 6371 000 100 63? 1000 100 
Sub -Total 11 , 919 ,314 5,27 0 , ?68 2 , 059 , 504 4,589, 042 16,290 ,033 6 , 668 , 986 3 , 29?,189 6 , 323 ,858 
~XPENDITUR>;S FOR FEDER. J.. '//ORK PROM.S 
\''e rk Pr ojects Administ r ation 17,903 , 452 100 14 , 304 , 858 79 . 9 3,598 ,594 20.1 27,425,4?? 100 18, 321,605 ?4.9 6 ,155 ,317 25 .1 
Ci vilian Conserva ti on Corps 3 , 012 , 936 100 3 , 012 , 936 100 3 ,110,000 100 3,110 , 000 10() 
National Yout !J Admi nistrat ion ( 3 ) 1 ,212 , 049 100 1,125 , 434 92 .8 86,615 ?.2 1,597,61? 100 1,415,323 88.? 182, 294 11 . 3 
Public Works Admin istration( 4 ) 5,896 , 166 100 2 , 653 , 275 4b .o 3 ,242 , 891 55.0 10,571,073 100 4 ,706,984 45 . 0 5, 864 , 089 55 . 0 
Pu blic Reeds . d.:nicistr ation 1 , 701 , 282 100 1 , 701 , 282 100 1, 815,449 100 1, 815 ,449 100 
Publ i c Buildings Administrat i on 
Sub- Tot al 29 , 725 , 885 22 , 797,785 6,928,100 44,519,616 29 , 369,361 12, 201 ,700 
RJGP.TS ESTABLISHED 9Y SERVI CF. OR P . _Y1'IlITS 
Vet e r ans Bonuses 9 , 467 , 25 4 100 9 , 467, 54 100 9, 019 ,729 100 9, 019 , 729 100 Old Age Insurance (5 ) 46 , 027 100 46 , 027 100 104,945 100 104,945 100 
Unemployment Compensa t{ ~~(G) 131 , 195 100 131 , 195 100 1,952,179 100 432,957 22 . 2 1 , 519 , 222 77.8 Workmen ' s Compens ation 827 , 061 100 827 1861 100 19,604 100 19, 604 100 
Sub- Tot al 10 ,472 , 337 9 , 644 , 476 827,861 11,096,457 9 ,557 , 631 1,538 , 826 
DIRECT AID THROUGH IHSTITlJI'I O IS 
Ins t itut i ons Under Soci 11l Welfar e fou rd (S ) 
Ins ti t ut ions Under Boar d of Ad:n i n . 9) 
2 , 281 , 502 100 2 , 281,502 100 2 ,342,313 100 2,342, 313 100 
Educat ional Inst i tuti ons 261,330 100 261,3:50 100 243,553 100 243, 553 100 Patriotic Inst i tut i ons 178 , 440 100 178 , 440 100 178,053 100 178 , 053 100 Pe nal Institut ions 1 , 055 , 906 100 11 055 1906 100 9671193 100 96711 93 100 
Sub- Tot al :5 , 777 , 178 3,777,178 3,731,113 3 ,731 ,11 3 
EDUCATION AND l 'AL'f'H GRJ;.'IJTS 
Cooper~tive Voc etional Erlucati on and 
Rehabilit ation(lO) 316 ,l?O 100 22 6 , 170 71.5 90 , 000 28 . 5 416,016 100 326 , 016 Publi c He altb ?8 .4 90 , 000 21.6 0 0 Of f ice of Ed uc& t ion 59 100 59 100 0 
Sub-Tot a l 316 , 229 226 , 229 90, 000 416 , 016 326 ,016 90, 000 
REGULATI ON GR,;N'l'S 
,.gr icult urul Adjus t ment A.d.l?l1. ni..s t r.. t ion ( 1 1) l.7 1352,000 l.00 17 1352 , 000 100 2915771 000 100 2915771 000 100 
ub-Tot al 17 , 352 , 000 17 , 352 , 000 29,577,000 29, 577, 000 
GRAND 'roTAL 73,562 , 943 55 , 291 , 258 6 ,754 , 543 11,517,142 105,630,235 75,498,994 8 ,657,128 18,525,558 
FEDERAL AGENCI ES GRA.117I'ING LO ANS 
Farm Security Admini stri:.t ion 
Farm Credit Administrat i on (12) 282,936, 979 100 282 ,936,97 9 100 22·8,962,767 Ru r al Ele ctr1f1 c ation Adm.inist rr1on (13) 2 , 672 , 463 100 2 ,672,463 100 100 228,962,767 100 Federal Home Loan Bank Board (l 4 2 ,855, 000 100 2 ,855 ,000 100 1,941,861 100 1,941,861 100 Re constructi on F i nanc e Co r pol"!:lti on 3,255,000 100 3,255,000 100 
Outst a nding 5 ,497,436 100 5 ,497,436 100 5,064,629 Lent 1451149 100 1451149 100 100 5,064,629 100 3541555 100 3541 555" 100 
Total for Loan Prog r aim 293 , 077 , 258 292, 077,258 
238,615,223 238,615,223 
(For f ootnot es see pages fol] owing table . ) 
ti rrl 




.-< ,T' r..,T, :.!SHED av S:avICE OR P.ffi'JD',TS 
---7et e r s Bonuses 
5 01d Age Insurance ( ) 
6 
r ne::i.p loyment Insuruncei 7l 'o r k.'lle n ' e Compensation 
Sub - Tot 1 
TOT 
14 , 530 , 009 100 
3 , 383 , 760 100 
778, 1 0 
18 , 686,764 
?.2 , 927 ,627 
3,063 , 0CO 
1 , 836 , 330 
10 , 322 ,173 
1 , 297,532 
388,096 
39 , 834 , 758 
8 , 882 , 656 
192,400 
2 , 478 , 367 
26 , 233 











:.J Rl. r:T ,J D T .IRO'..DH L'STITUI'J O'lS (8 ) Insti tuti o ns Unde r Soci 1 WelfJre Y~1rd 
~ns ti utions T nde r qo rd or admin . 
2 ,206 , 945 
22 , 535 
184 , 518 









:'.)n:; _rICl'I J-c'IC :-LA.L'IH GRAllfrS 
,oop ~tive Voca ~iOQttl 
Rehob111t utio n1101 
!'ubll c ealth 
Office of Educution 
Sub- Total 
Ed c otion 11 nd 
3 ,497 , 2 ? 
346 , 090 
52 ,1 55 
0 
398 , 245 
100 
100 
r -; JI ·.T! I');, }RA.:,TS 
:,,V, ricul ural ;,.d justmeat Ad:ninistration(lll 3s , 941 , 000 100 
::;ub-Total 
GRAND TOT 1\L 
FE!J?:Fl.U. , , !CIF:G GR; \l'!TING LO. lS 
F ::.r11 Security admin istrati~f.,) 
F nn credit Admi r.istr a tion - (l3 ) Rural Electrification dminifiifion 
Fede r al "!ome Loan Bank Board 
Reconstruction Finorr::e Corporation 
outstMding 
Lent 
Tota l for Loan rogrems 
(. or foot,notes see pa_11;9s fo llowing table · ) 
38 , 941 , 00 
112,937 , 635 
253 , 945 , 720 
2,672 , 463 
3 , 236 , 000 
4 , 201 , 259 







T.:J!LE II (Continued) 
SO'TRCE AND A.\DTJllT OF .FU~DS ~IDEO FOR PU!3IIC !El.FARE 
IN K: !S , RV T TE F fROGR 1 
(For the Fi seal Years 1938 - 1941 , Inclusive) 
July 1 , 1939 to June 30 1 1940 
LOC..J.. 
J , ~~ , v?l ~6 . _ · , ,6 J 1 JU G4 . 8 ?,152 , lBv 
3 , 383 , 760 100 
778 , 000 100 
8 , ltJ9, :51 
15,747,356 
3 , 063 , 000 
1,624,750 
5 ,16 , 678 
1 , 297 , 532 
388,096 
27 , 286 , 412 
?2 .5 
100 




8 , 882 , 656 100 
192 , 400 10 
454,178 l . 3 
9 , 529 , 234 
246 ,131 
52,l 5 
298 , 286 
71. 1 
100 
38 , 941 ,000 100 
38 , 941 , 000 
84,164,763 
* 
253 ,945 , 720 100 
2 , 672 ,463 100 
3 , 236 , 00 100 
4 , 281 , 259 100 
129 , 483 100 
264,264, 925 
3 , 6 5,530 
2 , 024 , 189 
26 , 233 
2 , 050 , 422 
2,206,945 
222 , 535 
184, 518 
883 , 209 
3 , 497 ,2 7 
99 , 959 
99 , 959 








7 ,152 ,l .3 
5 , 976 , 4:57 
211,. 80 
5 , 156 , 495 
11,344,512 
18 , 296 , 695 





16 , 8 , 8 lUO 
3 , 445,125 100 
348 ,000 10 
20 , 596 ,113 
22 ,507 , 833 
2 ,604 ,C 0 
2 , 415 , 249 
2 , 016 , 445 
1,111, 264 
513 , 027 







8 , 441, 98? 100 
742 , 593 100 
2 , 293 , 631 100 
5,000 1 r-. 
11 , 483 , 211 




2 ,836 , 65U 
380 , ~2 
82 , 734 
637 , 947 








32 , 264 , 986 100 
32 , 26 4,986 
99 , 449 , 821 
5 , 449 , 000 
* 
1,941,861 
.5 , 70,40U 
7 , 964 , 556 
4 , 128 , 343 






Jul 1 , 1 40 to June 30 , 1941 
H:DERAL " ::iT E % 
4,o57,n~7 30 .u . .5 , 72B , lo3 4 . 0 
3 , 445,125 l OC 
349 , 000 1 v 
15 , 065 , 743 
2 , 604 , 000 
2 , 238 , 859 
907,401 
l,lll, 264 
513 , 027 
22 , 440 , 294 
8 , 441 , 987 
742 , 593 
546,00 
9 , 730, 58 
28 , 3€2 
82 , ?34 
637 , 947 













32 , 264 , 986 1 0 
3.'2 , 264 , 986 
73 , 887 , 285 
5 , 449 ,01.)0 1(,() 
1,941,861 100 
.5, 70 , 4U 100 
? , 964,556 100 
4 , 128 , 343 100 
22 ,604,160 
1 , 747 , 631 
5 , 0 
1 , 717 , 50 
~16,20 
175 , 100 
727,85 
2 , 836 , 6 0 
l uO ,v 
100 , 
8 , 41? , 444 






7 , 11.,-· , : ti 46 • 0 
7,104, 926 
6 , 55.3 , 666 30 . ? 
176,39 7 .8 
1 ,109 ,0._. ee,o 
7,839,100 

Board, 1939, p . G78, Table D-3; 1940, Fifth Annual Report, 1~40, 
p . 190, Table D-1; 1941, &ixth .¼mual Report, 1941, p . 194,--
Table Dl. --
2 
7. Data from the National Youth Ad. inistration state office, 
Topeka, Kansas . Student work fi6ure includes total funds provided 
for the student work program. Out-of-school work pro~rarn total 
includes Federal funds provided and cost of administration. 
Ad inistration of school work program -'.. s done by school authori-
ties within the state . Payments by sponsors is value of 
S Jonsors' contributions in k"nd. 
8 . Except for the year 1940, the amount of the Fede al grant 
W"'S taken to canst itute 45% of t 10e total cost. By ccmputa.t, "n, 
the amol~nt necessary +.o constitute the 55% of the cost borne by 
tre sponsors was determined . Therefore, the local governments ' 
s ' are in 1938, 1939, and 1941 is l jkely to be overesti~ate~ . 
Sources of gr ants: 1938, Annual Report of the oecretary of t he 
Treasury the State of the 1' inances, 193 8, p . 557, Table 59; 
19~9, Annual Report of t he Secretary of the Treasury, 1939, I' • 523, 
Table 61; 1940, First Annual Report , Federal~ Agency, 
P• G51, Table 6; 1941, Second Annual Report, Federal 1V-O rks 
Agency, p . 318, Table 11 . 
9. Figures include total of Federal emergency relief ex-
penditures exclusive of regular Federal-aid. Source: 1938, 
Budget of the State of Kansas, 1940-1941, p . 231; 1939-1940, 
Budget of the State of Kansas, l94G-1943, p . G07; 1941 fi gure 
is the sum of money advanced to Kans as for the work program, 
sec ondary roads, and grade crossings as found in Second Arinual 
Report, Federal 11orks ¼;ency, p . G68, Table 9 . 
10 . Figures for 1938 and 1939 are unavailable. Source: 
1940, First Annual Report, Federal dorks Agency, ~940, p . G51, 
Table 6; 1941, Second Annual Re1 ort, Federal~ Agency, ~, 
Table 6, p . 215 . 
11 . Data f rom t ½e Veterans Administration, mshin(;ton, 
D.C ., Office of Budget Officer and Chief of Statist i cs, "An 
Ap1 roximate Distributi'."'n of :E;xpenditures for Yansas for 1938-
1941.11 
lG . Tota.ls for 1938 and 1939 secnred by a.r1ding benefits 
paid for lump sum payments by quarters to obtain the fiscal 
:Tear sum. 1941 total does not i nclude lu1 p sums paid under the 
1935 a.rr.endments, which were small . Source: 1938 and 1939 
Social Security Yearbook, 1939, p . 47, Table 5; 1940 and 1~41 
secured from letter of :tv1errIIT G. ,,:urray, Assistant Director, 
Bureau of Old Age Insurance, ,.ashine;ton, D .c. and contain 
monthly benefits and lump sum payments . 
13. Figures include disbursements from the unemployment 
c ompensat jon trust fund and grants certified fo r administration 
of unemployment compensat ion tinder Title III of the Social 
Security Act and the ,'lagner-Pe:rser Act . Final figure obtained 
by adding the two amounts given in separate tab les . Sources: 
1938, Fourth Annual Report, Social Security~' p . 201, 
Table A-5 . This inc lude s only amount allotted for administration 
as no benefits were paid . 1939, Fourth Annual Report, 1939, 
p . 26G, Table -16; p . 201, Table A- 5; 1940, Fifth AnnualReJort, 
p . 164, Table A-5; P • 166, Table C-9; 1941, Sixth Annual Rerort, 
P• 182, Table C-2; p . 192, Table C-13. 
14. Total includes amount paid for medical care and com-
pensation plus administration expenditures. Figures for 1939, 
1940, and 1941 are only administrative expenditures as appro-
priated and disbursed by the state of Kansas and the Workmen's 
Compensation Commi ssion . Sources: 1938, Annual Report of the 
Commission of Labor and Industry, 1938, Appendix Table I~-
Fina.ncial Statement , p . 12; 1939 and 1940, Kansas State Budget, 
1942-1943, p . 116; 1941, Ibid., p . 117 . The 1941 figure is 
the appr opriated amount . 
15. State of Kansas appropriations disbursed by the School 
for the Blind , School for the Deaf, and the Vocational Schcol . 
1941 figu re is the appropriat ion only . Source: 1938-1940, 
Kansas State Budget, 1942-1943, p . 155; 1941 appropriat ions, 
Ibid ., p . 147, 149, 151. 
16. State of Kansas appropriati ons disbursed by patriotic 
institutions under the Board of Managers. Source: 1938-1940, 
Kansas State Budget, 1942-1943 , p . 200; 1941, Ibid ., pp . 197, 199. 
17. State of Yansas appr opriations disbursed by penal 
instit 11tions under the State Board of .Ad inistration . S01 1 rce: 
1938- 1940, Kansas State Budget, 1942-1943, p . 192; 1941 
apprnpriations, Ibid., p . 185 . 
18 . State of Xansas apDr opriations disbursed by state 
institutions under the State Department of Soci al ,/el fare . 
Fig~res fo r the Industr ial Schoo l for Boys and the Indust r ial 
School for Girls are inclvded in this reference, although they 
were under the State Board of Administration until 1940 . 
Source: 193 8- 1940, Kansas State Bud~et, 1942-1943, p . 1 0; 
1941 a1- propr iations , Ibid . , o. 158. 
19. Includes Federal fund s granted to the state for 
cooperative vocational education and rehabilitation and amount 
a~pr opriated bv the state for vocat icna.l education . So, roe: 
U3C, Annual Report of the Secretary.£! the Treasury, 1938, 
3 
P• 554, Table 59; Kansas State Budget, 1940-1941, ? • 54; 1939, 
Annual Report of~ Secretary of the Treasury,~. o . 519, 
Table 61; Kansas State Budget, 1942-1943, p . 116; 1940, Annual 
Report £f_ Secretary .2f. the_ Treasury, 1940, ;:i . 824, Table 
4 
67, Kansas State Budget, 1942-1943, p . 116; 1941, Annual Report 
of the Secretary of the Treasury, 1941, p . 653, Table 65; Kansas 
State Budget, 194G-1 943, p . 117 
20. Federal funds granted to the state for public health . 
Source: 1940, Annual Report of the Secretary of the Treasury, 
1940, P • 826, Table 67; 1941,Ar-nual Report of the Secretary of 
the Treasury, p . 6b5, Table 65. 
21. Federal f unds granted to the state for education and 
especially defense education in 1941. Source: 1940, Ibid ., 
p . 554, Table 56; 1941, p . 655, Table 65 . 
22 . Expenditures are for t):,e calendar year as obtained 
from the Director of Information, Department of Agriculture, 
Agricultural .Adjustment Administration . Figures include cost 
of administration and a.mounts disbursed to recipients. 
23 . Data include all amounts advanced for the various Farm 
Security Admjnistration programs minus the gr8.Ilts included in 
group number one, Grants for Assistance, Farm Security Admini-
strat ion Grants . Source: 1941, Report of the AdrrQnistrator, 
1941, p . 54, Table 15. Other data are not ava.ilable . 
24 . Amotmt obtained by adding amount of loans outstanding 
from Land Bank Commissioner, Land Bank, .!'reduction Credit Bank, 
Bank for Cooperatives, Farm !fortgage Corporation, Regional 
Agric,,ltural Credit Ban:, Joint Stock Ban1r, Intermediate CredH 
Bank, bmergency Crop and Feed Loans, and Dr o1J.e:ht Rel'ef; data 
are from the A~nual ReJort of Farm Credit Administration, 1938, 
1939, 1940. 1941 data are unavaile.b::_e. 1938: p . 121, Table 2; 
p7127, Table 7; f' • 145, Table 25; n . 156, Table 36; ~. 170, 
Table 46; :p . 175, Table 59; .1:- • L8, Table 62; p. 190, Table 63; 
p . 197, Table 71; p . 207, Table 82; 1939: p . 139 , Table 2; p .144, 
Table 6; p . 166, Table 27; -, . 175, Table 38; p . 1, 8, Table 48; 
p. 205, Table 64; ~ - 208, 'l'able 65; p . 215, fable 73; p . 225, 
Table 24; 1940: p . 156, Table 4; I' • 161, Table ; p. h,l, Table 
28; P • 202, Table 44; P • 212, Table 55; p . 231, Table 56; n . 232, 
Tab1e 68; ~ . 243, Table 77, p . 253, Table 88 . 
25. Total include s the amount advanced to Kansas as sub-
mitted by the Current Information Section of theRural Electri-
ficaticn Administration, St . Louis, Mi ssouri. 
26. Cumulative totals of investments of the U. S . Treasury 
5 
and Home Owners Loan Corporation as of June 30 of each fiscal 
year . Source: 1938 , Sixth Annual Report , Federal Home 
Bank Board , 1938, o . lG, 1xhibit G5; 1939, Seventh Annual Report, 
Federal Home Loan Bank Board , 1939, P• GOG, Exhibit 37; 1940, 
Eighth Amiual~orr;-Fea.eral liome Loan Bank Board, 1940, P• 218, 
Exhibit 41; 1941, Ninth Annual Report, Federal Home Loan Bank 
~, 1941, p . G34, ~xhibit 42 . 
27. Includes total amount outstanding as of June 30 each 
fiscal year and as of March 31 , 1941 . Source: 1938, Report 
.::! Reconstruction Finance Corporation, Second ~uarter , June 30 , 
1938, p . 20; 1939 , Report of Reconstructi on Fina.nee Corporation, 
'"second-Quarter , June 30 , 1939, P• 19; 1940, Report of Recon-
struction ~inance--c..orporatTori, Second Quarter , JuneS0-;-1940, 
p . 19; 1941, Report of Reconstruction Finance Corporation;-
First uarter, March31 , 1941, p . 23 . Amount s actually dis-
bursed obtained from cmnula.tive tables. \,jumulative total of 
the year preceding vras subtracted from ensuing fiscal year to 
obtain the total for each fj seal year . Source: 1938, Report 
of Re ccnstr1:ction Finance Corporation, Second Quarter, June 30, 
1937, ? • 19, and ReJ?ort of Reconstruction Finance Corpcrati·n, 
Second Quarter, June 30,1968 , p . 20; f93c, Report of Reconstruction 
Finance Corporat'Ion,""Second ~uarter, June 30, 1938,o. 20, and 
ReJort of ReconstructionTinance Corp~ion, "Se'c'ond Quarter, 
June 30:-1939, ?• 19; 1940 , Report of Reccnstructicn Finance Gor-
poration,~ond ~uarter, June 30 , 1939 , p . 19 , and ReJort of--
Reconstruction F1ina.nce C orpora't Ton, ~ond Quarter, <lvne 30-,-
1940, D . 19; 1941,-Re}ort of Reconstruction E'inance Corporation, 
Second 1~uarter, June 30, 1940, p . 19, and Re.Jort of Reconstruction 
Finance CorporatTon:" i',irs~arte1, March g, 1941 , p . G3 . 
28 . Number re presents actual number of individual s aided 
by the Social Security categories (Old Age Assistance, Aid to 
Blind , and A;d to Depenr:ent Children), and General Assistance 
as obtained f r om the State Department of Social ,·:elfare . 
Totals for 1938 are cases only . Data for 1938 f r om Third 
Annual Report, Social Security Board, p . G09, Table LJ-7; 
p . 2l0, Table LJ- 13; p . G30, Tab~l8. ~umber represents 
the mean of the average fo r each month during the year in which 
the plan was in operation. 
29. Number from 11 ¥ecipients of Public Assists.nee and Persons 
Employed unde r Federal Nork Programs" as found in annual reports 
of Soc:ial S3curity Board . Represents net number of emergency 
gr ant vouchers certified to cases and number of cases receiving 
c ommoditie s and/or f cod st amps purchased by Fa.rm Securj_ty Adminis-
tration and distr ibuted .during t he month . Source: 1939, Fourth 
Annual Rej·ort, Social Security Board, p . 280, Table D-4; 1940, 
Fifth Annual Report , p . 192, Table1J-2; and 1941, ~J xth Annual 
-
6 
Ann~al Report, p . 196, Table D-2. 
30 . Represents average weekly number of persons employed 
during the month on projects operated by the wPA and on Federal 
agency projects financed by transfer of ,'IPA funds except for 1938 
which re~resents number employed in week ending June G5, 193 8. 
Source: 1938, Report~ Progress of ,fPA Progr am,~, • lc7, 
Table III; 1939-1941, Ibid ., No . 29. 
31. ltepresent s average employed in a month as obtained by 
finding mean of ave -a~e for each month . Totals by months 
obtained from Annual Re~ort of ~irector of CCC . 1938, Annual 
Repo rt of Di rector of CCC , 1938, p. 89, Appendjx E; 1939, Annual 
Rerort of Jirector of CCC , 193 9, 1J . 116, A_ pendix l; 1940, Annual 
Report of Ji rector of~, 1940, J • 77 , Appendix b; 1941, Annual 
Report of Director of CCC, 'I§TI, p . 65, Appendix E . --- - ---- - --,.. --
3~ . Number of persons employed during the month mde r student 
work and out - of- school progra!ns . lJata for 1938 are the m·mber of 
pers ons employed in May, 1938 . Sonrce: 1938, Report on i rogress 
of .:_,PA, ~, p . 133, Table VIlI; 1939-1941, Ibid ., I,o-.-29 . 
33 . Average number c omputed as the mean of the ·weekly pay-
r oll counts made during the calendar month . ~omputed by finding 
mean of mcnthly payroll counts which i s compi led as the mean 
of the we ekly payroll counts. 1938, Report on . regress of the 
,iPA Program, 1938, p . 129, Table IV ; 1939, .t<'irst Annual 'Repon", 
Federal •r0rks¥ncy , "Average Number .c..>nployecr,-June, 193911 , p . 
310, Tab le 3; 1941, Ibid ., p . 308- 309 , Table 2; 1941, Second 
Annual Report, Federal 1iorks Agency, pp . 303- 304, Table 2 . 
34 . Average number employed by Public Roads .Administration 
c omputed as the mean of the monthly number employed. 1940, First 
Annual Report, Federal~ Agen c~r , 1940, pp . G74-5, Table -:r;---
1941, Sec ond Annual Report , Federal ,iorks Agency , 1941, .,,ip . 260-l, 
Table 2 . - --
35 . Average numbe r employed by Public Buildings Administration 
c omputed as the mean of tJ-,e monthly number em1)loJ ed . 1940, Fjrst 
Annual Report, Federal~~ Agency,~, p . 262, Table II;~, 
Sec ond Annual Report, Federal ~arks Agency, 1941 ~- 244 Tabler . ---- - ------ _, , 
36. Data f r cm the Vete rans Administration, 1ashington, D.C., 
Office of Budget Ufficer and Chief of Stat istics . Table entitled "Number 
of Living Veterans and Jeceased Veterans iihose Dependent s 11ere in 
Receipt of Compensation or Pension Benefits as of June 30 Each 
Year . 11 
7 
37 . Repr esent number rece i v ing lump- sum (or monthly payments 
beginning January, 1S40) . ~ource: 1938-1 939 , uocial Secur i ty 
Yearbook, 1939 , r . 47 , Table 5; 1°·40-1941 f'r om letter of . errill 
G. Lurray, Assistant ~irector, Bureau of Cld Age Insuran~e, 
.ms hin~t on, .,J .c • 
38 . No benefits were paid before January, 1939, in n.ansas . 
Number for 1939, therefore, represents average rr.onthly numbe r during 
the six-month ped 0,1 . .figu re represents the mean of the number 
rece iving benefits dur ing the week ending nearest t he rriddle of 
the month . Source: 19~9, Fourth Annual Report, Social Secur ity 
Board, J • G55, Table C-lG; 1940, r1.fthAnnual Report, p . 179 , 
Table c:3; 1941, ixth Annual Rep~ p . 189, Table C-10. 
39 . Number from Annual Report of Commission of Labor and 
Industry, 1938, including numbe r of compensaticn cases and --
number of riiedical cases, Appendix Table I . 
40 . Figure repr esents number in the School for Jeaf on 
July 1, 1939 and July 1, 184J. ~ource : Biennial ~eport 
of the r:ans a s State School fo r the Deaf , \..lathe , p . 8 . 
41. Number in Lothe r Bickerdyke nome July l , 1909, 1940, 
and 1941. ::::,ource: 1~39, Report of Board of lanagers , _ atrjotic 
Inst ituti on s , 1Q39, p . 7; 1940-1941, Annual .~,eport of l,.other 
Bickerdyke Home , 1941 , p . 5. 
42 . Humber in Soldier s Home July 1, 19Z.9 and July 1, 1941. 
Source: 1:;39 , Report of Board of foane.ge rs, Pat riot ic I stituticns , 
~, p . 4; 194 1, annual Report of ~oldiers ~. 1941, p . 6 . 
43 . Number in the penal institutions June 30, 1938 and June 
30, 1940 . Source: 0 oard of Administ r atio~ , Penal lnstituticrs, 
12th Biennial Report:-TTo:-pp . 14, ~5 , 27 . 
44 . Number in Topeka State hospital June 30, 1938 and June 
30, 1940 . ~ource: 1938 , 31st Biennial tleport , Topeka St,ate 
Fo spital, p . 26; 32nd Biennial Keport, lopeka .Stete -·os:;TtaI, 
p • .:il . 
45 . Numbe r in vsawatomie State :'...os ,JJital June 3G, 1938 and 
June 30, 1940 . Source: 1938, 31st Biennial Keport , Usawatomie 
State Los pi tal, p . 34 ; 1940, 32~iennial Xeoort, usawatomj e 
State ho spj tal, f • 12 . 
46 . Number is total new patients du r ing the fiscal year 
1939- 1940 . ~ource : 14th Biennial Report , Larned ~ ospital, 
I' • 9 . 
47 . Number in State Hospital for ~pileptics on June 30, 
193 8 and July 1, 1940 . Source: 19th Biennial Report, St ate 
Hospital for J.!,pileptics, p . GO, Table 1 . 
8 
4 o . Number nresent June ::io, 1938 and June :SO , 1940 . Source: 
30th Bjenn7al Re,ort , State Trai.YJ.ing School, p. 13. --------- ---
49 . Represent s number ta'en from 1938 t o June 6C , 1940. 
Soi.:rce: 14th Biennial Report, State San itorium for Tuberc1'losis, 
1 • lt::. 
50. Number under ca.re in State 1..rphans T'o~e July l , 1939, 
and July~, 1940 . ~ource: G7th Biennial ~e_ort, ~tate ~rphans 
J . 7. 
51. 
3G, 1940 . 
? • 37 . 
Number in rloys Industrial ~choo l June 30, 1938 and June 
~ource: 3oth Biennial Report, Boys Indust rial School, 
5i . l'Jumber :i.n Girls Industr ial :::ichool J ne 30 , 1%8, and June 
30, 194U . ~ource: i5th Biennial Re 1 ort , Girls Industrial School , 
f • G5; Biennial~ort, ~irls ~ndustrialSchool, ~· 8 . 
53. Since number of persons ·n institutions is available 
only for two-year 1er ods, the totals for 1938 and 1939 were 
added in ~rder to get an estimate of the n11mber ; n each of these 
l' years . or comparative purposes, the same nWT'ber 1.v-as l'Sed for 
e ach year . 1'he same procedure was used for 1940 and 1941. 
54 . l'lllmbers are fo r the calendar year as obta ned f r orr the 
Director of Information, De.f.iartrnent of Ag;riculture, Agricultural 
Adjust rrent Adminfatration, •1a s hin tori, D .c. 
55 . Total number rece ·ving a.id , excl1ding t~ose rece;v5ng 
grants only, from Re .!:,ort of ,,d~irist rat cr of t~ e FErr Security 
Administration, 1941, tl • "f:", Table ::.. - -- ---
56. Number obtained by adding nuPber of reci~5ents of loans 
from Land Bank Commissioner, .Land .Jjark, .. roduction 0. redit .bank, 
Bank for Cooperatives , l'arm 11.ortgage Lorporation, Regional Agri-
cu ltl'r al Credit bank, and Joint utock Bank . JJata are for ti-,_e 
calendar year . ~ource: 1 938 , ~ixth nnual ~port of ?arm Credit 
.Administration, 19~8, n . 121, Tabie°"G· v e 1G7 Tab~;-7-:---;_- 145 
, ... , , ),.i . .J. , 
Table GS; p . 170, Table 46; p . 175, Table 49; p. 197, Tatle 71; 
p . 207, Table 8G; 1939, Seventh Arnual Report of the Farm Credit 
.Administration,~. p . 139, Table G; .f> • 144,Table 6; n . 166, 
Table G7; :' • 188 , Table 48; p . 48; p . 215, Table 73; p . as , 
Tarle 84; 1 ~40, ~ ighth ~nnual ~e . ort of t he ~arm Cr edi t 
Administration , 1940, p . 156, Table 4;p:-I6T;'.ra l e "' ; p . 1 ·~1, 
Table 2 v ; p . 20G, Table 44; p . G31, Table 67; p . G43, Table 
77; p . G5D, Table 88 . J ata f or 1~41 are unava~l ab le. 
57. Re presents nnmber of consumers. ~ol'rce: 1 938 , 1<e r ort 
c f Rural 1lectrification Admini strat i:1. , l9v e , :' • 26 .. , A~'pend J.x 
T; Report of tlural lHectrJ.fJ.catJ.on &!iiunistration, 1030 , 
p . 350 , Appe!lduc....,,-;----r9'4u, he port cf drr:J.n st r at e r of n , r aY--
~lectrificati on Administrati cn, 1 940 , p . 37. 
5t. . 'i gure repr ese nts numbe r· of institut ions t o whcm l oans 
were outstand iLg o 
FOOTNOTES FOR TABLE II 
1. Figures are the total amount spent on Old Age Aasistano•, 
Aid to Blind, Aid to Dependent Children, and General Assistance 
plus administrative expenditure and other expenditures such as 
special services of t.~e state end county boards. Cost of dis-
tribution of commodities ia included as a special service of the 
state and county boards. 
2. WPA percentages listed in Report 2.£ Progress 
Program, ~, p. 144, Table XVI are oumulatiTe for Kansas since 
the beginning of the program. Therefore, the percentages were 
used to calculate how much of the total was provided by the Federal 
government and how much by the state and local sponsors. Of 
the state and local sponsors, between 96% and 100% are local 
(Robert A. Huey, Acting Statistician, WPA office, Topeka, Kansu.) 
1939, 1940, and 1941 totals are more than the total of Federal 
and state participation because the total includes also projects 
sponsored but not operated by the WPA. 
3. Includes Federal grants as well as sponsors contributiona 
in kind which have been valued. Sponsors figures from the State 
Administrator, Topeka, Kansas. 
4. The report of the Secretary of the Treasury gives the 
amount of Federal grants to the states. Since the grant cannot 
exceed 45% of the cost, this figure wu taken as the be.sis for 
finding the remainder of the funds expended. It, therefore, ia 
1 
only approximate and is probably hi Qher than the actual expenditures. 
6. Figure includea only lump-sum payments made to the 
state. In 1938, cost of administration was met by appropriatio1111 
from the general revenue tund. Since administration is centered 
in Washington and all records are kept there, this cannot be 
distributed on a state basis. 
6. No Unemployment Compensation benefits were paid in 1938, 
so this includes only the cost of administration advanced to 
Kansas for that year. Cost of administration includes amounts 
under the Wagner Peyser Act for employment offices for which the 
state must match funda and amounts under Title II of the Social 
Security Act whieh are outright grants. Benefits paid from the 
Unemployment Trust fund are listed as coming from the state 
governments since employers pay the tax in the first place. The 
states receive a 90% credit against their Federal tax and the 
larger part of the lo% remaining with the Federal govermn.ent is 
returned in the form of administration p~ents. 
7. Workmen' a Compensation figures obtained by adding the 
compensation and medical benefits. This includes self-insurers. 
Figures for 1939, ~940, and 1941 e.re only cost of administration 
for the Workmen's Compensation Commission appropriated by the 
state of Kansas. 
e. Sooie.l Welfare Board institutions ere: Topeka State 
Hospital. Osawatomie State Ho~pital, Larned State Hospital, State 
Hospital for Epileptics, State Training School, State Senitorium 
for Tuberculosis Patients, State Orphans Home, Boys Industri~l 
School (since 1941), and Girls Industrial School (since 1940). 
9. Educational institutions under Board of Administration 
included here are: School for Blind. School for Deaf, and Kansas 
Vocational Sohool. Patriotic institutions e.re the Mother Bicker-
dyke Home and the Soldiers Home. Penal institutions consist of 
the Penitentiary, Industrial Farm for Women, and Industrial 
Reformatory. 
10. Cooperative Vocational Education includes the amount 
granted by the Federal government end the amount appropriated by 
the state of Kansas to the Board of Education for vocational 
education purposes. 
11. Figures on Agricultural Adjustment Administration e.re 
for the calender year. 
12. Farm Credit Administration loans ere those outstanding. 
13. Rural Electrification Administration advances to Kansas 
obtained from St. Louis office 1 Rural Electrification Administration. 
14. Figures include investments by the United States Treasury 
and Home Owners Loan Corporation to finance the program in Kansas. 
15. Total includes expenditures after adjustments were made. 
Figures by sources are expenditures before adjustments had been 
me.de. 
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